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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

James L. LUbkiii
Michigan State University

EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

For five years I have been interested in educational innovation
and the improvement of college-level engineering and science teaching:
I have read about and-vlayed with "PSI", self-paced instruction, the
Keller plan, individualized_instruction, mixtures of traditional and
innovative methods, and so forth. I have even contributed to what I
consider to be one of the "wavelets of thefuture": computer-assisted
homework and test construction; a finely-adjustable method of indivi-
dualization which blends well with both traditional and innovative
methods;

All of these are exciting, and properly managed, all can help.
Rut- even when I have created as- rational -an environment for learning
as I could, it was still clear that the teaching of problem solving
was not as simple as -I thought. Most students still could not teach
themselves what had to be learned.

This monograph grew out of the difficulties which remained. I

had several purposes in mind when I asked the present authors to make
their contributions:

1: I wished to- assemble in one place a number of current
papers dealing with problem solving; Through these pa-
pers and their references. I_wished to_point to the
growing literature of this important field; - I-espe-
cially sought authors trom a variety of disciplines.
with a variety of approaches;_

2. Much attention is now being focused on open-ended or
creative problem solving ("design"). Excellent _

papers and books address this subject. Unfortunately,
many students cannot correctly solve the elementary sub-
problems which are inherent -in the design process; The
teaching of elementary problem solving hat- to be the
place -to- start; so I asked the authors to concentrate
on this less fashionable but fundamentally important
area;

3. I also assembled these papers in order to be educated
on how to teach elementary problem solving. Lest any-
one think that your editor is an- expert in this field;
let me hasten to disabuseyou. I simpli researched
out some of the real experts and_asked_them_to write
articles for me, the archetype of the "willing-but-igno-
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rant" engineering educator; as a representative of a
large audience ripe for guidance. I am pleased to re-
port that_the authors have generally avoided the trade
jargon which might put their ideas beyond the'reach of
the typical educator in science and engineering.

Here are my first conclusions from the educational process which
I sought in these papers:

* They have clarified the many meanings of the word "prob-
lem" and the disarmingly simple expression "problem solving".
We must define our terms very carefully before we begin
to talk about remedies and methodology.

* They have made quite clear what is missing in much of
our teaching, i.e., what we are doing wrong; and the gap
between what we teachers think we are doing and what we
actually -are doing; Put more bluntly, few educators in
engineering and science have been taught how to teach,
and few_students reach them knowing how to learn. In

particular, few teachers realize that it is part of their
job to teach students how -to- learn.

* The authors have made it clear that time spent_in teach-
ing students how to learn is not necessarily time lost
from the course; _(Those who prefer not to change_their
ways always have facile excuses, including "time lost"_
and they were supposed to learn that in high school."'
Teaching students how to learn makes them more independent;
and able to learn more quickly and with greater confi-
dence thereafter; Time put into the -early courses of_a
curriculum to teach students how to learn will probably
permit more effective learning in the later courses of
the same curriculum.

1'. Inevitably; some of the authors' recipes and suggestions
leave the reader with a vague feeling of dissatisfaction;
The papers make the difficulties clear, but the proposed
cures may seem blurred and imprecise; It is then that
you realize that teaching and learnir.g are human activi-

ties which are not easily codified. Part of the impre-
cision arises because the subject is still in_its_infancy;
The teaching_of abstract reasoning and logical thinking
is a difficult exercise in human-psychology; An enormous
variety of approaches are possible and relevant. Accord-

ingly, some of the suggestions_will strike_a responsive
chord for one teacher and repel another. Some of them
will work for one teacher personality and not for another.
But collectively, all of the papers do offer_enough pat-
ternsi procedures, templates and ideas to help most tech-
ers start exploring and experimenting_with their own
courses. I will be quite satisfied if this monograph
makes the reader_hungry to get started.

The primary topic of this monograph is elementary problem solving;
Some of the papers; particularly the first, do not adhere strictly to
this topic. However, this serves the very'valuable- purpose -of estab-
lishing the position of elementary problem solving in relation to
problem solving in general. Beyond this; please do not look for any
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organizational pattern in the grouping of the papers. There is none:

James L; Lubkin

January; 1978



1

TRAINING FOR EFFECTIVE
PROBLEM SOLVING

Gary A. Davis

rt University of Wisconsin
Madison

ABSTRACT

Emphasizing the complexity Of human problem solving, this article
begins with a.brief review of several_ taxonomies of problem solving; eac
of which identifies different types of problems and different thinking
processes._ The report then summarized_a five -step analysis_of the
problem-solving process: (a) fact finding, (b) problem finding,
(c) idea finding; (d) solution findingi_and (e) _acceptance finding. The
analysis helps clarify human problem solving and also serves as an
heuristic to guide individual or group problem solving. The idea-
generation stage includes a brief summary of some creative thinking
techniques.

One -difficulty in- training for problem solving is that there are
many different kinds of "problems. " One taxonomy of problems (Samson;
1970) identifies; firsti'situations_requiring_a_discoverY_process,
such as detettive mysteries; matchstick or number sequence puzzles;
ard any mathematical. problems.___ A second type of problem_invOlVes_
planning; for example; transporting 300 children to the -King Tut ex-
hibit; with minimal casualtiesi or organizing a new college course.
Samson's third category was creative_problemsi which requires a_free-
wheeling gush of iMagihatiVe_pettibilitieS. Some examples would be
listing ideas for a_60-second TV_commercial; brainstorming ideas for a
traffit safety pebbleiti, be just listing unusual -uses fora brick;

With_another taxonomy Lewis_ (1977) identified four types of prob-
lems which differ accoreing. to_whether the- means to the solution is
clear or _ill-defined; and Whether the end- itself is clear or ill-de-
fined._ For example; -an arithmetic problem (What is the squareof_
5;678?) has both a clear means and a clear end. These are called_

procedural problems, Choosing_avacation spot, a_ movie, or_selecting
wallpaper repreteht problems with a clear means; but an unclear_end_
(decision_problems). Common puzzles (crosswordsi_riddles, etc.) and
such problems as designing a better mouse trap would be problems with
a clear endi_but an unclearmeans (solutienalObbleMS). Fibally,
economic, political, and even some personal- problems represent situa-
tions with both an unclear goal and ill;defined means (e.g.; how do
we halt inflation;- settle-the middle7east situation, increase,person7
al self-confidence),_which Lewis calls generational problems; Across
all four_ combinations; problem solving_ is defined as the u,..process
of clarifying both Means_and_ends; that is; creating procedural prob-
lems from the other three types.1!
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Looking only at laboratory tasks of experimental psychology;
Davis' (1966) two-part taxonomy divided tasks into, first, those re-
quiring observable trial and -error problem solving: For example;
trial-andlerror is used in figuring out which combination of switches
will produce a desired pattern of lights; in learning to correctly
classify arbitrarily-related stimulus objects; in learning a finger-
maze blindfolded, or in the real world to find a lost checkbook. The
second category of problems includes those solvable by implicit

mental processes; which may involved some "mental" trial and error.
In this category are chess problems; anagrams (scrambled letters);
missionary-cannibal problems (ferrying three missionaries and three
cannibals across a river in a two-person boat without ever allowing
missionaries to be outnumbered), number-series problems, and others.
Davis notes that an "implicit"_type problem will become a trial-and- _

error to solve matchstick problems, and a person solving anagram prob-
lems will use trial-antherror if he is given_letter blocks -

In still one more taxonomy, Fuller (1973) rotes that "problems"
can vary in (a) having one or a multiplicity of possible solutions;
(b) the degree of uncertainty in either the problem data or the prob-
lem Outcomes, (c) the quantitative/mathematical nature of the problem,
(d) the degree of the social; - people- related character; (e) the
stract (symbolic vs. concrete) character of the needed solution, (f)
the complexity of the solution; or (g) the immediacy of the solution
evaluation.

The upshot of this introduction is simply that "problem solving"
is a difficult; catch-all concept which includes countless -types of
situations and, of present importance, innumerable sorts of mental
activities and processes; At the -very least we -find such processes -as
trial-and-error searching, logical deduction, diagnosis, extrapolation,
classification; metaphorical thinking; step-by-_step planning;_idea
retrieval, idea synthesis, discovery, means-end analysis, abstracting
commonalities; transferring old solutions to new problems; evaluation;
and many more; Small wonder that some sceptics have questioned
whether problem solving skills, whatever they may be, can be taught
at all._ _

Existing strategies for training problem solving show tremendous
variation_in the scope of problems for which the training is_appro-
priato. Perhaps the most general approach is the Upton and Samson
(1963) Creative Analysis workbook; which promises to strengthen_think-
ing, creating, problem solving, and even intelligence itself. The
program_prOvides broad-based exercises in structure analysis; qualita- .

tive analysis, classification, abstracting similarities; discovery;
using symbols and tree diagrams, metaphorical thinking, analysis of
operations; and -much more; - Other- efforts -at- teaching _problem solving
focus on a smaller number of helpful, verbalizable principles. ____For
example; Simon and Reed (1976) emphasized -the importance of means -end
analysis, which gives direction to a problem - solving search. Fuller
(1974) recommended his "special vocabulary" for problem solvingi
which calls attention to the "principal parts": -the data-set; algo-
riths (rules), unknowns, and constraints. Wickelgren's 0974)
strategy for teaching mathematical problem solving; which optimisti-
cally '...guarantees that you will never again have a blank mind in
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(proLlemsolving) eircumst,hces," include s specifyino givens,
classifying action sequences; evaluating stat,:s defining subgoals,
searching for contraoietions, working backward from the goal. looking
fur relationships (similarities). between problems, and others. _

the remainder Of the present essay will fotus_vorifically on_
solving "creative problems." those situaticns requirie-, rc -w ideas for
designing a better bumper, keeping costs down and effciency up;
marketing Hula Poops.' and infinitely core.

Creative Prot:1cm Solving

Skills, strategies and attitudes fOr creative problem, solving are
taught daily in universities and large corporations through America
and the world. The effectiveness of such training naturally varies
with the course ant with the individual participant. The most common
and predictable g.;teome is a solid change in "creativity consciousness."
Farticipant:, come tc understand creative thinking and problem solving
bettet, they become none confident in their own creative ability, they
become more likely to use a creative approach in solving professional
problems, and they are readyto take a more creative approach to life
in general. Hard evidence of program effectiveness, which is not
often available; has taken the form of higher scores on divergent
thinking tests (such as listing unusual uses for a brick)_and higher
scores on personality tests measuring self-confidence, initiative, and

leadership potential (Parnes, 1962):
A recurrent strategy for teaching creative problem solving is the

stage approach, which forms the core of -the Creat've fc,ir.ntook, pre
[Cared by Creative Education FoOndatibh lead-0-S Mellen, Parnes and
Biondi (1977): Tte reader may -be acquainted with Wallas' (1920 stares
of preparati-on, tncubaticr, illcintination and verification; which very
generally sumuarize the sequence of events in many problem solving
episodes. The Noller et al steps of (a) fact finding, (b) problem
finiing; (c) idea finding; (d) solution finding and (c) atteRtarite
farm-ing represent an up- dating of the 1926 steps (see Figure 11, In

the 1977 model each of the five stages involves both a divergent, idea-
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

THE CREATIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING
PROCESS

Fact-Finding
Problem-Finding
Idea - Finding
SolutiOn-Ftn&ng
Acceptance-Finding
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Figure 1. Five stages in creative problem solving. Fran Creative
Actionbook, by Ruth B. Nailer, Sidney 0- Parnes, and Angelo
M. Biondi, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1977. Reprinted by
permission.
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generation phase followed by a convergent, evaluative phase. An as-
sumption of the model seems to be that an understanding of the dynamics
of problem solving; as represented by the five steps; -will lead to more
systematic, effective problem solving. In the following summary, most
space will be given to step (c); idea finding; since much has been
written about idea-generation techniques.

FACT FINDING

The first step i gathering pertinent information. Activities in
this stage will include_ listing relevant facts and raising questions,
some of which may need to be researched; For example; let's say the
problem at hand is designing packaging for a new line of Mrs-Plum's
Pickled Kumquats. A group perhaps composed of food processing engi,
neers, executives, and layout artists would need to gather information,
for example; on relevant biochemical reactions; deterioration rates,
contamination dangers, taste factors, and costs, availability and mar-
ket research data on various packaging alternatives. After the free-
flowing idea-production period the most significant facts-would-be
sifted out and perhaps clarified and elaborated. Quite often, ideas
listed in this stage will relate directly to ideas produced in later
stages.

PROBLEMF-IN-DING

Problem finding amounts to identifying and defining the problem(s)
to be attacked. One does this by (a) listing many possible problem
statements; (b) by repeatedly rephrasing a particular- statement, and/or
(c) by defining the problem in a broader, more general fashion, which
has the effect of_opening new avenues of thought; Problem statements
often begin with "How might we..." or "In what ways might we..." For
example; "How might we present_attractive 'units' of pickled kumquats?"
"How might we keep costs down?" "In what ways might we prevent loss
of flavor over time?" And so on.

One would consider variatiogs of a_single problem statement;
"How might we present attractivelunits?" can be rephrased as "How can
we make people like our package?" "How can'we make the package say
'Try me! I'm good!'?" or "How can we make people put our package in
their_shopping carts?"

Some more general problem statements, which usually provide new
problem viewpoints; could be "In what creative ways can our product
attract attention at the_grocery_store?" or "How can a biological
product be made to last forever?"

_ Problem listing is followed by the evaluative process of selec-
ting the most productive problem statement. Of course, different
problem definitions will result in different lists of solutions.
Frequently, many important subproblems will be identified; each of
which will require separate attention.



IDEA FINDING

After a_problem is selected;_the_individual_or_group should
generate a list of solution possibilities; The list will be longer
and more imaginative if the thinkers observe the deferred judgment
principle. That is; even "wild" ideas should -be freely suggested -and
recorded with no immediate evaluation or criticism. Far-fetched ideas
may suggest_realistic;_creative_problem solutions.

In addition to using ones intuition there are a number of delib-
erate;_supplementary strategies for producing_new idea combinations.
The following techniques are taught in virtually every professional
creative thinking course._

Attribute listing; The-attribute-listing technique (Crawford;
1954; 1971) involves either (a) listing important attributes fcharac-
teristics; dimensions) of the problervand then_listing ideas for_im-
proving each of those attributes, or (b) transferring an attribute
or problem solution) from one situation to anew problem- context.
"Packages" of pickled kumquats, for example, have attributes of mate-
rial; size; shape; color_or color patterns; pickling mediumi.vitamin
additives, appeals to different groups (e.g., sugarless kumquats; dried
kumquats for backpackers; Kiddie Kwats; kumquats With prune juice;
etc.), product names; cartoon characters (as on cereal boxes); and _

more. Each dimension will spur ideas--lots of them--related to that
attribute:

As for transferring attributes, our thinkers would seek inspira-
tion from other attractive and successful forms of packaging- promo-
tion. For example, the catchy 7Up and Levi's TV commercials or the
unique L'Eqgs pantyhose_displays might suggest_packaging ideas for
Meg. Plum's kumquats. The reader might recognize the process of
metaphorical thinking as central to this attribute transfer strategy.

Matrix methods: As extension of attribute_ listing is the_matrix
approach, sometimes known as Mo-r-P-h- synthesis or morRhological
analysis (Alien;_1962; 1966). Ideas for one problem dimension (or
attribute) are listed along the horizontal axis of a matrix; -ideas
for a second dimension are listed along the vertical axis. This sys-
tem forces the problem solver to examine the very large number of
solution combinations found in the cells of the matrix, -some cf which
are likely to be_creative, practical; or with a little luck, both.

I-dea- checklists. Idea checklists also may be used to prod the
imagination; The late -Alex Osborn; inventor of brainstorming; co-
founder of the successful advertising agency, Batten; Barten; Dursten
and Osborn; and founder of the Creative Education Foundation, devised
a set of "73 Idea-Spurring Questions': which may be applied to virtu -_
ally -any problem-solving task for which creative solutions are sought.
A condensed form of the list (from Davis; 1974) includes:

Put to other uses? New ways to use as is? If modified?
Adapt? What else is like this? What other person, place

or thing does this suggest?
Modify? -Change meaning, color, motion, sound, odor, form,

shape?



Magnify? More time Greater frequency? Stronger? Higher?
Longer? Thicker? Plus ingredient? Multiply?
Exaggerate?

obi -oify? Smaller? Lower? Shorter? Lighter? Split up?
Understate?

Stib-S-t-i-t-Lite-? Who or what else instead?
Rearrange? Interchange_components? Other layout? Other

sequence? Transpose cause and effect?
Reverse? Transpose opposites?_ Turn it backward? Upside __
_ _ _ down? Inside out? Turn tables? Turn other cheek?
Combine? How about a blend? An assortment? Combine units?

Purposes? Appeals?

The reader might- wish to think of the kumquat-packaging problem
(or something more relevant) while considering each item on the list.
While such a list should be used only to supplement_ones_intuitive
idea supply; the list almost guarantees the production of some ideas
which otherwise would not have occured to the thinker;

Synectics methods: Space will not permit a fair review of the
very amazing and amusing synectics strategies which are used both in
professional creative problem solving (Gordon; 1961; Prince, 1968;
1971) and for strengthening imaginations in the schools (Gordon; 1968;
1971)._ In_brief;_the techniques teach systematic; metaphorical think-
ing. The Dire tt Analogy method asks the thinker to look to nature for
metaphorically7related problem ideai. What; for example; is "packaged"
by seagulls; spiders, bees, salmon, oak trees, rose bushes, and so on.

The Personal Analogy method asks the thinker to become part of
the problem objects: -The reader might think about what it's like
being a flavorful, well-preserved and attractivelY=packaged bunch of
kumquats: How do you feel? What makes you happy? How could you be
improved?

With Fantasy Analogy the problem solver searches for fanci4 i;

perhaps ideal solutions, for example, by asking how the problem might
solve itself. How might pickled kumquats preserve themselves? Main-
tain their_own_flavor? Become more and more attractive to shoppers?
In the world of consumer products refrigerators defrost themselves;
tires patch their own leaks; ovens. clean_ themselves; cameras adjust
their own shutter speeds, turkeys baste themselves, a new chain saw
sharpens itself; and automobile engines diagnose their own_problems;
__ Whether the thinking strategy is intuitive or "forced," the long
list of creative, sometimes preposterous ideas must be reduced to the
potentially most fruitful ones for further development: Additional
information on creative thinking techniques may be found in Davis
(1973); Davis and Scott (1971); Biondi (1974); Gordon (1961); and
Stein (1976).

SOLUTION FINDING

Quite_often a good solution will -need no formal evaluation
(solution-finding) stage--When it's right, you know! Most of the
time; however; it's worthwhile to_systematically list_criteria for
evaluating the goodness of each of the solution possibilitieS. The

7
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reader might imagine a matrix with specific solution ideas listed
vertically along the left side (vertical axis)_and_evaluation criteria
listed across the top horizontal axis). Working from left to right;
each cell would contain a rating (poor, fair; mod; great) for each
idea for each criterion. Some useful criteria are: Will -it -work?

Will the public accept it? Does it require too much time? Too much

money? Are materials available? Reliability? Durability? Safety?

Would -my mother like it?
As with all other stages; a longer_list of criteria can be

shortened to those which seem most prcmising.

ACCEPTANCE FINDING

"Acceptance finding" is a slight misnomer, since this final stage
includes both gaining acceptance (selling the idea) and devising ways
to implement and assure effectiveness of the problem solution. Noller

et al. (1977) recommend a self-test; asking such questions as: (a)

What might I do to gain enthusiasm for_the_idea? _How? When? _Where?

Why? (b) What might I do to insure effectiveness? How? When?

Where? Why? And others;

Conclusions

_Most problem solvers do not consciously follow separate stages in
problem solving. There also is no iron-clad assurance_that training
with this stage approach will guarantee more successful thinking.
However, the.five-step model does_draw attention to necessary compo-
nents and subskills in problem solving and suggests clear; conscious
means for coping -with these components. Alsoi the model implicitly
fosters the development of appropriate attitudes by encouraging flexi-

bility; originality; and openmindednessj and by generally reinfOrcing
a more creative approach to effective thinking and problem solving.
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2
PATTERNS OF PROBLEM

SOLVING = A CAMPUS=WIDE
COURSE AT UCLA

Moshe F. Rubinstein
Professor of Engineering; UCLA

L; Robin Keller
Teaching Associate, UCLA

Edward A. Kazmarek
Department for Energy and_ Environment

Georgia-Pacific

- Patterns of Problem Solving is a four-unit course offered tn
twelve sections each quarter of the academic year. The course dis-
cusses tools and concepts useful in problem solving with a balance
sought between modeling techniques and attributes -of human problem
solvers. Problem solving is presented as a dynamic open-ended process
encompassing diverse academic disciplines;

The course is sponsored by the School of Engineering and Applied
Science at UCLA, but it has an appeal to students campuswide. The

more than_4000_students who have taken the course represent more than
thirty major fields of study and all levels at the University from
freshmen to graduate _students. The students have repeatedly rated the
course as an outstanding educational experience that helped them_con-__
solidate past experiences and let the stage for easier assimilation of
subsequent learning;

The diversity of both student backgrounds and the course subject
matter led to the development of a unique peer teaching program; The

peer teachers are a link between the instructor and the students, pro-
viding assistance to students and feedback to -the instructor;, This
makes it possible to maintain continuity in classes with students of
diverse backgrounds and interests._ Peers and_instructors are avail-
able daily in the course learning laboratory for consultation with
students;

BRIEF HISTORY

Patterns of Problem_Solving_was developed at_UCLA andoffered for
the first time in the fall of 1969 to a class of thirty-two students;
It was announced as an elective campuswide interdisciplinary course.

1973 the course grew to three sections per quarter with -an enroll-
ment of 250 students for the year. The steady state enrollment in
1976-77 reached 1600 students; with twelve sections of the course
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offered each quarter and two sections in the summer session;

As enrollments kept increasing; a special peer program was
introduced in 1g74. Peer teachers are oestanding students who have
completed the course and undergo an extensive summer training program
to prepare them for their role. For the past three years the peer
program has stabilized in the number of peers and their duties.
Generally, there are two peers per course section. The peer teachers
are available in the course learning laboratory to assist students
and provide the instructors with important feedback; Peer teachers
are paid for eight hours per week although they often put in much
more time on their own._ The involvement of the -peer teachers _in the
learning process makes it possible to conduct classes for students
with diverse backgrounds and interests and maintain a continuity
that is otherwise difficult to achieve. Tie peer program makes_
assistance available to the students at all times with no need for
appointments, and reduces the demands on the time of the instructors.

Sections of the course have been taught_by faculty members from
different disciplines, such as Engineering, Psychology, Law,
Business; Philosophy; Architecture; Mathematics and Computer Science.
These faculty members are outstanding teachers and have been noted
for their diverse interests. Some instructors are recruited, others
offer to teach the course as an extra load and consider the under-
taking a valuable educational experience. Since it is not possible
to cover the thirty-eight sections of the course offered each year
with professors only, they are joined by outstanding teaching
assistants who are trained to teach their own sections of the course.
The teaching assistants are selected on the basis of talent; per-
sonality; and interest in students.

Funding for the course comes from various sources the School
of Engineering; the Office of Undergraduate Affairs; and the Chan-
cellor's Office. The idea that led to the creation of this course
was sparked by Dr; Chauncey Starr; former Dean of the School of
Engineering and Applied Science at UCLA. Dr. Starr and Professor
O'Neill; the present Dean, have supported the course in both deed
and spirit from its inception.

Modified versions of this course -have been offered since 1973
in the National Science Foundation's Chautauqua Type Short Courses
conducted by the American Association for Advancement of Science -for
college teachers across the country. A public lecture series was
offered under the auspices of UCLA Extension to 300 participants
from the community which included many professionals from medicine;
law; business, education; and industry. Aspects of the course have
been presented to various professional_societies;_executives; and
at the annual University of the Young Presidents Organization. A

lecture series' was_also given at the University of Tel Aviv and at
the University of Belgrade under the auspices of a Fulbright-Hayes
lectureship.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

The primary cbjectives of the course are:

To develop a general foundation of problem solving approaches;
including some specific techniques.

To emphasize the thinking processes at all stages of the
problem solving activity

To expose students to both objective and subjective aspects
of problem solving.

To provide a framework for a better appreciation of the role
of tools and concepts that the students may have acquired Of"
will acquire.

To bring together students from diverse backgrounds so they
can ObSerVe different attitudes and problem solving styles;
and learn from each other.

COURSE CONTENT

Patterns of Problem Solving was designed to provide the founda-
tion for attitudes and skills productive in dealing with complex
probldms in the context of human values. The most significant
feature of the course is its interdisciplinary approach; This is_
manifested in the diverse background of_students in the course and
the broad range of subjects covered; The ten chapters of the text
Patterns_of_Problem Solving, Prentice-Hall 1975, which_WaSdeVelOped
by Professor Rubinstein specifically for the course, reflect this
approach:

Chapter 1: ProbTemPSOlving: culture ;-- values -- and -models of

problem solving; difficulties, guides and atti=
tulles:

Chapter 2: Language and Communication: from evolution of
writing to computer language, symbolic represen-
tation

Chapter : Computers Fundamental Concepts: computers,
their structure, their use in problem solving; how
they work.

Chapter 4: Probability and the Will to Doubt: information,
itssyeleVance, credibility and measurement,
entropy;

chat:it& 5: Models and MOdeling: purpose and nature of
models, models in history, behavioral science,
and engineering.

Chapter 6: Probabilistic Models: samples, diStribUtiOnS,
errors of omission and commission, simulation.

Chapter 7. Decision-making Models: decision criteria,
utility theory, game theory, group decisions.
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Chapter 8: Optimization Models Selecting the Best POttible:
linear and nonlinear programming; dynamic pro-
gramming,

Chapter 9: Dynamic Systems Models: cybernetics; its ubiquity;
history, and applications; simulation of dynamic
systems.

Chapter 10: Values and Models of Behavior: value judgement;
social preferences; consensus, assessment of
values.

The entire subject matter of the text was not intended to be
taught in a ten-week_quarter. The subjects taught, and the extent to
which they are covered depend on the instructor's prerogative. How-

ever; there is a core of subject matter upon which every instructor
focuses.; This core comc.rises the major part of the_text_and_courte
and ihtlUdet Chapters 1, 2,.4, 5, 7, and parts of 10; The material
of Chapters 3; 6i 8; and 9 is dealt_with_only to the extent that
each instructor desir es. The text is not the only source of subject
material. Some topics covered during the quarter are those which an
'instructor introduces as a result of individual background.

The- emphasis on practical appliCation reflects both classroom
and nohtlassroom experiences. Instructors often use real world
examples in their lectures and assignments; and most_ instructors
require the students to apply the tools they have learned to a
personal problem. This becomes_the_class_project, Projects in the
past have covered such diverse subjects as selecting a career; buying
a car, and finding_a place -to live. These projects are submitted in
written form; and in addition; some are presented orally, shown_on
film; or illustrated by use of slides. Most of the students enjoy
working on their projects and consider their efforts valuable.

STAFF TRAINING

Each June teaching assistants and peer teachers undergo- inten-
sive training in preparation for their teaching roles the ensuing
Fall.. The training program_ consists of a series_of_meetingt_ih___
Whith batit course content is reviewed; supplementary material is
presented; teaching skills are_developed; and course policies are
discussed. Teaching assistants are videotaped while conducting_
simulated class lectures. They plan a sample course syllabus and
share ideas on course contentilecture styles; and grading,systems.
Peer teacher review course material by preparing notebooks of
lecture outliribs;_answers to textbook problems;_and additional
referente material. Peers also practice explaining course concepts
in role-playing sessions in the learning_ laboratory. Perhaps most
important, the staff learns to work together and develops a sense of
community which continues to grow throughout the academic.year; The

training program has been extremely successful._ Participants in_the
program feel that it is very worthwhile and that they have_acquired
knowledge and confidence in preparation for the new academic year.
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In addition to, the summer training program, the course staff of
about thirty'peoplej gets together each quarter at the Rubinstein home
to share experiences and suggest innovations for the program. These
get-togethers serve as forums for promoting the growth of the sense
of .community among the staff_and students. For example; instructors
and peers have planned entkof-guarter class parties, organized
Mastermind tournaments; and formed an intramural coed football team.
A recent addition is a Patterns of Problem Solving Tee shirt dis-
playing the, cover of the textbook. Also; one peer teacher presented
the program with a log book for the lab room in which students; peers;
instructors, and visitors are encouraged to enter commentsj puzzles,
and suggestions. This sense- of-community is displayed by the many
times that students and staff plan sessions with food, so they can
"eat together while learning together,"

THE FIRST DAY OF THE COURSE ONE EXAMPLE

"Welcome to Patterns -of Problem Solving._ During_this intro-
ductory course we will explore many problem solving styles
and techniques; But first, here is a problem for you....

"You are lost on the moon, your ship has just crash
landed_and_you_and your crewmates have been able to save
the following items:

a box of matches, food concentrate, nylon
rope, parachute silk, solar powered portable
heating unit, two .35 caliber pistols; one
case of dehydrated milk; two 100 pound tanks
of- oxygen; a stellar map; a- self - inflating life
raft, a magnetic compass, five gallons of
water;_signal flares; a first aid kit- contain-
ing injection needles, solar powered FM
receiver-transmitter.

The mother ship is 200 miles away on the lighted surface
of the moon. Rank the items according to their potential
for helping you survive."I

Immediacely the students, who earlier were divided into small
groups, become immersed in a problem. How should we decide?_ How
could we rank the items? How can a group reach consensus? How can
we try to overcome the uncertainties in the situation? Will a flare
work in the'moon's atmosphere? What is more important to us: food
or shelter? What is more important: food or water'

This "lost on the moon" exercise is then used to illustrate
many of the topics which will be covered during the Patterns of

'This "Lost on the Moon" exercise is from Psychology Today; Nov;
1971.
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Problem Solving course. Student§ realize that they have_a_problem
since there is a difference between where they are initial state) and

the mother ship_200 miles away (the goal state); They are trying to

decide how to solve their problem. Thus, they are attempting to

determine a sOetifit procedure for reaching their goal state from_the

initial state; Each group must analY26 the_alterhatives available to

it and make some sort of group decision; The students_ also- will__

want to develop a means for coping With the uncertainties inherent in

the problem. They may not know; for exampl;:i how lon itWOUld_take

them to walk to the mother ship, but they might be able to estimate

pftbabilities; As_they attempt to rank the fifteen salvageditems
they would profit from the course discussions on utility theory._

Throughout their work on this problem, studehtt will realize that

values play ah iMpOrtant part in the way we view problems. In such

a life,and-death situation, the supreme value of survival will

Probably overshadow the values of comfort or beauty.__ Finally, thit

simulated problem solving situation is just a model of a real

situation. Its purpose_is to approximate a real problem so students

can practice their skids and analyze their own problem solving

styles.

THE CONDUCT OF THE COURSE AND THE LEARNING LABORATORY

Patterns of Problem Solving -is unique in that__along_With its

diverse academic_content, many alternate learning modes are provided.

Eath section of the course has around forty students, so there is

ample opporlunitY for Clete interactions among the students; in

structor, and peer teachers. The format of class meetings varies;

including lectUreS, group exercises; movies; and problem solVing

sessions._ Assignments may incldde hoMeWerk problems; journals; _

individual problem solving projects; take-home quizzes, and,in-class

exams:

Outside of class, students are encouraied to go to the course

learning laboratory when they need to talk about their homework; The

lab room is staffed five hours -daily by peer teachers_and inStrUctors

and- provides a_meeting ground for students to study and receive help

er feedbatk. Often students come to the lab room dur4ng office hours

of the peer teacher Who is assigned to their class section; but

they way ask questions of any staff member. StUdent§ can leave

messages for peer teathert or instructors in their mailboxes_in_the

lab; Also; answers to homework assignments and additional informa-

tion' are posted on the bulletin board in the lab room,

students are amazed that the staff is so available and so helpful.

Studentt especially appreciate the fact that undergradUate_peer

teachers are available to help others master the course material,

and some students express interest in becoming peers themselves;

The undergraduate students who become peer teachers have been

outstanding students in the course and are invited,by their in-_

structors to join the peer teaching program. For these students;
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being a peer tea her is more than just a job. -From a peer teacher's
viewpoint, perha s the most rewarding aspect of peer teaching is the
opportunity to actively contribute to the educational system; Often

university students become passive receptacles of facts; peer
teaching combats this passivity; Peers focus attention on the educa-
tional process and think about alternate methods to teach certain
concepts: They become more aware of what occurs in the classroom;
and provide needed feedback to the course instructor.

Peer teachers assist in a specific course section in a number of
ways. They attend class lectures; read homework; exams, and projects;
and assist in running the course. As previously mentioned; peers
conduct office hours in the course lab room. In the lab room,
students and peers interact on a one-to-one basis; Students realize
that the peer cares about them and wants them to understand the
concepts; Peer teachers gain a solid understanding of the funda-
mental academic aspects of the course and also become proficient at
explaining these concepts; __Peers also gain confidence in dealing
with people. Often a peer finds that a student really wants
friendly; helpful reassurance as well as clarification of a point
from the class lecture. Some peers become very interested in__
teaching and adopt that as one of their lifetime goals, but all peers
have found the problem solving training very_beneficial as they
embarked on a career or continued their studies.

REWARDING EXPERIENCE

Patterns of Problem Solving has been a rewarding experience for
individuals_involved in all aspects of the program, Students feel
the course is very enligntening. They appreciate the practical
course content'and the personal attention. Outstanding students
often become very interested in the material and continue to take_
related courses. Twice a year the follow-up seminar course, Applied
Patterns of Problem Solving; is ,offered to a select group of
excellent Patterns of Problem Solving students. These students are
specially_invited by their instructors .to take the seminar. Students
consider it an honor to be invited to participate in the seminar.
In this course; more advanced topics are studied and students
conduct in-depth group projects. One group designed a "UCLA GAME"
which is used at UCLA's incoming student orientation to introduce
the campus and its regulations to. newcomers; Another_group analyzed
the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (P.P.B.S.) at a
Southern California high_school. Other topics have included im-
proving theACLA fraternity and sorority system and forming a small
business, Students sometimes continue these projects by taking
independent study courses.

Not only outstanding students find the course_appealing. Many
students who have not been exposed to problem solving. concepts before
find them fascinating; One student; for example; worked very hard
throughout the quarter attempting to understand concepts that were
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alien to him. He was very proud to earn a grade of "C" at the end
of the class and thanked the teacher for the only course he'd enjoyed
at the university! This student was especially aided by the daily
availability of help in the course learning laboratory. Patterns of
Problem Solving may be unique in that_both_instructors and students
consider the course to be a valuable learning experience. Thit fatt
is at the very heart of the reasons for the phenomenal success of
the course.

There are many benefits for course instructors. Instructors
often share the same offices. They maintain common office hours in
the learning laboratory and meet to discuss their experiences in
social get-tojbthers several times a year. The effects of this
constant fraternizaticuNre several. The instructors develop close
personal friendships. (Two of the instructors even got married!)
They exchange information on the course; based on their own_area of
expertise; share amusing (or frustrating) experiences; develop new
problems; examination questions; and class examples; and he10_each
other in some of the more difficult aspects of the course content.
They also discuss some of the more philosophical aspects of teaching:
the role of the peer teacher; the best ways to make use of student
skills; the proper amount of discussion versus lecture; and so on.

An informal tradition exists that some aspects of the course
content; emphasis; examples; and so oni are always changing. Part
Of this results from the interchange of ideas among the instructors;
as new ideas are developed anchare successful; they are communicated
to the other instructors and adopted. But more than this; the
instructors fundamentally believe in one of the bases of the course
content: one must maintain an open mind; a will to doubt; and -

flexibility. They believe that, in a dynamic world, it makes little
sense to set guess plans in concrete; especially in_a course that
purports to teach the skills necessary to solve real-world problems.
Furthermore; the instructors are taught; and believe; that_all
classes are different; courses have personalities just as people do
and one does not treat all classes alike any more than he would
treat all people alike. Oftentimes an instructor will modify his_
teaching technique or the course content to accommodate a particular
class of students.

Instructors maintain_an honest respect for their students. In

a sense, this is a necessity, because in a course that covers sub-
jects from psychology to linguistics to physics to engineering
there may be students who know more about some given subject than
the instructor.

Finally, and perhaps most important, if there exists a philos-
ophy common to the instructors it is that the coursei and teaching
it, ought to be fun. While instructors are not hired because -of
their senses of humor. it never seems to fail that the type of people
who enjOy the course enough to pursue it further_and_to eventually
end up teaching it are the kind of people who enjoy life and are
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happy. They neither take themselves, nor the world, too seriously
and they know that students do not learn much .n a course which they
dread attending.

CONCLUSION

Patterns of Problem Solving has had a record of success virtually
unheard of in- academia: The reasons for this success are the course
content itself, Whith is flexible and designed to instill -in the
student the skills and attitudes productive for dealing with complex
problems; the preparation and training of the staff involved in__
teaching_the course; the varied format of the actual teach-Mg; the
availability and helpfulness of the staff; including the existence
of a "learning labQratory;" where students can rece4ve individual
attention directed- towards their - particular needs; and the enthusiasm,
and concomitant effectiveness, of the instructors.

We feel that as the teaching of problem solving becomes more
widespread; it_is fundamental that the'. organizers_ of such courses
examine not only the content of the course but the atmosphere in
which it is conducted.
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A TAXONOMY OF PROBLEM

SOLVING ACTIVITIES AND ITS
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A Rationa-1 -e for a Taxonomy

"A- Taxonomy of Problem-Solving Activities"--what is it and what
use is it? The dictionary defines taxonomy as classification. In the
world of biology and elsewhere; it has come to mean a classification for
the purpose of study. We create a taxonomy to enable us to study the
parts of a subject which is too large or too diffuse to be studied as a
whole:

Problem-solving is just such a topic; Solving a problem_is an act-
ivity which can consume days, months, or years, or can take place in a
matter of seconds: It can subsume many behaviors_or_very few;_ It can_be
extremely complex or very simple. Consequently, it is almost impossible
to -talk or even to think about it as a whole_ Discussion of problem-
solving tends to degenerate to a discussion of one phase of problem-
solving or even of solving a particular_class_of problems. Thus, general
statements about problem-solving are often made which would be better
addressed to a particular part of problem-solving.

The development and use of a taxonomy of problem-solving activities
can help with thee_problems; By breaking problem-solving into its COM7 _

ponent activities it makes it possible to consider each activity separately
without the mental haze which results from trying to think about too
many related activities at one time. It enables the thinker to examine
a problem-solving system for the presence or absence of appropriate _

activities and to take corrective measures; Last; it allows the thinker
to describe more accurately the problem-solving process and thus commu-
nicate it to another.

Since a_taxonomy is an_aid to description and communicationi_it is
of more use to the person who wishes to think about and talk about the
problem-solving process than it is to the person who wishes to do
problem-solving; Thus it becomes a tool_of utmost utility to the teacher
who struggles to transmit the problem-solving process to the student
rather than teaching the solution of specific problems:
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Most,_if not all; problem-solving activities can be divided inti
five classifications: routines, diagnosis, strategy, interpretation ,

and generation:

There is no particular sequence for these classes_of_activity_and
ih solving an actual problem the student will move back and forth -among
them according to the dictates of the particular_problem. _The following
working definitions have been evolved for these activities:

_ __Routines are those operations which; once begun; afford_no oppor-
tunity for decision but proceed by simple or complex mathematical steps
to a_unique solution. Long division is a routine. The evaluation of a
complex integral is a routine: The solution of_a quadratic equation is
a routine. The determination of the moment of inertia Of a composite
area about_a centroidal_axis is a routine: All of_these depend only on
the correct execution of a number of steps. The student may find it
necessary to_recall mathematical or physical facts in order to 1.erform
a routine but no decisions are necessary.

Diagnosis is the selection of the correct_ routine or routines for
the solution of a particular prOblem. Diagnosis is sorting out correct
routines from incorrect routines;_ Deciding on the flexure formula to
fihd the stresses at a given point in a beam is diagnosis. Deciding -on

integration_by parts for a given integration problem is diagnosis. In

both cases there is only one way to go, but the student must find it
He must examine the problem until he finds a correct routine.

Strategy is the choice of a particular routine for the solution of
a problem which maybe solved by several routines or variations_of
routines, all of which are known to the student. Strategy is choosing
among_correct routines_ The selection of a point about which to take
moments is a strategy decision. The decision_to. use polar rather_than
cartesian coordinates is strategy. The use of the methcid of sections or
of _the method of joints in analyzing a truss is a matter of strategy.

_ _Interpretation is the_reduction_of a real-world situation to_data_
Whith can be used in a routine, and the expansion of a problem solution
to determine its implications in the real world. It includes the making
of appropriate assumptions and the interpretation of results:

Generation is the development_of_routines which are new_to the
problem-solver. It may siMply belaying out a number of routines to put them
together in new ways_; in which case it is probably a_matter_of pure___
recall. It may be the bringing together of previously unrelated ideas
to spark a new attack, in which case it is highly creative. It may_be

somewhere between these two extremes: It -must result in_an_activity
which_is completely new to the problem-solver and which he has never been
taught:

These are the_five_dimensions of problem-solving as the taxonomy
defiheS theM. A student enters with certain skill_levels in -each and
exits with a different set of 'skill levels. The difference in these
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skill levels is a measure of what has been learned about solving prob-
lems. To teach problem-solving the teacher must address each of the five
dimensions:

The present taxonomy does not deal with problem definition; because
in most cases the engineer or the en_gineerilig-studefit-rs-tet-to-solve zr-
particular problem; large or small, rather than to discover the problem
to be solved:

Other Learning Taxonomies

The reader of educational papers -may wonder whether there is a need
for a taxonomy of problem solving. After all excellent taxonomies of
learning already exist. That is quite true. However; a closer reading
will show that most of the existing taxonomies of learning behavior end
where a taxonomy of problem solving begins.

The best known of all educational taxonomies is undoubtedly that of
Bloom.

His Taxonomy of Educational Objectives categorizes all cognitive
behaviors as knowledge; comprehension; application, analysis, synthesis
and evaluation. It is an extremely powerful tool; but its very rigor
makes it difficult to use in teaching problem-solving: It is quite
possible for two teachers to argue for hours over whether a given objec-
tive is actually comprehension or application; and to end -up agreeing
that -it is really a bit of both. By focusing on groups of behaviors
leading to a particular outcome; rather than on individual behaviors;
the Problem-Solving Taxonomy cuts across Bloom's Taxonomy and groups
behaviors as they occur in he solution of problems. For instance;
diagnosis; an activity in the Problem-Solving_Taxonomy; may- combine
knowledge, comprehension, and application as identified by Bloom.

In his eight types of learning, Gagne lays out a hierarchy which
culminates in problem-solving. Problem-Solving as Gagne. sees it is 5
far narrower_activity_than that envisioned by the engineer. The Gagne
problem-solving is quite analagous to the activity designated as "Routine"
in the Protlem-Solving _Taxonomy:_ The_Gagner_ hierarchy does not deal with
the more complex activities involved in problem-solving.

In a later work, Gagne"has delved somewhat deeper into problem-
solving and has somewhat extended his range. An activity which .he calls
"rule learning" corresponds well with our "routines", and he has divided
his problem-solving into four main areas: presentation of the problem;
definition of the problem; formulation of hypotheses (both correct and
incorrect), and verification. This approach looks at generation and
analysis but ignores the areas of diagnosis and strategy:

In a very recent attempt to assemble and integrate various taxono-
mies; Holland and his co-workers have evolved a taxonomy with three
main divisions: psychomotor learning, memory learning and complex cog-
nitive learning. A_subdivision of memory learning; algorithms; -bears a
considerable resemblance to routines. The remainder of the activities
catalogued in PST are treated under "complex cognitive". There; under
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the heading of "principles", they consider an activity much like
diagnosis, and their "strategies" grouping includes a mixture of
strategy, generation, and application as identified in PS1.

The existing learning_taxonomies are thus seen to be much more
general and diffuse than PST, and require the teacher to utilize -many
different levels -and even_different taxonomies, in order to completely
describe and analyze problem-solving activities as they are seen_in the
practice of engineering. It may be argued that the present Problem-
Solving Taxonomy can be used to complement the more general learning
taxonomies already in use, and can provide a useful specialized tool
for the teacher whose primary concern is the_teaching of problem solu-
tion. Other taxonomies are perhaps more useful in- teaching the solution
of one particular problem or class of problems. PST is most useful in
teaching an approach to problem-solving in general.

Principal Approaches to Problem-Solving

It may be of some interest at this time to examine the approaches of
several current schools of thought on_problem-solving;_and to_describe
them by means of the Problem-Solving Taxonomy (PST). For instance,

brainstorming and synectics are aimed almost entirely at generation.
Both are designed to facilitate the development of many alternative ideas

for problem solution: The working out and evaluation of the ideas has
no place in either system, but are saved for a later day;

On the other hand, Polya maps presume the generation to have already
taken place and concentrate on the logical development of strategy based

upon analysis. Process synthesis and computer simulations of human
thought also emphasize strategy but base it upon some generation activity.

The role of strategy in both approaches considerably outweighs the other

activities.

Inquiry learning of all sorts is based upon_meticulous questioning

and thus can be characterized in PST-terms as primarily concerned with

interpretation.

The cognitive and gestalt theories explain human behavior in terms

of _conscious, strategic purpose. "The organism perceives; thinks about,

and analyzes its environment." In these theories, problem-solving is
primarily seen as those activities which PST describes as diagnosis and

strategy.

Behavioral psychology sees problem-solving, like all learning; as
resulting from the reinforcement of correct solutions. It is not con-

cerned with the mental mechanism by Which problems are _solved but_with _

increasing the frequency with which problems are solved. In practice it

becomes .a powerful method for teaching routines and may produce some
proficiency_in diagnosis. It does not address generalized problem-

solving skills.

There are many variations on these various schools of thought about

learning in general and problem-solving in- particular: These give

varying degrees of emphasis to the activities described by the Problem-
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Solving Taxonomy. However; the PST appears to be equal to the_task of
describing any of them and may indeed provide a useful tool for comparing
and contrasting the various approaches.

Types- of-PT-01)1m;

The fot-bgoibg discussions should serve to help place the Problem-
Solving Taxonomy in perspective with current theories about problem-
solving The remainder. of this paper will be_devoted to the use_of PST
in understanding and enhancing the deVelopment of the problem-solving
activities -of students:_ Before undertaking to use PST to classify the
prObleth-StilVing activities of tutfnt, it is advisable to examine the
sorts of problems they are expected to solve.

Problems can be classified as simple close-ended, complex close-
ended, or open-ended: In all cases the problem solver combines ideas to
produce an answer to a previOUSly unanswered question_ Often the -com-

bination of ideas is a new onefor the individual problem solver, but
this is not always so.

A simple closed-ended problem is one which_ has one right answer
and one set method by which that answer may be obtained. Taking the
derivative -of -an algebraic expression is such a problem. In terms of
the PST, simple ClOSed-ended problems are solved primarily by diagnosis
and routine.

A complex closed-ended problem is one Whith has one right answer
but several methods by which the answer may be obtained. For example,
many problems in dynamics may be solVed by the use of Newton's laws; by
energy methods; or by applying the principles of impulse and momentum,_
but the final answer will be the same no matter which-method is chosen:
The taxonomy would describe the solution of such problc,;.s as consisting
of routines, diagnosis, and the use of considerable strategy.

Open-ended problems are those for which more than one_correct_s_olu-
tion can be found. However, an open -ended problem can be broken down
into a cluster of close-ended problems. The correctsolutionis_inherent
once a method Of attack is determined and appropriate_assumptions are
made, Different solutions are obtained by changing_ either the attack
or the assumptions. Developing the attack is_described in_PST as genera-
tion; and choosing assumptions is interpretation. Thus, the open-ended
problem emphasizes generation and interpret:tion at the same time_that_
it requires all the routines, diagnosis and trategy used in close-ended

problems:

The engineering curriculum attempts to develop in the engineering
student the ability to solve all three types of_problems. It -meets with

variable success. Often its successes and its failures seem to be more
a matter of luck than good management._ Nevertheless; engineering-educa-

tion does succeed. Engineering students do become problem_solvers; The

next section of_the paper will be-devoted to_looking closely at how this
occurs, deStribing the students progress by means of PST,
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Problem-Solving and the Beginning Student

Generalization about students' skills in any area is a dangerous
occupation. Nowhere is this more true than in the assessment of fresh-
men. The effects of their varying backgrounds_ are_ still very strong:
Nevertheless, most teachers will agree that a freshman is more like
other freshmen than he is like a senior. It is this broad common pattern
we shall examine:

What is the entrance profile of the freshman_engineering student?
There is tremendous variation in individuals and in institutions. There
is quite probably a sex-related difference; although our observations of
females have been too few to include. Nevertieless, let us examine the
fictitious average entering male. What are his problem-solving skills?

He is essentially a specialist in routines. Most of his previous
educational experience has been directed to teaching him more and more
complicated routines. However, his most sophisticated experience with
routines has been with multi-step single-path operations such as long
division: He is -not only good at routines; he is good at learning
routines. He tries to reduce all of problem solving to the application
of routines

His skill in_diagnosis is limited. He can select a formula such
as the ideal gas law in order to initiate a routine, but his repertoire
of such formulas is very small in any given_area so that selection is
relatively easy: He has had the most_- opportunity to develop diagnostic
Skills in mathematics, where he has Wad considerable practice in matching
the method to the problem:

His skill in strategy is rudimentary. It is limited to choosing
between orders of operation in a single routine. In other words, he
can decide whether to take one arithmetic or algebraic step before
another: The capability of his calculator has frequently taught him to
make some strategy dec.isions in order to use it efficiently.

His skill in Interpretation is almost non-existent. It consists
almost entirely of the identification of knowns and unknowns in a problem
statement so that he can use them in the routine he has selected. He
is really at the -stage of recognizing that a quantity given in_units of
psi is- pressure and goes into the gas law as P; while a quantity given
in cc is volume and goes in as V. He probably also knows that something
will_have to be_done about the units: He_has had no experience in making
initial assumptions or in evaluating results.

His skill in generation is yet unborn. He will brand as unfair any
problem which is dissimilar to those he has been taught to do.

Mtd 0-dint

At the end of the sophomore year the student is haleway to his
bachelor's degree insofar as course work is concerned. He is ready to
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leave the generalized instruction of the underclassman_and enter_upper-
classspecialization. What are his problem-solving skills at thiS
point?

To- describe the students' problem-solving skills_ at the end_of_two____
years of instruction we must once more generalize: Obviously some students
will have made far greater strides than others. Sex-based differences
Will probably have diminished: However; the average student will_have
made some progress in all areas althoUgh he has not advanced equally in
all

He has added a great many routines to his repertoire and has learned
to handle more complex kinds of routines; He is able to handle chaining
routines where he_must complete one routine to get to the beginning of
a second; and must complete the second to begin the third; and so on
until he reaches the final answer. Hehas also learneu to work with
interlocking routines where one routine must be completed and the_result
stored while second and third routines are completed and stored in their
turn; until the results of all can be used together_ina final routine.
He has, in fact, advanced to the final stage of proficiency in using
routines. Although he will probably learn additional routines through-
out his professional_ life; he is unlikely to encounter any new patterns
for routine calculation.

In the area of diagnosis the student has made comparable progress,.
He can now select a set of routines and order them so that the solution
Of one provides the starting point for the next or in the case of an
interlocking routinei break it down into the necessary subroUtines. He

has learned to incorporate feedback into the diagnosis. That is;_at__
the end of one routine he can use its results to choose the next appro._
priate routine. He can also carry out parallel routines_andi as a final
step, compare their reSUltS and select the correct_ answer: In the area
of_diagnosis; as in routine; he has gone about as faras he can go. He

Will continue to practice his diagnostic skills and will become more
proficient, but he has acquired the complete groundwork.

In the areas of Strategy:the battle has just begun. _Coming in_with
essentially_no skill in problem-solving strategy; he_has learned a_little
bUt he still has a long way to go. He has learned to accept the exis-
tence of more than one acceptable approach to a problem. He can select
an approach from several possibilities and is beginning to develop -a_
rational basis for some selections. He can select a starting point -for
his work and_he can evaluate the efficiency of alternative orders_of_opera-
tion in complex routines. Wine of thOSO skills is really well developed;
but he can handle strategies for ordering work within a routine better
than he can handle strategies for selecting routines:

Students enter the_sophomore year with very little skill in inter-7

pretation. They leave it with little more. -They are able to translate
more complex problem statements and drawings into usable data. They

have been exposed to some infOrMatitin on the applicability of the _

material they are learning; but they have not_yet practiced_interpreta-
tiOh. That is probably as it should be; since interpretation must deal
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Primarijy with_ogen7ended_problems while the sophomore problem is almost
entirely closed-ended:

In the area of generation a start has been made. The student has
become accustomed to the idea of working_'!new''_problems; using routines
in situations where he has not been specifically taught to use them, or
putting routines together -in a way which_he has never seen before,
Mechanics courses generally have provided such practice and have forced
the student to a realization that he will be repeatedly forced to solve
such problems, unfair as he may view them.

Problem-Solving_and the Upper Classman

_During_the first two years the student has become expert in routines
and diagnosis and has taken the first steps in strategy, interpretation;
anCgeneration. During his final two years he will develop his abilities
in the last three areas: The precise- emphasis shifts from curriculum
to curriculum, but all curricula develop these skills.

The junior year focuses primarily on the development of strategy.
There is an emphasis on seeking the best way to solve_a given problem.
Routines and diagnosis are still taught but only in the sense of
increasing the students' repertoire. Interpretation begins to be of
considerable importance; as_the_studentsl_ attention is focused more and
more on the real-world implications of his work. The ability to generate
solutions continues to develop; as again and again the student is forced
to face unfamiliar problems.

During the senior year all the processes already in motion continue:
Routines; diagnosisi and strategy continue to be practiced with new
material and new situations: It is in the design_courses_that_applica-
tion and generation become the primary focus of the teaching effort as
the teacher tries to show the student how to bring all his previous work
to bear on truly open-ended problems.,

Implications for Teaching

_ This is the developmental pattern for problem-solving skills in
engineering students as it can be observed in most engineering schools.
Is it inevitable? Can it_be changed by changing teaching techniques?
Can the more complex skills be introduced earlier?

It would appear that this can indeed -be accomplished by_a teacher
who becomes aware of what he is teaching in terms.of generalized skills
rather than of particular subject matter.

For example; most teachers are quite competent at providing practice
by means of assigned homework problems Homework problems focus pri-7
marily_on learning and using routines and-6this may be the reason that
students seem to be so much more proficie t in this area of problem-
solving than in any other. The typical homework problem requires a
very simple interpretation step as the studeht_reads the problem; a
simple diagnosis that leads to the selection-o.a routine, and two pages
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of routine calculation. Thus students become far more expert in routine
calculations than in- interpretation or diagnosis; Obviously they learn
best what they practice most.

How can the teacher increase the students' practice in the other
areas of problem-solving? By devising activities, possibly homework,
where the focus is on the non-routine areas. For instance, rather
than asking that a problem be solved for an answer, the same problem
could be posed and the student asked to:

(1) tell how he would solve_it,
(2) why he chose that method, aqd
(3) the order in which he would perform the routines in the solu-

tion;

_ Fluency in strategy might be increased_by posing a_problem and
asking the student to describe several possible plans of attack with the
advantagesland disadvantages of eachi and to decide which he would choose
and why. Attention should be paid to making the student conscious of the
decisions he makes and the reasons for them.

If the emphasis of the lesson is on these questions rather than on
working out the details; more problems can be posed and examined in a
given period of time and the students' attention'is directed to the
impOrtance of this part of problem-solving.

Thus, it would appear that by carefully examining the particular
problem-solving activities involved in an instructional episode; instruc-
tion can be fine-tuned to develop a particular problem-solving skill.
The last sections of this_chapter will be devoted to suggesting some
ways of developing each of the skills in the taxonomy.

Teaching Routines

There are obviously -many mays to teach routines since such a large
proportion of teaching effort is devoted to teaching routines. Some
activities_and_media which seem particularly appropriate are listed in
Table I. The list is by no means exhaustive, but includes those items
the authors have found to be effective.

The student activities and media columns are probably self explana-
tory;_but some_amplification may be in order for the items listed as
teaching techniques.

The identification of routines is an important first step. The_
teacher should_make sure in his own mind that the item to be taught is
a routine and then teach it as such; He- should not glorify_the use of _

a simple equation into some higher-sounding teaching objective. Instead,
he should show the students the proper use of the routine as a tool and
tell them that he expects them to learn to use it accurately and quickly
rather than worrying about the more intellectual issues he might raise.
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Teaching routines in a formalized fashion is a direct outgrowth of
the first_technioue. The teacher should help the student develop rules
and formalized methods wherever possible. A good example of such formali-
zation is_the development of a tabular solution for finding moments of
inertia of a composite body: If the table is properly laid out the solu-
tion becomes extremely easy.

By always devoting a portion of every test to routine problems; the
teacher impresses the student with the value and necessity of routines
and rewards the student for learning them; "Mastery" techniques are
particularly useful here since it is easy to grade a routine on a pass
or restudy basis; and thus to insist that important routines be performed
at a very high level of accuracy.

Table II shows a number of suggestions for enhancing the teaching,
of diagnosis. Most of the suggestions may be summarized as making sure
that the teacher teaches_diagnosis rather than merely expecting the
student to learn phis seems to consist of calling the students'
attention to the diagnostic process and making sure that the student has
an adequate opportunity to practice it under some supervision.

The authors have found it_useful_to make use of rather heavy prompt-
ing when the student first begins to learn the diagnosis process. This

has the effect of making fairly sure that his initial diagnoses are
correct, so that the student develops confidence in his own diagnostic
ability and is not afraid of the process.

A student's repertoire of routines is rather small in the beginning
stages. It is usually pretty_well_restricted to what he has learned in
the particular course. The insertion of frequent unmarked review prob-
lems forces the students_to sort repeatedly through his bag of tricks
to fihd the one applicable to the problem in hand. Inclusion of several
topics on each exam forces the same sort of sorting and rewards success
in it. As the students' repertoire fills with material from other
courses it becomes less necessary to consciously provide opportunities
for sorting: They become inherent in the problems posed.

Teaching Strategy

Table III shows a number of means of enhancing skills in strategy.
Again the emphasis is on conscious instruction by the teacher on ways to
select strategies; and adequate practice by the student in making strategy
decisions. It is important that the teacher_realize he is teaching
strategy and that the student realize he is learning it.

The teacher who teaches strategy must make sure that the student
has valid alternatives among which to choose. This means teaching
several routines to achieve the -same result; as well as teaching the
student to follow parallel routines to different results among which
results the student must finally choose:' A classic example of_the latter
is the friction problem which determines whether a given object will
tip or slip under loading.
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Probably the best way to teach strategy decisions is for the teacher
to explain the mental steps that lead to the choice of a given strategy;
The_teacher should act out or model the thought process that leads to a
decision, or actually think aloud before the class as he or she solves
a new problem:

Similarly, the student activities_which.seem to be most useful are
those which make the student lay out his thinking in some form or another.
The student seems to learn best if he is required to do his thinking
aloud or on paper; since this forces his attention to logical develop-
ment rather than intuitive leaps, and makes him conscious of the thought
process as well as the end result.

Teaching Interpretation

Table IV gives suggestions for strengthening interpretive skills.
They are aimed primarily at giving the student a wealth of data to inter-
pret and at presenting the data in as many forms as possible. It is
somewhat easier to_provide_occasions for the interpretation_of data
leading to the beginning of a routine than to provide occasions for
interpreting the outcome of the routine in real-world terms, but atten-
tion should be devoted to both aspects.

_ Once again the teacher has an important role as he Models the
interpretation of data. He is particulary helpful in the beginning as
he shows students how to convert observations into the basic data for
a routine.

Teaching Generati-on

Table V_suggests a very few ideas for teaching generation. Genera-
tion is particularly difficult to teach because very few people under-
stand the means which_they use to generate new ideas: Apparently the
best plan is to provide opportunities for the students to attempt genera-
tion together with encouragement. About the only elementary activity in
generation which the authors have been able to devise is the sort which
asks a student to derive in polar coordinate an expression he knows in
cartesian coordinates:

Until the teacher learns to produce new ideas on demand,_he is in a
poor situation to teach others to do so. However, modeling his own
difficulties and their solution may be of some benefit to his students.

Summaa

This paper has presented a simple and potentially-useful taxonomy
of problem-solving activities. By its use it is possible to break
problem-solving into its separate hierarchical but non-sequential acti-
vities, so that the attention can be focused on a specific skill. The
paper has discussed the place of the taxonomy among similar taxonomies,
and has used it to look at several schools of thought on problem-
solving.
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Table I

Suggestions for Teacning Routines

Teaching Techniques Student Activities

Identify routines as_such Homework
Teach formalized routines Practice problems

Put routine problems on
tests

Use "mastery" approach

Chalkboard work

Media

Texts
Programmed_
instruction
AUdioViSUalS

Teaching Techniques

Table II

Suggestions for Teaching Diagnosis

Student Activities Media

Teach criteria for diagnosis
Prompt StUdent toward
correct_choice_in early
diagnosis problems

Include review problems-
throughout course without
identification as review

Cover several topics on each
1i-our examination

Practice problems
which emphasize
choosing the correct
method

Practice problems which
emphasize recognizing
diagnostic criteria

Texts
Programmed
instruction
Audiovisuals
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Teaching Techniques

Table III

Suggestions for Teaching Strategy

Student Activities Media

Teach multiple routines
for same result

Teach parallel routines
to alternative solutions

Develop standards of com-
parison

Describe relative merits
_ of routines
Explain why teacher chooses

a particular routine

Pr tice problems involving
st ategy decisions

Lay out steps in a_solution
Verbalize reasons for
choice

Polya maps

Texts
Programmed
instruction
Case Studies
Design
problems

Table IV

Suggestions for Teaching Interpretation

-Teltfling Techniques Student Activities Media

Provide problems with
excess information

Give data in many forms; -

(verbal, drawings, etc.)
Give some data in_ureal"

form (complete tables,
graphi etc.)

Work with actual objects
Model teacher's own inter-

pretive process

Building models
B-dilding prototypes
Collection of field data
Collection of library data
Laboratories
Projects
Design problems

Audio-7 _

tutorials
Special notes
Lab manuals
Handbooks
Case studies

Teaching Techniques

Table V

Suggestions for Teaching Generation

Student Activities Media

Give practice problems
requiring novel use of
a familiar routine

Give practice problems
involving new combinations
of_routines

Model teacher's own way of
attacking.new problem

Devising a new path to a
known result

Brainstorming
Design problems

Current
literature
Special
notes
Case studies
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The taxonomy_has also been -used to describe a student's progress
as he learns problem-solving skills, and has suggested methods for expe-
diting that erogress.

The taxonomy results in a simple and pragmatic approach to teaching
problem-solving and for that reason is is believed that it may prove
useful to others. It is presented not as a solution; but as a starting
point upon which others may successfully elaborate:

This was called "application" in an earlier writing on the Taxonomy.
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This paper does not describe a course in problehi solving, al-
though for many years we have offered courses that we thought effec-
tively taught problem solving ( 1 , ; Instead we summarize the
results of a five-year project to define the problem of how to teach
problem solving.

WHAT IS PROBLEM SOLVING?

Defining what we mean by solving problems is not easy . A
problem could be defined as a stimulus_ situation for which an
organism does not have a ready response(3) or more formally as "a
specific situation or set of related situations to which a person must
respond in order to function effectively in his environment. The
problem arises when the individual cannot immediately and effectively
respond to the- situation" ; (4) We could formally define problem
SOM-119 as a "behavioral process; whether overt or cognitive in
nature , which

. makes available a potentially effective variety of responses
for dealing with the problematic situations, and

increases the probability of selecting- the most effective
response from among these various alternatives" . (4)

For the purposes of this paper: we define problem solving simply
as the activity whereby a best value is determined for an unknown ,
subject to a specific set of conditions. Within this activity we can
identify (1) a strategy, procedure 'or set of steps by which we
perform the activity ; and (2) elements or skills that are necessary to
carry out the strategy. Some of these elements we will call pre-
requisite skills and others we will consider to be integral parts of
what we call problem solving.

Now that- we have attempted to eefine problem solving, let us
use what we know about it to try to define the problem of how to
teach it:

The first step , according to most strategies( 5) , is to motivate
the problem solver to accept the need to solve the problem. Most of
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us accept that our students should be adept at solving problems We
realize that we should have training in solving problems in our
educational programs: We believe that most teachers are motivated to
try to improve their students' ability to solve problems.

The second step is to define the problem. This means that we
need to identify(6,7) the unknown, the knowns, the system, the
diagram, the criteria, and the constraints The stated problem to be
solved is "how can we teach problem-solving skills to our students?"
In Table 1 we have identified the subpoints of this problem.

In thinking about this stated problem we could ask:
What prerequisite skills are needed by the students?
Is learning "problem solving" the real problem or is
it that the students just do not have the basic knowledge
needed to solve problems?

What is the expected hierarchy of skills included in the
term problem solving?
Do we _r_eally know the meanings of all the words used in
Table 1?

COLLECTING DATA:

Our approach was to collect data to try to answer some of the
questions and to discover where a select volunteer group of
students fits into the above problem definition. From this we then
hoped to propose alternatives for solving the problem; to evaluate
these alternatives; and to select and implement the best ones.

We collected four types of data.

First, we observed expert problem solvers solving a variety- of
problems. Second, we surveyed how others taught problem
solving(5,8). Third, we attended different courses on problem
solving. Fourth, we sent one professor back to school to be a
student and attend all the required classes together with the regular
students. This professor was:

1. to observe (as a student) the problem-solving training to
which our students were exposed.

2. to identify the major difficulties- our students were having
in acquiring skill in solving problems.

3. to identify the necessary problem-solving skills needed by
professional engineers; and to develop the teaching
techniques and integrate the training in these techniques
into our four-year program.

4. to improve the skills of those students who were helping us
gain -the information and experience outlined in objectives 1,
2 and 3.
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One of us started as a "freshman" in 1974 and is currently in his
"senior" year, following the same group of students through their
program. We use a voluntary, non-credit, two-hour-per-week tutorial
to meet these four_ objectives. Student volunteers meet once a week
in a special room for problem solving skills to discuss, work out and
discover how they solve the ordinary homework problems assigned in
the credit courses. To a very large extent, the students themselves
decide what occurs during the tutorial; they select the problems they
want to work on The professor's role is supportive, as a specialist
in how to solve problems, but not in the subject material of the
courses being taken. His purpose is to assist the students to
discover their difficulties and how to overcome them. To achieve
this, the walls of the problem solving skills room are projection
screens, the tables are arranged in an open U formation and each
student has an overhead projector with which to project his or her
ideas about a homework problem onto the screens. Thus all can see
each other's ideas. All work at the same stage of solving the same
problem. We call this an "Everybody-Share" tutorial approach. For
example, all might be "dray.ing a diagram of the system" for problem
22.1 in the freshman chemistry course.

In collecting this information through the problem-Solving skills
session we are walking a tightrope. On the one hand we want to
observe students solving the assigned problems in their required
courses. We are not offering a well-thought-out, well-planned course
on problem solving. On the other hand, if we do not provide help to
the students on how to solve problems they would not come -to the
voluntary tutorial so that we could not test possible ideas on how to
teach problem solving.

For the freshman year this duality presented no challenge
because, by means of the everybody share(6) arrangement and
because we were focussing on how to define the problem, the
students. could learn from each other and we could observe the
differences, the difficulties and the improvement.

For the sophomore and junior years when the students had
progressed to more complex behavior in solving problems, the
students lacked the basic knowledge of terms; procedures and
processes pertinent to problem solving. Now the students expected
that some training be provided directly by the instructor. With the
help of Dr. Alan Blizzard of the McMaster University Instructional
Development Center we were able to introduce the hint sheet(9,19) to
briefly introduce and illustrate new ideas on how to solve problems.
By this means we were able to satisfy both the needs of attracting a
group of volunteers to the skills sessions and of being able to
observe students solve problems.

WHAT HAVE WE DISCOVERED SO FAR ABOUT PROBLEM SOLVING?

First, many- we talk to suggest that the real reason students
cannot solve problems is because the students just do not have the
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knowledge needed to solve the problem. For example, students
cannot "design a heat exchanger for a given duty" because the
students just do not know enough about heat transfer: This
suggestion is partly true. On the one hand there are many

prerequisite skills needed to be able to solve problems but on the
other hand there is a set of knowledge called prciblem solving that
can be learned: The prerequisites that we would identify include:

1: basic knowledge the students must _know ("the students
must know enough about heat transfer ");

2 memorized experience_ _fattorS (they need to know

reasonable values for velocities of fluid§ in the heat
exchanger; the usual sizes Of commercially - available units so
that they can judge when they have a reasonable answer;

3. communication skill (they are required to communicate the
answers to the receiver);

4. learning Skills (students have to be able to obtain- any
missing information and overcome any weakness in baSit
knowledge they might have);

5. group skills (the students muSt be able to work effectively
in groups as well as individually);

6. motivation (the student is willing to try to design the heat
exchanger).

Concerning problem SolVing, we classify it into two activities:
the strategy (or sequence of steps that one follows to travel from the
unknown to the best answer for the unknown), and the elements or
skills (other than the prerequisite skills) that are needed to

effectively apply the strategy. Included in the elements are an
ability to

I. analyze

2. synthesize

3. make decisions

4. generalize

Since synthesis is a combination of creativity; analysis and
decision-making, we modify the list to (I) analyze, (2) treate; (3)

make decisions and generaliZe. Details of this are available

elsewhere(11).
.

We can now focus on each of these activities and identify levels

of development. Such can be done following either Bloom's

taxonomy(12) or Sister Austin Doherty's excellent identification of the
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developmental levels. (13) For problem-solving_ strategies, for
example; these levels could be those listed in Table 2. For the
problem-solving element creativity , these levels could be as given in
Table 3.

Concerning the steps in a strategy; we asked expert problem
solvers to apply Polya's four(14) step strategy to solve engineering
problems. The experts used another step -- something in between
defining the problem (Polya's step 1) and planning (Polya's step 2).
In this additional step the experts tried to put the whole problem into
perspective; sometimes they would make many simplifying assumptions
and solve a simplified version of the problem just "to see what, the
problem was all about". Fuller(16) describes this activity as "poking
the problem to see how it responds"; Crowe 16> talks about
rumination of the problem while Rief(17) talks of solving the problem
by successive_ refinements(18). This prompted us to break Pdlya's
first step, define, into two steps: define the problem (as it is givento us) and think about it (mull it over, identify the real problem,
identify the sensitive parts of the problem, kick it around and seewhat happens).(6)

In summary, we perceive problem solving:

1. as having six prerequisite skills

2 as consisting of a strategy plus four elements: creativity,
analysis, decision-making and generalization

3. as having at least five, levels of developmental skill in
applying the strategy and each of the elements

4. as including a five-step strategy:

WHAT HAVE WE DISCOVERED SO FAR ABOUT STUDENTS?

Our data about the students came from a variety of sources.
The prime source was the dozen volunteers who came to the problem
solving skills sessions each week for the past three years. They
were about half the students registered in -the course and represented
a spectrum of abilities as measured by the grades they received in
their courses. A second source of_ information came from the
non-volunteer group of students. Some of the tutorials in the
required courses were run jointly by the instructor in charge of the
course and by the problem-solving skills tutor. In this way we could
compare in-class activities in solving problems between those who
attended the skills sessions and those who did not: A third source
of information came from observation sessions run for educators,
graduate students, professional engineers, and student groups in
which no one had participated in any problem solving skills prior to
the observation session . A fourth source of information came from
the responses to our questionnaire and from our reading of the
literature.
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Here are some of our observations.

1. Our senior students and freshman and the graduate
students and sophomore students; educators, and graduate
engineers from other institutions have common weaknesses
in solving problems.

2. Students do not have an organized method of defining or
thinking about problem solving; They just "do their
thing". To many this meant starting to solve a problem
with whatever came into their head first. To others this
meant that they tried to locate a worked example problem;
Still others found they just did not have confidence to do
anything; getting started on solving any problem was just a
traumatic experience. When they got "stuck" on solving a
problem, few _could describe where they were; what was
causing the difficulty and what obstacle they were trying to
overcome In trying to develop plans for solving _problems,
too many students try to solve problems by "playing around
with the given symbols and data" until they find an
equation that "uses up all the given information". Such a
dependence means that the students cannot function when
they are given problems where too much or insufficient data
are given.

In Summary "doing their own thing" did not provide
satisfaction to most of the problem solvers and much of
What they were doing was reinforcing what we would
identify as bad habitS. Our observations were confirmed
by the correspondence of Doyle("); Fuller(15)
Van Wie(20). Counterbalancing this, when we gave
students specific assistance in improving their
problem solving skills these are their comments: "this
experience opened my mind", "now I have a new awareness
of how to look at a problem" and "the best thing I gained
from this experience was confidence; I no longer panic;
when I see a- new problem I just patiently start to apply the
problem solving strategy ". These illustrate the deficiencies
as perceived by the students.

3. Students cannot deScribe what they do when they solve
problems. If students are asked "What are you doing?"
they usually can say little more than "solving this
problem" Few have been exposed to any formal strategy
for solving problems, hint; on how to improve
problem-solving skill or learning skillS. We assume that the
students know these skills and few do. Yet this is not a
difficult task for educatort. After about 10 hours of
problem solving skills sessions; the volunteer group
identified as the most significant thing that had happened
was their ability to describe what they were doing, to talk
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to each other about how they were solving problems, to talk
the same language; and to be able to identify where they
were stuck in the problem solving process.

4. Students were weak in many of the prerequisite skills;
Learning skills - such as how to budget time, how to
separate important information from unimportant information;
how to take lecture notes, how to see the "structure" in a
subject - were weak among freshman students. Bad habits
acquired here persisted in our senior students: Good
lecture note-taking is a skill that few students in science
and engineering seem to have: How students learn new
knowledge could be a key to improving problem solving.
Our work with the students to identify a structure within
the subjects being learned, the difficulties our students had
in identifying pertinent fundamentals needed to solve a
problem; the role of symbols in- problem solving and the
discoveries of Rief and Larkin(21A22) - these all confirm the
importance of how new knowledge is acquired: Our obser-
vations were confirmed in part by the responses of
Snyder(23); Walters(24); Aubel(25); and Fuller(15).

5. Students were weak in at least two of the four elements:
creativity and analysis (we have insufficient evidence on
decision-making and generalization). Students did not know
many techniques for improving their creativity. Often
students confused creativity with critical thinking. By doing
so; they hastily rejected a novel and imaginative idea
without giving that idea a chance to be explored:

Most suffered from mental rigidity when they get stuck
on a problem. They could not approach the problem from a
different direction very easily.

Examples may illustrate some of what we observed.

Case 1. In the skills session the students were stuck on
a "slit-0) e" integration problem: One who was able to see a
method was not able to describe how he had thought of the
method; while all the rest could not think of any method at all.
We had introduced brainstorming .,arlier. When- we tried a
brainstorming 'session together with a follow-up analysis session,
the students discovered three methods of performing the
integration. Thua; when the students tried a new technique
they discovered ways of solving the problem.

Case 2. In the skills session the students were stuck on a
problertTin electricity and magnetism. The hint sheet for that
day had described de Bono's juxtaposition technique(26_) in which
three random words fare placed into the context of the problem
and some relationship sought between those words and the
problem= The students were dubious. Yet when we then tried
the method using the randomly chosen words "monster; airplane
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and problem" we were able to identify several possible methods
of solving the problem. Here again the students were stuck and
could not see where to go. They lacked confidence in applying
a new technique.

Case 3. In a required sophomore class tutorial which
included both students who had attended the skills sessions and
students who had not, one who had not attended the sessions
was stuck. He could not see what the problem was all about.
We suggested that he try "personal imagination" in which he
imagined that he was part of the problem and described how he
felt. He could neither do this nor gain assistance from it One
might argue that perhaps this "personal imagination" technique is
not important to this student. However, "personal imagination"
was later used by two professors in two different courses in the
junior year in order to explain complex phenomena. Students
in these classes were asked to "visualize that you are riding
along on a streamline "; or "visualize that you are in the bubble
in this fluidized bed". Thus, a technique important for solving
problems was also used by instructors as a learning device;
Hence the student who was unfamiliar with this or unable to
apply it was at a disadvantage.

Case 4. In the skills sessions the students could solve
simple analogy problems(27) very well but when they were given
analogy problems written in technical terms, they had difficulty.
These observations are confirmed by those of Wallach; (28)

In summary, the students did not know how to create new
ways of viewing situations nor how to aiialyze situations well.
To overcome this requires the conscious introduction of a variety
of procedures and practice in applying each;

6 . The students as a group have a variety of needs that
change fnarkedly throughout their- college careers. (9) This
we detected because of the students' responses to the
question that opened each problem solving skills session,
"What do you want to work on today?" The responses
ranged from "What is expected in our up-coming laboratory
report?" to "how can I go about getting summer
employment?" . This has important implications. We cannot
just insert a course on problem solving skills at any place
in the curriculum. Whatever experience is introduced
should be done when the students need it This spectrum
of needs we have tried 'to identify(9, 10).

7. The students as individuals have a variety of thinking
preferences. Some prefer to visualize concepts, ideas and
problems; They see the ideal gas law as gases in cylinders
and visualize how the volume and pressure in that cylinder
change with changing conditions; When faced with a
problem they start drawing diagrams and imagining
experiments that they have seen or done.
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Some prefer to "mathematize" concepts, ideas and
problems. They see the ideal gas law as an equation
pV=nRT. When faced with a problem they start by
converting everything into symbols and setting up
equations.

Some prefer to verbalize concepts, ideas and problems.
They see the ideal gas law as a definition in words. When
faced with a problem they try to relate word definition.

Thus __students are visualizers, mathematizers or
verbalizers. (4,8) In another sense the students have
different preferences - they need to have an opportunity to
develop their own style - to discover what problem solving
strategies and hints work best for them. For example, in
developing a plan some students prefer to explore working
backwards tactics- first while others prefer to work forward
via the sub problem approach(28). For some juxtaposi-
tion(2) works; for others, it does not

The approach we took in the problem solving skills
session was to introduce the students to a wide variety of
suggestions and hints and to encourage the students to
develop their own style(8,3°).

The students would freely discuss their difficulties and the
struggles with problem solving in a non-credit setting such
as we used in the skills sessions. Yet they felt that they
could not do so if the evaluator in the course was running
the session.

9.\ Only problems assigned in the required courses would be
solved in the skills session - that was the original intent.
But some important types of problems were not assigned -
Some to test certain creative skills, some tso test analytical
skills; some team project problems and some lengthy
projects. When such "extra" problems were introduced in
the skills sessions to provide the variety of skills we
wished to observe, some students were reticent, some stopped
coming, and eventually these types of problems were either
abandoned or modified. Thus, the students wanted to
voluntarily work on problems that were directly for course
credit -even though they accepted and recognized the
eventual benefit to be gained from working on the other
type of extra problems. This reaction is very under-
standahle because of the weekly pressures from assignments
and the relatively heavy time demands that we place on our
students:

It). Students have difficulty with apparently simple tasks that
most instructors take for granted that the students can do
well. These include drawing good diagrams, locating a
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coordinate axis system, identifying the system and choosing
symbols to represent concepts, variables or unknowns.

In summary, the students

1. have common weaknesses that can persist well into their
professional career.

2. do not have an organized method of thinking about problem
solving.

3. cannot describe what they do when they solve problems.

4. are weak in prerequisite skills - especially learning skills.

5. are not strong in creativity or analysis.

6; have changing needs as they progress through a college
program.

7. have a variety of thinking and problem solving preferences."

prefer a non-evaluative atmosphere to discuss difficulties
with solving problems.

9. prefer, in a voluntary activity, to work on required
problems for which they will receive credit.

f
10. had difficulty drawing diagrams; locating coordinate axis

systems, identifying the system and choosing symbols.

WHAT HAVE WE DISCOVERED SO FAR ABOUT TEACHING PROBLEM'
SOLVING TO STUDENTS?

So far we have described the data collected to help us define the
meanings of the terms "problem solving" and "students". What have
we learned about the word "teach?"

Since September 1974; one of us has sat in over 2000 hours of
lectures that constitute all the required courses in the first three
years of our undergraduate Chemical Engineering program.

What type of specific assistance is given the students to improve
their problem solving skills?

I; Only one professor consistently: and clearly identified the
strategy steps he used to solve problems. While others
used strategies, they did not say such highlight words as
"let's define the problem first", "now let's develop a plan of
attack etc.



2. Many do an outstanding job of verbally thinking out loud
while they are working problems at the board , although
they do not highlight what strategy step they are working
on. However , these details are not recorded on the board
Because the students in science and engineering usually
copy down only what is written on the board , these ideas
are missed:

3. A few instructors ask the students to offer suggestions on
how to go about solving problems. Concerning this
approach ,

(a) if the students keep quiet for 30 seconds they know
that the instructor will answer the posed question himself
or else he will rephrase the question into a simpler, leading
question.
(b) if a suggestion is given then rarely are all the
alternative suggestions sought and then evaluated. Usually
the instructor criticizes each suggestion as it is posed and
stops when he gets the suggestion he is looking for.

4. Each instructor worked problems with which he was
familiar. . Hence, the instructor never did nor had to
demonstate what he did when he got stuck on a _problem.

5. Few instructors explain the very very simple steps such as
how to draw a diagram, how to locate a coordinate axis
system and how to simplify a problem.

6. The students are not exposed to problems that have
different degrees of difficulty. They experience; in our
judgment, too many of -the- very_elementary_type,___
"show-me-that-you-know-a-concept. " Yet we expect them
to be proficient at- solving the most complex synthesis
problems With very little practice at solving problems with
intermediate levels of difficulty To illustrate this; we have
coded all the homework problems our students were asked
to do in all courses over the three years. Bloom's
taxonomy( 12) was used to code the problems. In three
years the students were asked to solve about

2200 problems of Bloom's levels 1 and 2 (Cognition and
Comprehension: given a familiar situation , the
student will recall information and use that to
solve a recognizable problem).

30 problems of Bloom's level 3 (Application : given
an unfamiliar yet well-specified situation , the
student will identify the pertinent knowledge and
then exhibit comprehension).

510 problems of Bloom's level 4 (Analysis_: given an
unfamiliar and ill-specified _situation that contains
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missing data unstated assumptions or inconsistent
data, the student will identify the omissions and
inconsistencies, will recognize the relevant
particulars, will collect the required data and
make the necessary assumptions, and finally will
exhibit application).

I0 problems of Bloom's level 5 (Synthesis: given an
unfamiliar and ill-specified situation; the student
will create alternative solutions that pertain to a
selected criterion and then exhibit analysis).

This concern for a structured building-up of
experience has been described by Plants and Dean; (30A)

7. Across the whole spectrum -of teaching-learning interaction
the student does not get the impression from instructors:

(a) that problem solving skill per se is a skill to be
learned; We hear instructors exhort "you must be able to
communicate", "you must know -these fundamentals"; but we
do not hear "you must polish up your skill in solving
problems". Indeed, the failure by professors and students
alike to recognize that problem solving in itself is a
legitimate educational goal has been emphasized elsewhere
by Neufeld(31).

(b1 that all instructors (when they work examples) are
demonstrating a common skill.

8. Our colleagues could not believe or appreciate the degree or
type- of difficulty the _students were encountering until they
tried the "Everybody Share" tutorial format.

We can identify sufficient processes and terminology that
the student needs to learn about problem solving that a
separate course on problem solving might seem appropriate.
Yet the weakness in having a separate course is that- the
students seem to have difficulty translating the skills
learned in such a course to solve problems outside the
course(32). Although we have not tried such an approach
directly based on our observations, we would concur that a
major challenge is to get the students to be able to' transfer
skills learned in a separate course to problems outside the
course.

As a sidenote, we have naturally observed how well various
teaching techniques have worked in general. Most of these
reinforce ideas already presented in such books as McKeachie's
"Teaching Tips"(33) but we felt that it was useful to reinforce
some of the more dominant factors as we have experienced them.
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These include

(i) Clearly-stated course objectives are important. However,
these objectives have to be reinforced throughout the
program to gain the optimum effectiveness. It is not
sufficient to hand out a list of course objectives at the
beginning of the term;

(ii) An overview is necessary. Course outlines are helpful, but
the questions students have are -- why is this important?
where does this fit into my program? what is the practical
significance? what will be the major themes in the next set
of lectures? where are we going?

We should assign the reading for the next lecture so
that the students have the opportunity to come to lecture
prepared

(iii) For classes of 150 or more if one uses an overhead
projector then two projectors should be used so that there
is continuity about the presentation; If one uses the
blackboard, TV chalk should be used to provide a thicker
mark. A good chest-microphone amplification system may be
necessary.., For all questions asked, the question should be
repeated so that everyone in the auditorium can hear. For
the large classes we should anticipate that some time,
someone is going to throw paper airplanes; one needs to
decide ahead of time how to handle this;

(iv) Some lecturers help the students recognize what is
important by emphasis during lecture, or by marking a
"review sheet" that the students prepare and bring to
tests;

(v) What happ_ened to the demonstrations and in-class
experiments?

(vi) For- note-taking in the sciences and engineering, the
students quickly develop the habit of writing down only
what is recorded on the board or transparency;

(vii) With rare exceptions restlessness starts about 20 minutes
after a lecture begins.

SOME INTERIM IDEAS. .

We have emphasized throughout this paper that we are trying to
define the problem of how to teach problem solving; we are not
indicating what method should be used to teach its Yet some of the
results so far have been so surprising and disturbing to us that we
have already made a number of changes in how we teach our usual
courses: Here is how the data summarized in this paper have



influenced us already and some ideas about how to try to overcome
some of the challenges to teaching problem solving.

Our first revelation was how much we have learned about
problem solving. Each of us when we started this project though
knew quite a lot about it Yet in _hindsight we knew very little
compared with what we know now. This has been a very humbling
and rewarding experience; Of great benefit to us has been our
continued analysis of what prOblem solving really is A_ second idea
concerns_ the strategy of solving problems. We acknowledge that most
of the focus on teaching problem solving will be on the strategy.
Nevertheless; although there are apparent differences among the
various strategies proposed; we think that it is vital for an instructor
to identify one strategy and highlight it as being the backbone
behind all examples he works; We have done this now in two of our
courses. We emphasize the application of a consistent problem solving
strategy of: define, think about it, plan, do it and look back. We

try to identify and label the steps in each example problem worked.
We use consistent terminology. Sometimes it helps to have worksheet
transparencies made up ahead of time that are then completed in class
for every problem.

A third result is that we have added a junior level course in
"Process Model Formulation and Solution" that blends problem solving
more explicitly with numerical methods:

Concerning the prerequisites; we now ask our students to collect
andcomplete experience factor charts.

We are .extending the sections on creativity and analysis that are
given in a senior level required course and have changed many of the
problem assignments so that they test different elementary skills:
some assignments require that the students list the steps to be taken
to solve a problem (they do not detail the steps nor actually calculate
an answer); some assignments test analogies; others test analysis in
general;

Another activity that is not easy to apply concerns the
"visualizer" versus " mathematizer!'- in each of us One step that we
have taken is to try first to identify our own preference.

This can usually be discovered easily by writing down the
definitions or ideas behind some basic laws in our discipline. If. all
our definitions are equations; then we look- for "mathematizer" ten7
dencies in our teaching . If all our definitions are diagrams and
graphs, then we look for- "visualizer" tendencies. Once we have
identified our own tendencies the next step is to identify those- few
fundamental concepts that are cornerstones for our course. For these
cornerstone ideas, we are trying to present these from all three
viewpoints: For example; one would describe the ideal gas law by all
three definitions:
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- graphs and demonstrations as to what happens
- an equation_ pX/ = nRT ; and

word definitibilS and relationship to Boyle's and Charles' law;

SUMMARY

'F0 define "how do we- teach problem solving skills to our
students?" we collected data from questionnaires, from the literature ,
from expert probLm solvers and primarily from a group of student
volunteers who we are observing as they progress through our
four-year undergraduate program. To observe the students one_ of
us has become a fellow student, has attended all the required classes
along with the students and has offered a separate problem solving
skills session which, on the one hand; allows us to try to improve the
students' skills and, on the other hand, allows us to observe the
students difficulties;

We perceive problem solving as having six prerequisite skills:
basic knowledge, memorized experience factors, communication skills;
learning skills; group skills and motivation. Problem solving consists
of a strategy and the four _elements: creativity; analysis
decision-making and generalization. For each of these later activities,
we can identify at least five levels of development.

The students have weaknesses that are common to all levels of
undergraduate students, to graduate students and to practicing
engineers. Most students do not have an organized method of
thinking about problem solving nor_ can they describe what they do
when they are solving problems. Prerequisite skills, creativity and
analysis -- these are all areas where the students showed
weakneSSeS. The students had needs that changed throughout the
program. Each student had his own preferred _way of solving
problems. Students had difficulty with such tasks as drawing
diagrams; locating the coordinate axis_, identifying the system and
choosing symbols; 'rhe non-evaluative atmosphere worked well in that
the students were quite willing to talk about their difficulties in
solving problems. However; for any voluntary activity they strongly
preferred not to work on problems unless they were problems for
credit within the credit course structure.

We summarized a number of observations about teaching problem
solving and listed some interim ideas about what might be done to
improve the teaching of problem solving.
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Table 1: An Attempt to Define the Problem:

Unknown: "how de we teach problem solving skills to our students?"
or

"how can we provide an environment so that our students

learn the skins necessary to solve problems?"

Known: age of students:

- numerical grades and formal titles of background experiences

Verbal examples:

Instructors solve problems.

Written examples:

Textbooks have sample solutions.

- resources available:

- time available.

System: Four year program consisting of 104 weeks. The faculty

available can be identified. The University resources

available can be identified.

Diagram: Student
enters

dollars

Student
leaves

facilities

Criteria: Competence tests at various levels.

faculty

learning
resources

Constraints: dollars, facilities, time faculty, learning resources

available.
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Table 2: Some Suggested Competence Levels for Problem Solving

Level 1 1 state the steps and substeps in a strategy to solve

problem's.

I state_the limitations to a serialistic application

of such a strategy;

0 state the relationship between analysis, creativity,

decision- making and generalization and the steps and

substeps.

I state the characteristics by which we classify the

different types of problems.

I state thejelationship.between thr: type of problem

to be solved and the steps in the strategy.

0 state the prerequisites.

Level 2 0 Given a problem to be solved; recall the .stated

problem solving strategy _and element§ and apply

these to solve the problem.. All the data necessary

to solve the problem should be given in the problem

statement.

Level 3 1 Given a situation where it is not evident that a

problem_solving_strategy_is required, identify when

the strategy and elements_ should be applied; then

shoW comprehension as in Level 2, Examples include:

detection problems;

personal problems,

comunity problems,

troubleshooting problems (where the strategy

needs to be applied_several_times),

plant improvement situations;

writing a report,

group problem solving.

Level 4 1 Analyze what you do when you apply the given strategy

indidentify personal preferences about steps and

elements;

Level 5 1 Develop your own strategy for §olving problems.



Tabl - 9 " - - - 9 - " " eels for Creativity:

Level 1. State the definition of

- the brainstorming atmosphere,

- state the definition of a trigger,

- list at least ten different triggers, their definitions and their

attributes.

Level 2. As a group, use the knowledge of Level 1 to generate

at least fifty attributes or uses of an object.

Level 3. As a group, use the knowledge of Level 1 and the

experience of Level 2 to generate at least fifty ideas

for a given situation.

Level 4: As an individual; generate at least fifty attributes or

uses of an object

Level 5. As an individual, generate at least fifty ideas for a given

situation.

Level 6. Analyze what you do when you brainstorm and identify

personal preferences.

Level 7. Develop your own method of thinking up ideas.
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5
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

IN PROBLEM SOLVING*
Maynard Fuller

McGill University

Geza Kardos
Carletcin University

I-ntroducti en-

Why should engineering students learn problem solving? The ques-
tion is like asking; "Why should birds_learn to fly?" One of the
dominant-_ patterns of engineering thinking involves composing a state-
ment of purpose in the form of a_problem, modifying the problem to__
give new problems that are solvable by available means; solving these;
and then selecting:one or some_combination of_these as a solution to
the original problem. A vast amount of experience shows that_this pat-
tern of thinking is a good way of achieving goals. This is why engi-
neering students should learn problem solving;

How can the student learn_this thinking pattern? Well, we all_
kni* frOM experience that simply giving a student a stack of prob=
lems and telling him to solve them works, but is less than universally
effective. Here we propose a more effective_method for teaching the
process of_problem solving. The method applies to the common single-
answer problems that are usually _given as_practice of the concepts;
laws and rules that students study in their courses. These are
"Determination_problems;" We are not advocating that this class of__
probleMS 0001d be more prominent than it already is. Indeed; if most
students were more proficient in solving determination problems, there
would be more room for other classes of problems;

The method presented here_is based upon_one_of two kinds of_prob-
lem-structure mapping suggested by George Polya (1), hence the name
"Polya_Map." The use_of the Polya_Map was- developed- at- McGill in
1972=73 (4) and has since been used in courses in creative problem _

solving and machine_design_at_Carletonj and in an elementary mechanics
course at Marianopolis College ( "Math in Motion;"_ Dr. J. M. Brown;
Marianopplis C011ege, MOntreal). The method is thus relatively new;
and has been used for eight classes_of students; in four different
courses, by three teachers. It Works!

*Adapted from a paper presented to the 85th Annual Conference of ASEE,
1977;
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What Is A Polya Map?

In his classic, "how to Solve It;" Polya (2) points out that the
solution process should have four stages:

l. Understanding the problem.
2. Devising a plan.
3. Carrying out the plan.
4. Looking back.

The Polya map is an aid for stage two. It is a graphical way of pre-
senting_theiproblem structure and it becomes a plan for the solution of
the probleC

The Preliminaries

_Before_a plan for the solution can be formulated the problem must
be dissected and understood.

Most problem statements do not explicitly give nor identify the
principal_ parts of_the_problem. They are usually_mixed_ with various_
kinds of background information and extraneous data. The first require
ment, therefore, is to separate and_identify the principal parts of the
problem: This may seem trivial; but it is vital.

Understanding_the problem -is essentially the same-for any problem-
solving method. After carefully_Teading over the problem statement it
is dissected by_asking these questions: --What are the unknowns?
Identify and write them down. --what data are needed? Make a list of
all data likely to be involved. - -What data are given? -.!What_rela-
tions (algorithms) are available that relate the data to the unknowns?
--What are the constraints? --Can we draw a diagram with the data and
the_unknowns identified? -- Can we now express the problem more simply?
-- Are there any concepts that are new to us in the problem? Look them
up to understand them- and integrate them into the problem; -- Are there
any relations missing? If so, where can they be obtained? == Are the
comAraints contradictory or redundant?

After this it is worth reviewing what we have. We may want to
,codify -our- information: We should be certain we understand the -prob-
lem sufficiently to know generally what we want to achieve and how we
can get there; _Complete, detailed understanding and identification of
every bit of data and every relation is rot essential; one function of
the Polya map is that it allows us to_proceed and identify the missing
data and relations as we go along. If the problem is understood, the
most efficient thing to do is to first search our memory to see if we
have solved this kind of problem before._ If not then we can proceed
with the plan for solving the problem using a Polya map.
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Components of a Polya Map

To generate a problem-solving plan we need a way of concisely ex-
pressing_the structure of our problem; -The plan -must display the in-
terrelationship o- various principal parts of the problem without
being cluttered_with_the details of the necessary manipulations Once
we are assured that the !-tructure is complete and will give us a solu-
tion; we can then introduce the_details; With a properly-constructed
plan; the puzzling aspects of the problem disappear. All that remains
is to carry out the orderly routine calculations_or transformations to
obtain the desired solutions; The Polya map is the device we use to
display this problem structure.

In the Poly1 map a variable or data is represented lAy A letter
symbol in a small circle; relation between_variables_is represented by
an identifying- number in a small square. To show which variables are .

involved in which relations, lines are drawn joining the relevant cir-!
cles_and squares; Thus our map cnpsists of circles and squares joined
by lines in a pattern that shows ti.e interrelations within the problem.

Note that a circle cannot be joined to a circle and a square cannot be
joined to a square.

If we have the variables x, yi zi si t and they are related by the
followiog functions; -

1. z = f(S,t)
2; y = g(x;s)

then the structure can be represented by the following Polya map:

There is no implication that the functions 1 and 2 are explicit.
The only requirement is that; in principle; if we_knew the_values of
all but one of the variables involved we could determine the unknown
one, by some operation. The structure thus tells us that if we know
x; y and t we can determine z;
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Here we see one of the advantages_of the Polya map._ We do not
have to establish the exact forms of the algorithms relating the vari-
ables to be used in the solution at the outset. It is sufficient to
know that such relations exist; this can often be done by simple physi
cal reasoning._ Thus_the problem structure can be fotmulated without
establishing all of the detailed operations;

Similarly; there is no requirement that a variable be_a single7
valued function of the others. If it is not, an additional step will
he needed to distinguish between the_values. The recognition of this
adds to the understanding of the problem.

Constructing the Polya map focuses our attention on the relations
Letween variables- _In putting the map to we discover whether
intermediate variables are necessary and_where_additional algorithms
may be needed. We also discover what infOrmation is redundant.

At first glance a finished Polya map looks a bit like an informa-
tion flow diagram for a computer program, but the resemblance is only
superficial. Most Polya map links_are reversible and there is no in-
herent sequence in Polya map operations; Rarely are_branching and
looping operations used as in computer.programs. Polya Maps are for

people, not machines.

toastructitig a Polya Map

Although each Polya map is unique, their construction can be gen-
eralized. The particular characteristics of a specific problem will
lead only to differences in construction details. Since it is not
necessary to start with complete information, the construction can be

expected to be iterative. It may often be necessary to redraw the map
several times, rearranging the spatial relationships in order to see;
the problem more clearly.

We start by identifying and listing all the variables and data
that appear to_be_relevant to the problem, For simplicity they are
usually identified by the same symbol used in the mathematical model.
Next we list and number all relations and algorithms which we think
Will be needed.

Assembling the Polya map then_becomes_much like solving a jig-saw
puzzle. We fit the elements together to give a consistent whole; with
each variable and each_relation appearing_only once. A good start is

to first map each relation separately. Then they can be linked

through their common variables.

The construction of the Polya map can produce additional insights;'

It helps identify the intermediate variables_and reveals if additional
relations or data are needed. By examining the structure we-see if_
the solution will be a specific value of the unknown or a relation be-

tween the unknown and a variable. These insights make it possible_to
modify -the map to give a more_desirable form of solution, or to make
the solution process more efficient.
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Meta-Operations

The map elements to this point consist of either variables or re-
lations; and the operations are assumed -to be completely reversible.
The relations are procedures for obtaining the value of one variable
from the other known variables, e.g., solving an equation, reading
values from a graph, looking up values in a set of tables, etc. How-
ever, experience_has shown that some_problems require operations which
are not reversible. There exist well-defined operational procedures
where an unknown can be determined uniquely from_known_variables; but
the operations are not reversible: For the Polya Map these special
procedures are identified as "meta-operations." Meta-operations are
represented by- diamond- shaped boxes_joined to the diagram by a double-
lined arrow. The arrow indicates the direction in which the meta-
operation must take place to give the specific result required.

s = variable

t = variable

ti,t2 = specific values of the
variable

O s=

t2

t3dt

ti

Polya Map

In general; meta-operations are used to indicate operations:that
are essentially non-arithmetic. Some arithmetic may be necessary to
carry out a meta-operation; but arithmetic alone is not always suf-
ficient. Some examples of meta-operations are:_ integrate between
limits; combine_two algorithms; fit a polynomial to a set of data by
least squares; trial-and-error computations; iterate; optimize; choose
maximum values; derive an algorithM for a set of assumptions; test an
algorithm fora set of assumptions; test -an- algorithm against a set
of data; graph relations between two variables and find a maximum;
This is -not an exhaustive but it gi,,es an idea of the other kinds
of_problem-solving operations that can I:FJ introduced into the Polya
Map.

The meta-operations c..wcend the usefulness of the Polya'map be-
yond simple mathematical problems: Unlike our other operations, one
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meta-operation may be connected to another meta-operation, although the
end of a chain of meta-operations will be a variable.

Sample Problem

-To demonstrate how a Polya map is produced we will construct a map
for the following problem:

Problem Statement:_ Determine the maximum_bending_streSt in
SitOlY=SUppzieted beam of rectangular cross-section; "a" by "b;" _There

are two concentrated loads; L1 located_pcm_from the left end, and 12

located "d" to the right of Li; The distance between supports is L.

The first three steps -in preparing a_Polya_map are carried outicon-

currently: "identify and list unknowns, identify and list data; and
draw a diagram."

Dia2ram of Problem

L2

Data Set (given)

a Width Of beam

b = depth of beam
L = load at c

= load_ at c d

L = location of from left end
d = distance between Li and L2

= distance between supports

Required Unknown (to be found)

a
m

= maximum bending stress

We now identify the relations that may be useful. our problem is
one in which we _wish to find bending stresses in a beam. _Ther fore_we
can look for ralationt that give stresses due to bending and r lations

that give bending moments due to loads and geometry.

9
T

Addi_t_i_orw Data Set ('

This data set will be added to a
provot deVeldpS.

x = location from left-hand end of
beam

a = outer fibre stress due to/bend-
ing at x

x- = location of maximum bending
stress

R = reaction at x = 0
R2 = reaction at x = 2
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Data Set (additions)

M = Bending moment at x

I = Moment of inertia of
section

Z = Section modulus

1. a = Mb/2I = M/Z

2. I = ab3/12

3. Z = b/2I = ab
2
/6

4. M =- ELx

4a. M o<x<c

M Oc
1

Li =c ) : c<x<d

4c. M = =Rix + Li(x-c) + L2(x-c-d):
d<x<1

5. R2 = (Lic+L2(c+d)]/2.

6. Ri = Li + l2

We now have 5 independent relations and 6 unknowns. This will not
give a single answer; but will give us a relation between two unknowns.
Let us start to draw a Polya map; first mapping each relation independently;
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We note that some of the relations; e.g. 2 and 3,

of arriving at the same result.

are ;,1tc,riate ways

We can nOW combine these individual Polya Map, the map for

the whole nroblem.
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By drawing strokes through the given data in our problems we can see
how the variables are related. The only variables which are not given
or are not intermediate variables are_x and a. Therefore this Polya map
gives us the value of a with respect to x.

Examination of the Polya map shows -that it has two parts linked
together by variable M. The bottom half gives-the moment distribution
M with respect to x. The top half gives the stress__o with respect to
the moment M. For any value of x we can determine M and thereby a.

We note that R1; R2, M and I are intermediate variables and need
not be determined specifically unless it is convenient for computation
purposes;

But our objective is not simply to find a with respect to x; but

also to determine the maximum stress a-. We can define x- as the point

along the beam at which am occurs. Thus we must introduce some way of

determining where x and and occur. Mathematical means are available;

but they are cumbersome. A simple semigraphical method will be used.

Our diagram has shown that o is dependent only on M. Therefore,

if we can determine the location of the maximum value of M; we can move

directly to oH. Thus %; the maximum bending mowmt; represents inter-

meoiate data that we have to introduce.

From experience we know that we can sketch a moment diagram and by
inspection determine the location of the maximum baiding moment. For
this we introduce the following meta-operations
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draw shear force diagraM

draw bending moment diagram

by inspection: of bending moment diagram determine

NOW we redraw the Polya map; introducing the meta-operations;
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Wehave,thus,diagraninedourproblemtogiveus am ,the maximum
stress with the data set available.

_ A second example that is taken from a real desinn problem is given-
as Appendix B.

FrOblem Composition

We teachers usually have little difficulty in solving the deter
mination problems -that we set for our_students: _Why is that? In addi-
tion to our intelligence and good looks, maybe the fact that we compose
problems is a_contributing factor._ This line of- thinking leads -to the
idea that problem composing would be a good way to teach students about
;olving determination problems.

When faced with a problem the beginner_often assumes that there
area very large number of possible approaches to solving it; whether
he finds a good approach in his search is often a matter of luck. On
the other hand; anyone who has composed problems knows that there -are
relatively few structures that make any sense; he discards most of the
superficially-possible approaches on the basis of structural clues;

The standard format of the Polya map and its principal parts make
possible the assignment of problem composition to students, and provides
a medium of communication. The student-composed problems can be eval-
uated to see that all of the variables; algorithms, and meta-operations
are being used in appropriate ways, that nothing has been omitted, and
that the problem is_solvable in principle; It_would be virtually
impossible for the teacher to evaluate all of the student problems with-
out the Polya map as a common form of expression.

The Polya map and principal parts facilitate exercises in problem
composing for both student and teacher:

Here are some examples of problem composition exercises that have
been used.

1. For the problem given below;

(a) identify -and list the components of the principal parts of
the problem

(b) construct the Polya map of the problem
(c) compose -a variation in the given problem that has the same

Polya map as the given problem (describe this variation in
terms of its principal parts), and

(d) write a stepwise solution procedure for your composition

(These instructions are followed by a typical determination problem.)
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2. (EXam) Nitric oxide is being reduced by carbon. monoxide in a porous
catalyst:

2N0 + 2C0 N2 + 2C0-
2 2

The reaction occurs at 600° K and atmosphere. The density of the

solid in the catoyst is 2;5 gm/cmi. The specific volume in macro-
pores is 0.04 ceigm_and the typical pore radiUt is 400 A. The

specific- volume in macropores is 0.11 cm3/gm and the typical pore_
radius is 35 A... The specific surface area is 65 m4/gm. The molec-

ular collision diameter of NO is about 3.5 A;

Compose -and solve_ numerical answer required) a problem involving
the diffUtiOn of NO and the pore-structure of the catalyst._ You
may; of course, selectadditional_equations and assume additional

data so long as the set of data and-equations is consistent and does
not violate laws of physics or chemistry.

In Appendix A, there is an example of a completed problem-composi-
tion exercise that has been used.

Problem composition exercises may require the inclusion of speci-
fied elements in the composed problem; In this wayi_the teacher con7_
trols the content of the_exercise in terms of concepts; algorithms and

techniques. By specifying_few or many elements the_teacher_can vary
the exercise from the single-answer type to one that is open-ended;

Suggestions for PrAdt-i-te-

The use of Polya Maps is new and we feel we have only_touched the
surface of the possible__ classroom use of_Polya_maps. _The_f011Owing
tuggestt some uses for Polya maps; we are certain other uses can be

found; We suggest that you try.

.k Problem-solving exercises for students that require the use of a

Polya map;

2. Problem composition by_the teacher -where the objective is to avoid

under- and over-specification of data;

3. PrObleM=COmposition exercises by the student.

4. Lectures in which the teacher is solving_a sample problem._ A Polya

map may help to focus attention on problem- solving and may help_

the student see the relation_of one part of a prObleM to the next;

or of one lecture to the next.
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Appendix A

A Problem Composition Exercise from

Chemical Reaction Engineering

Compose a problem involving:

a) A reversible, first-order reaction
b) A_fixed-bed reactor
c) Effectiveness factor
d. Production rate

Solution

A. Principal parts:

Data: dt, L, dp, F,
o , K

e
, k*

'

T
'

D
e'

p
p' p

Unknowns: xL. p

Algorithm set:
1) k = k* (K-41)/Ce

1/22) 0 = (d
P
/2/ (e/De)

2
3) = n = 3(01 coth 01 - 1)/01_

4) kn 1 (x-xi)/(Xe-X0) 1 = -ncp(1-cv V/V

5) V = Tdit/4

6) V = FRJ/1

7) ye = 1/(Ke+1)

8) = fcn(dp/dtishape) (Table look-up)

9) P = F(XL-Xe)

10) x = 1=y
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C. Outline of solution:

1. Find k+ from k and Ke by 1

2. Find from dp, k+, De by 2

3 . Find n from by 3

4. Find ye from Ke by 7

r5.Find from dp' dt' shape by 8
cv

6. Find V from L, di by 5

7. Find v from F, ir, T by 6
8. Find xo from yo by 10
9. Find X

e
from y

e
by 10

10. Find XL from xo, xe"k+ n

11. Find P from F, sL, xp by 9
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Appendix B

Problem Statement: Determine the time required for an induction_
motor driving a fan to_come up to speed_from rest; given the moment of
inertia of the motor, the fan, the rated horsepower and speed of the
motor; the rated horsepower and'Speed_of the fan.- The torque -speed
characteristics of the motor running free are defined by the starting
torque; the maximum torque and the synchronous speed; The power drawn
by the fan in moving air is a power-law fUnction of the speed.

(Note: This -problem- statement is drawn from the natural context de-
scribed in ECL 171 "Time-To-Startili ASEE Engineering Case Library)

What is required is the time for the motor-fan combination to come
up -to speed. The motor torque-speed curve can-be approximated from
motor ratings. The power. drawn by the fan will be some function of the
speed. These two need not_be expli:itly_expressed mathematically; but
they cn be given graphically or as functionals.

Data

H-
m

= motor rate 1-1;F% a = system angular acceleration

S- = motor rated speed T-
m = motor driving torque

S
s
= motor synchronous speed T

f = torque drawn by fan

T-
s

= motor starting torque % I = moment of inertia of motor

Tb.,motorbreakdowntorque%Ii=moment of inertia of fan

H = fan rated H:1)
f T = acceleratir9 torque

S
f

fan rated speed t = elapsed time

W = system angular velocity = time to start

Relations

1. Tiii f(Hiii, Siiii w)

2: Ti = f(w; Hi; Si)

3. T-
t
= (I

m
It )aI-)a

4. dw adt

5: T = T_ - T-
t m f
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1. T = T

2. If = c(w, Hf, Sf)

3. Tt = (Im + ttja

4. dw = adt

5. it Tm
f

- T

By inspection of 4; we tee that we can express angular acceleration

"A" as a function of w.

To find tile total _time to start we must integrate A V C..4!°<_.h ;Jitable

limits, and must introduce the meta-operation:

s a

wheremi is new data which is the final angular velocity of the_system.

Thit final velocity will be reached. when 1.4- = 0. If the rated horse-

power of the motor and fah Are the same; tRen wi =_S; = S. But in the

more general ease where Sri; y si then Tt = 0 When Tm-- 0. To

determine-wl we must ihtrbdUte another meta-operation.

PlOtT-andT-agairistwandfind w -at the point where
T TM
m f*
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Operation 4 is not needed and can be dropped from our Polya map.

Inspection shows that the angular velocity w is the key to the
problem solution. If we plot all our characteristics against w, we
should be able to solve the problem.

w

Plot motor torque and fan
torque against w.
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wi

Plbt T-- - T, against w.

Change scale to give a;

Plot 1/a against w and

measure area under the curve

urk w=wi I fia

Solution can be found semi-graphically if motor torque and fan

torque characteristics are specified.
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SOLVING PHYSICS PROBLEMS

J. Aubel
University of South Florida

ABSTRACT

A detatled_strategy_for solving general physics problems
is discussed. Starting from general problem-solving techni-
ques, a rationale is developed that enables students who __
have_mastered simple algebra to improve greatly thrir problem=
solving abilities.

INTRODUCTION

Most teachers_of general physics will agree with the
objective of teaching their students to think more analyti-
cally; But there is widespread uncertainty and disagreement
as to 40-4 this can be done, or even if it can be done. As a
consequence, courses_have_been developed which describe physics
with little or'no mathematics. Such courses can greatly expand
the student's awareness of various physical relationshipsi_but
only through experimentation or memorization -- not deduction.
It is argued that the students for whom.such courses are
developed are either unable or unwilling to develop analytical
problem-solving skills.

For the purpose of this paper, let us define analytical
problem-solving skills as the skills_needed_to permit_deductive
solutions of problems which are intrinsically new to the
student. Far fewer physics teachers accept development of _

this ability -as an objective of their course; usually because
their past efforts to teach this ability have been so markedly
unsuccessful: _Indeed my own teaching experience demonstrated
that result. For seven years, I struggled with various modifi=
cations of_my lectures, the_text, the_homework_,_and the tests,
to try to teach students better analytical problem-solvng
skills. The_results were never_very _encouraging._ There was
always a small percentage of "A" students who "had it when
they entered my course; and I could see _their_proficiency _
grow: But -most students- remained outside of this group; One
obvious solution is to limit the objective; either by going
the non-mathematical route or by restricting tests to ques-
tions similar to those which the students have been
shown_how to do; The latter solution is the more_popular_one
for students of science and engineering who will be expected
to "use" the physics they are learning The non-mathematical
approach is more common for the remainder of the student
population;
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In recent years, there has been growing_evidence_that it

is -not necessary to give dp_the goal; analytical pr4blem-
solving skills can be taught. Indeed a large part of_our_
difficulty in teaching them in the past has been our tacit
assumption that they do not_need_to_be taught; i.e.; that
any student who has the ability to learn analytical problem-_
solving skills will pick them up from seeing prObleMs worked
in the text and by the teacher. That assumption_isiclearly
incorrect; Although -there is that,small group of "A"
students who "get it" no matter what we do; most students
must be taught explicitly.

_ _How then does one go about teaching analyticalrproblem-
tolVihg skills? The answer -is disarmingly simple: !break up
this complex set of skills into pieces, i.e. concepts small
enough for the student to handle. Then give the student the
encouragement, the time and the exercise -which is-needed to
master them; This is not_unlike our usual approach to
teaching any complex skill: It hai not often been used to
teach analytical problem- solving stills but only because -of -our

historical inability to see them as the complex set of skillt
which they are -- either because they have become subcon-
scious for us, or because we avoid them.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a
discussion of one problem-solving strategy for general physics

problems. It assumes that the student understands fundamental_

algebra; e.g. that he sees x a y and y x/a as- intrinsically

the same relationship. Work by Baumanl and others4.3 has
shown that this is not a fundamental limitation; these con-

cepts too can be taught, but I gave not yet had the time and
other resources necessary to Jo sc

General _theories of problom- :lying have been discussed

by Polya' and others5 Although there are many elements in
common among_these discusl,ions, they are usually different _

in detail and in the names associated with to various facets

Of the problem-solving task. The strategy reported here;
although less gener ._l than those cited; has proven useful
in my teaching in the sense that a significantly larger
percentage of my students have demonstrated development of _

analytical problem-solving skills; An- additional pedagogical
beneHt is its separation of the math frod the physics; As _

divick0, each its three major sections is of roughly equp.1

difficulty when averaged over the student population.

'A PROBLEM-SOLVI4G STRATEGY

_
The strategy has three major divisions; The overall_

Objective of_part I;- SETUP, is to convey the nature of the
problem; including all given- information and desired
quantities; with a minimum of English, using meaningful

symbols and picture that can be used in part II. The
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objective in_part_II, ANALYSIS -- PHYSICS, is to find sufficient
independent equations so that they_may be solved for the _

desired unknowns. In part III, ANALYSIS -- MATH, mathematical
answers are obtained for the desired un;:nowns, and checked
for reasonableness.

Part of the reason for the diversity of labels given to
the subdivisions of any problem - solving strategy is_the_fact
that no set of subdivisions_ is universal; There are situations
where one finds in part III a need to return to part II or

even part I. So ona_should view the whole process as- cyclical;

continuing until satisfactory answers_are obtained. Further-

more, there is nothing sacred about the order of events in the

strategy. If one can see the answer without explicit consider-

ation of parts I or IIs fine. If part II seems easier_than
drawing the picture for a particular problems then part II

should be_done first: Indeed the strategy is_not to be viewed

as a straightjacket approach to_problem-solving, but rather

as a guide to what to think about next when one is stumped

a particular problem; On the other hand, beginning students
should be encouraged to practice the strategy on_problems which
seem easy to -them so that they will become familiar enough
with its rationale to use it on more difficult_problems. What

follows is essentially addressed to the student, interspersed
with discussion for the benefit of the reader.

I SETUR

_The -first and most obvious task_in_pruolem-solving is to
decide what it is you are trying to find and what information
you have to _work with. It is awfully hard to get right answers
if you are doing the wrong problem:

If a problem s been properly set up it will contain a
minimum of_Englisii -- often none at all, but at most a few
words. But you, or others with_s-Imilar train_ngs_will be_able
to return to-it months later and figure out what the problem
was all about.with'ut_referring to the_original_English
statement of the 2roblem. Part I can 5e thought of -as a
translation task from English to pictures and symbols.

A. LIST GIVEN QUANTITIES with appropriate, meaningful symbols.

it -is useful to be able to reject irrelevant information
by siuply not listing it; but if you are not sures list it.

Why_assign_a symbol to something which is already known
as a number? There are several reasons.

1. .t is usually easier, e.g., it is easier to write m
than 4 kg.

2; It ii often more meaningful. If the symbol KE is
recognized as Kinetic energy; that is much more help-
ful than 20 J, which could be any energy.
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3. It helOt avoid the trauma of_not knowing _a_number to
nsert_ for an unknown quantity which may cancel out

later in the problem;

When Mere thar one quantity of the same_type is involved;

such as_I:wo or more moving masses; or velocity -at different

tim,7t, it is often useful to assign an_appropriate symbol
to one of -them and litt the others as multiples of_the quanti-
ty given a symbol._ F',17 example; in a problem involving masses
of_2 kg, 6kg and 8kg, label them (in a sketch) as M, 3M and 4M
respectively; and list M = 2 kg.

Ir making up an_appropriate syftibto for certain unknowns
it may be appropriate to combine several_more common symbols.
ihus in a problem which talks about 4 bullets per_second leavin
a gun, that information could be listed as Nit = 4 /s.

B. ASSIGN reasonable SYMBOLS to the requesttd UNKNOWNS;

Ag7in;_it may take more than one common symbol to make

up a sy,ribel for a desired quantity.

At this point it_is wise to go_back over your lists to
make sure that the dimensions which you would associate_with
each symbol arc.= .7onsist;: with the units which were given_ _

or desired. were -asked to find the rate_at_which

liqHd leave s,- .em in gallons per minute, an appropriate
symbol WoUl. t certainly not V alone.

C. SKETCH A PICTURE fJr each unique timo_implied in the

problem; and label with the symbols froic parts A ;nd B.

This is -cir,=2 Of the most difficult yet crucial_skill_ijh

the entire proDlem-solving strategy. tTh_ttick is to draw

a sketch complete enough tc show the_important_ideas yet
simple enough to aid rather thah confuse the analysis. Thus

one must learn that (if rotation or rotational equilibrium
is -not implied in the,prebleOlit is more appropriate to cir'
point or a small box rather than the man or car or whatever
is named in the probleM.

The primarY heal= of the sketch (es) are to show all
important spatial relationships and help define all symbols
listed in partS A and B. Thus if_twc or more -times are
implied in the problemi a sketth fbt each time must be_drawn

in such a way that distances moved between_sequerial times
can be clearly indiC_t,i. It is often convenient toshow a
"final time sketch _superimposecueen__Aii"initial time sketch;

using ..,shed lines for one or the other;

Before leaving part I; you should reread tne_problem
s'atement to make sure that every relevant -hrase_.c_indicated
ire your setup. Think in'terms of the overall oal of this
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section: could someoe. else with your training, who had not
seen the English version of the problem; eer.ipher from
your setup?

II ANALYSIS -- PHYSICS

The objective here_is to find sufficient independent
equations to solve for the desired unknowns. Suppose there
are_N_unknowns which the_prohlem asks you to find; You_may
need to introduce an additional number U of unknowns while
writing_physical , runs. The mathematicians tell us that
you will need . ! -d ct most N + U independent equa-
tions in order t, - for the Desired unknowns. To put it
another way; if this-&are K unknowns whicf, CAN be uniquely
determined from tne giVen information, it will take K inde-
pendent_equations to do ;.-,; There_is admittedly some
uncertainty involved in th.i preceding statements; one cannot
usually predict at the_outset how many equationsmill be
necessary. Thus an alternative app.::,ach is to find as many
independent relations between the various_ symbols as you can!
On the other hard; it is useful to know the minimum and maximum
number of equations needed.

In general, when writing equations from part II, they
must_be expressed_in tc-ms_of_the symbols listed_in part I,
The beginning student may finJ :t useful to first write
equations in the form in which h remembers_them. This
should be done in the margin or in a special box, since tnose
equations_do not count Coward ones needed for part II.
Only equations which have been translateo_into_the_specific_
symbolism of part I court in part II. This will often reqlire
adding one or more synhols_to the sketches in part_I; These
symbols, for unknowns Which were not required 1-, the problem,
should be listed near (but distinct from) the list frog.: part
I B.

Consider CONcTPAINTS.

- These are spE ific conditions set forth in the statement
Or the problem deductible :From the sketch(es); which some-
times car be cten as equation- involving some of the
list6d symb- . -enstraints are often considered automatically
in oart I, :or object on an incline, notion will be
parallel to chr 1F-e. Similarl, two :,bjects tied together
by an ideal st 7 (3,E7r a pulley will have ac acceleration of
the same magn .P.sut some problems have more subtle con-
straints. Inc- tting down the proper constraint rela-
tion_CAN be the most difficult pa!L_of the problem; It is
mentioned here at the beginninl, of Part II beceuse if a
-simple constraints is present an:-; not recognized atthis
point in the problem, it can sAriously hinder Part II.
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In general physics problemsi constraints are usually
geometric in hatUre. They also frequently involve approxi-
mations; such as:

strings, ropes, etc. are assumed not to stretch.

-7 the arc subtended by a small angle is essentially a
straight line;

solid- objects are assumed not to deforM under the
action of farces.

Figure 1 give:: examples of constraint equations.

B. Consider DEFINITIONS of knowns and unknowns.

If a definition of any one of the symbols in your lists
from part I relates two or more of the quantities in those lists,
it will probably be useful -7 write it dowr:. Remember to add
any new UhkrieWht introduced by these definitions to your sketch
and second list in part i B. Anytime a new variable is
introduced, you should cons1der ITS definition.

C. Consider CONSERVATION LAWS

_Since conservation laws imply_the existence of a time
interval during Whith the diStributon of some conserved
quantity has changed4 it follows that you must haVe at least

two SketCheS (possibly superimposed) if conservation laws
are to be applicable. If so:

1; CHOOSE a c1early defihed SYSTEM; often the whole
system in t!, problem.

2 C-.1005E_an appropriate_TIME INTERVAL over Whith the
conservation law is valid; should have sketches
for boti, Aids of that time interval.

3_;_CHOOSE a cnvenient fJORDINATE SYSTEM for c f

ohject.

4. WRITE the conservation LAW:

The total in -the system at the beginning of the
time interval + any entering the system during the
time interval

= the -:otal in the system at the end of the time
interval + P:,,y leaving tNe system duri7o the
time intervE.i.
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D. Consider KINEMATICS equations.

For people with a good calculus background, these are
nothing more than definitions. But for most students they
need to be considered separately as known relations between
displacement, velocity, acceleration and time.

E. Consider NEWTON'S SECOND LAW.

J. Isolate an objerL so that its_mass and its vector
acceleration are clearly definable.

2. Draw a FREE-BODY DIAGRAM for that object:

- a); __Count the number (i) of_objects exert
forces directly ON the chosen object. Do ,,c! count
feces internal to your object or which it exerts on__
other objects. Do not count indirect forces. Normally
i will equal the number of things which_actually_touch
the cjosen object; plus one for the graiitational force.
Wany),plus one for the electroletic forceiffpresent.

bl. Draw the i forces on a free-body diagram. DO
not draw components of forces; except in the case_of _

contact forces between surfaces, where it is usually best
to draw the component normal to the_surfacei,Ni and the
component pa-aliel to the surface, f.

3; CHOOSE A COORDINATE SYSTEM with the positive x axis
alono the direction of the acceleration of the object,
if known.

4. WRITE NEWTON'S SECOND LAW in scalar form for each
significant axis.

If there are other moving masses it tht problem whiz:J
affect the anbwers, you will need to repeat E -ref- each
of those masses.

F. Consider OTHER pysics relations;

Ther ; little to )e said_here without going_t:irqugh an
entire physiLs course. The student who has been stulying
properly usualy_has little or no difficulty in realizing which
specialized elations apply in a given problem.

III ANALYSIS -- MATH

At this Point we should have a set of independel;:.:
equation involving only symbols listed in part I. Obviously
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the symbol for every requested unknown must be included at
least once; if lot; go back to part II.

A: Obtain an ALGEBRAIC SOLUTION.

Solve algebraically fde each desired quantity in terms

o° the symbols for the given quantities (c previously "found"

unknowns). Use numbers only in those relatively rare situations
where it is definitely easier to deal with the numbers than

the symbol;.

B. TEST the al,,braic solution for REASONABLENESS:

1. Check for correct physical dimensions. Dimensions must
obey the ordinary rules of algebra. For example; terms which
add or subtract or equate must have identical dimensions; if
theY db not, the equation cannot be_correct; Thus an_equation
which asks you to add a mass and a length is obviously in

error. In that case; check dimensions in each equation from
part II and then redo part III.

'. Check fcir the expected benavior in- intuitively- obvious
situations._ Do the relations seem plausible? For example;

in the result x = a b; cos o:

is is reasonable that "x" is proportional to "a"

to "b"?

shoed x = a b when ,) = 0?

- - should x approach in'inity as 0 approaches 90.?

1..UG NUMBERS in a one-to-one relation_with your_alge-

nraic solution; If some of the given information is not in___

e consistent set_bf_units; check to see whether those qUAAititS
occur min two or mere positions such that the conversion- factors

would cancel out. If not; you must INSERT CONVERSION FACTORS
.Aitil_the units left are consistent. For example;in the _

equation o = sir.; which _17 dimensionaly correct, you cannot

use "s" in inhes and "r" in feet unless you supply the

appropriJi.,: conversion factor. Thus, if r = 3" and r = 2',

o = (3"/2') (1712") = 1/8 (radian).

Do the arithmk.tic to one significant figure in your
head or on scratO. paper. Then do it more care!ully, cancelling
as much as pos.it'ie and_usinl other math shortcuts such as
calculators. If ,htee is not reasonable agreer.ent between

your two answers; check them both again.

D; CHECK your. answer for phy4c!1 reasonableness and

ap)ropriate units.



Having read this much about_one problem-solving strategy;
it should no longer be any surprise to find that most students
do -not pick up a good problem-solving strategy by s:7ply_seeing
a few problem, done by the text and/or teacher, especially
when these are not fitted into an overall plan.

In summary, we have discussed one us,Jul problem-solving
strategy having the following overall structure:

1;_ Set up a concise statement. of the problem in terms
Of labeled sketiAes and algebraic symbols.

II. Do the physics; i.e., write relations until there
are sufficient independent equations (in terms of the
symbols from part Nto solve for the desired unknowns

III; Do the math- -first the algebra, then the conversion
factors and arithmetic, and finally check for reason-
ableness
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If the Wheel rolls without slipping, then s = x.

ra
.; I

If moves a .ist,Ince X while m moves a distance x; then
x = 2 X

FIGURE 1

Exianples of Constraint Equations
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ENGINEERING STUDENT

PROBLEM SOLVING
Lois B. Greenfield

University of Wisconsin
Madison

The engineer is a problem solver.

Certainly; ifyou_were to look in on the majority of engi-
neering classrooms in the country, you would find both students
and teachers concerned_with problem solutions, which are th6
products of problem solving. How then do encin-ering educators
teach problem solving skills to their_students? Do they; lo fact;
make a special effort to teach such skills?

_._ It is at this point that I would like to emphasize the
difference between the product of problem solving; i;e:_the__
answer or solution;- and -the process; or method of attack. The
answer or solution to the problem is readily observed and quanti-
fied and is_easy ta deal with; The eineering student's home-
work solutions can be graded, and 7,1,!'ed right or-wrong iF the_
answer alone is considered; Emphasi!-.'3 placed on accuracy; where
method may really be equally important. In the "eeal world"; a
variety of answers may satisfy_thr,. problem conditionsindeed;
tdo_engineers may look at a probl, Ah: develop two 5mpletely
different solutigns to what they hak: :eh two cm...ilt:tely
different problems.

Although it is possible_to infer the -icess or method of_
attack used in.solving a problem from the product obtained; this
may be misleading. For example; if a student gets the wrong
answer to a probleL;_ can we ascertain the reason? Do we know
whether the student has used the wrong formula, made an error in
arithmetic, omittel_an_ important variable; -or completely ;nisinter-
preted the nature of the prbblem he was asked to 7:'-re?

One way -:O ascertain the process cif problem solving is to
as the problem solver ::c) think al31,1 as he salves the problem;
Thls_soludon;_recorded is -it -is de4-:;dped, may not be totally
com,lete, but 't is more likely to reflect the actual process_
used_thar if a_later; res:',-ospecte account is obtained; whip! is
likely he cleaned up, edited, and mNde more coherent; The
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Protocols obtained by having students think aloud as they solve
problems offer a close approximation to the problem Jolver's
method of attack on problems. (1)

In the current literature, there have been reports of problem

solving procedures, as well as descriptions_ or remedial efforts
made to teach students more effective methods of solving problems

These paths and precepts are_developed_logical'y, and have been

shown to be helpful; but analysls of the protocols of students or

Of experts thinking aloud do not conform to these step-by-step

rational; logical patterns.

For example, Polya's HOW to Solve It (7) outlines a procedure

fo;- solving problems.

"First you have to understate the problem... Second;
find the c.cnnection between the data and the unknown.
You may be obliged to consider auxiliary problems if
an immediate connection cannot be found. Y
obtain eventually a pi -at of solution...._Third; ca 1

out your plan ;... Fourth, examine the dlution

obtained."

In this analysis; much :depends on luck and good guessi

as:

Rubenstein (9) described general precepts of prOble

Get the total picture
Withhol_d_your judgment
Use models
Change representation
Ask the right questions
Have a will to douxt

He further suggests paths to generating a solution:

solvin
9.

Work backwards
I Generalize or specialize

Explore directions when they ;appear plausible
Use stable, substructures in the solution process (modules)

Use analogies and metaphors
6 Be guided by emotional signs of success

Leibold, et al !(5) describe an adaptation of Po;y0-.. aHroach

used to teach problem solving to.freshma, engineering students_ in

Which they divided the definition -of the problem steps into "Define".

and "Think About It". Their Jreakdown of the "Define" step

includes:

Define the unknown
Define the m
List krowns; cOncepts, and choose ,olc
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I Define the constraints
II Define the criteria

Howe,ver, the student group reports difficulty in using these
skills learned in the special class in solving their regular
homework assignments.

As p_a_r. * of the-same program; Woods et a_1_(i2) have attempted
to Observe problem solving training to which engineerina
students wen:. exposed; to identify major difficulties the students
were having in solving problems, to identify necessary problem
solving skills and to teach these to the s_tudents. They identi-
fied a set of steps combining creative and analytical thinking,
and used these as a basis for developing_and teaching a strategy
of problem solving to the students in a tutorial program. The
strategy is outlined below. (12)

DEFINE Identify the actual problem

THINK What are the attributes?
ABOUT
IT Identify area of knowledge

Collect information

Flowchart solution

PLAN Think up alternative plans

Translate

CARRY OUT Solve
PLAN
LOOK BAC/ Check reasonableness & math

Check criteria & constraints

Study related problems

Identify applications in er. jneering, e' 7

day behavior & desrted island

Identify & memortze order-of-magnitude numbers

Develop successive approximation strategies

Study problem-solving skills learned

Communicate results

The strategy Is devised rationally. -The procedure for
improvino student skills requires, the students to focus on a
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particular_step, simultaneously, and then to discuss each other's
ideas._ The problem defihitiOn step has had greatest emphasis thus
tai. This method,_although developed Oti_the basis of a rational
analysis of problem solving, e, dOeS place mphasis on the actualproceSs. An interesting observation made by the professors_
issigned_to sit in on all the required courses -with the students
was the discovery that the lecturers actually presented a large
nUMtierOf hints_for solvinn prohlOMS as well as numerous example
solutions; yet the studghtS didnot capitalize on these hints ore,:amo105. They failed to note them in class (presumably because
they were verhal and not written on the board).

Stonewater (10) points out that, althoduh;_engineering
instructors are well able to specify the problem solving processesthey use they way have difficulty specifying the processes a
student should use since thredgh experience and practice the
instructor' haVe internalized so much of what they do, He points
nut that step-by-step procedures instructors present to_studentsdS the hlackhOard_ solutions -maysutions may not be ordered in the waythat_the prM was as solved by the instructor initially; but
rather may No edited to he more eleoant: Again; the strategy
dyed for problem solution may not be identified.

Stonewater developed a course, "Introduction to Reasoning and
Poblew Solving"; using a taSk analysis procedure to develop
strategies fOr problem solving. In the eight module course, three
TbdiiIrs were devoted to the preparation phase:

1. Preparing for Problem Solving - diSCriminating between
relevant and irrelevant information; specifying solution
derived, visualizing problem

Drawing Diagrams

Organiling Data Tables

and five to strategies for solving problems

1. Ah problem - strategy idehtify unknowns and sequence the
order in Which they must he solved

Sub problem strategy - develop an organized method to
shlve the problem

Contradiction strategy - state an assumption which_is
the logical nematiOn Of What is to he proved and use
thiS to contradict given information

InferenCe infer additional information from what is
given

64orking backWards - start at solution, rather than with
givens.
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`,tonewotor report', three oreos Of concern in teaching pr0b1c,
Iho<e are finding techniques to help students improve

ability; improve their abStract reasoning
an improve trOnSfOr cif loorning to other courses:

tonewater',. instructional OptiliHtiOns include use of n
ti't to determine which students have mastered a

deion nr sell-eaCed iOterials to implement
ledrning dnd poiring Stiidents to study particular materials:

:he ldtter method of pairing students teach problem__
s, skills Jiobeen described and used successfully by Whimbey
(11' d adapted trop, a method described ti3i Bloom and Broder (1).

d0Yi.'10-ed Proerem; where students;morkin,i on a one-tb-
cne basi with ether students think out laud as they solve prob-
lems to try to determine What is hindering their success as prob-
ll".. The students work a series of exercises designed to
in rf.At, their ability to read and understand technical and
ien!Hiritinoas well as to solve mathematically based read-

inp Initially, students cOntrast their methods of
solving ;o:oileft s with the thods used on the same problems by

nod prmlec solvers: ChordcteriStiCS in Which good problem
Jitfor from poor problem solvers included:

'.'otivotion and attitude toward problem solving
loncern for accuracy.
Breaking problems into parts
,lilount of guessing
...,ctiveriess in problem solUtiOn

l:t,,,earchers at the University of 7."assathliSettS Heuristics
Ldhoratory and PeportMeht Of Physics and Astronomy and School of
noinl.rering hove been cooperating_ in_ investigating a variety of
instructional techniques for deVelbpihg students' cognitive
skills, Oil fbi,- teaching analytical reasoning (2;3)(F). Asking
students to think aloud; Lochhead and CleMeht study individual
student's coutiitive Orticesses to determine what learning strato-
g_ios thevemploy_, the basic concepts from which they operate, and
the tochnigues they USe in OrOblam solving. The,/ use this
intorlOtiOn to Make the students better prnblem solvers.
Lochhead (6) reports:

"We find that what students usually learn from a
physics course is not at all what we believed. For
eXaMtile, a few months ago I nave a student a ride into
the University. ike asked Me what I did and I told him
I taught prpblem solving to introductory physics
students: He replied that he had taken a physics course
the previous year_Physics for biologists): it had been
Ill: but of no lasting value. He had tried to understand
the material bUt that took too much time and_wasn't any
use as far as the grade_was concerned. SO after a
couple of weeks he Settled in on memorizing formulas
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and round that the homework and exam problems could
alwa:s he solved by plugging the given variables into
whatever equation happened to involve those variables,
He aot some practice in algebra -and also in trigonometry
but the physics he learned was just rote formulas
which less than a year later he had completely forgotten.
This approach to learning and problem solving is an
example or a syndrome we_call 'formula-fixation'."

The student is neither allegorical nor unusual.
,4e is perhaps more perceptive than many of his class-
ates, hut h\ no means unique. Last winter Robert

who is directing the experimental Physics course,
visited_by an angry student who had obtained a R+

in introductory physics. The problem was that she had
undestood none of it. The purpose .if her visit was to
set up an independent study course for the Jaiwry term
in she could tr:.! tp understand the material she
had mitered..."

"There is a popular myth that students cannot
understand physics because they are weak in mathematics.
The above examples show that the inverse is Often the
case, namely; an ability to do mathematics makes under-
standing the physics- unnecessary; But students are not
the ohly people skilled at the use of algebra to avoid
thinking. We all do it most -of the time; and we
requlanly continue the practice when we teach. With
rare exception textbooks and teachers- emphasize the
mathematical manipulations and spend little effbrt on
explaining the physical concepts or on explaining why
the mathematics is an appropriate representation of
those concepts."

Clement (3) comments:

It is easy fbr a student to memorize a law and to
recite it faithfully when given the appropriate prompt.
With a little practice the student may also be able to
Apply the law in a limited class of problems such as
those typically found on tests; However; these abili-
ties in no way imply the un-learning of contradictory
intuitions. In fact; a careful investigation of how
students solve problems shbws that in most cases they
,re opereting with an inconsistent system - -a collage
of newly learned principles and old intuitive concepts:
The Old intuitive concepts are remarkably resistant to
cnange and this presents a difficult challenge for
teachers."

One area of physics where these intuitions -are
particularly strong is Newton's first law. The first
law states that a body in motion will_remain in motion
unless acted on by a force. It is a strange law
because it directly contradicts our own perception.
Our everyday experience s ows that bodies in motion
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tome_ to root without the application of a visable farce.
'arthermore to kt'op 0 body in motion requires the appli-
ation w. a force. Thus learning NeWteih'S first law

lies the Onlecning of certain intuitive concepts:"

Thece points ire illustrated with student protocols; gerrated
thetudents_think aloud. Research and experiences with

teachirt' analytical reasoning in programs fashioned after those of
(II) focus on five aspects of analytical reasoning,

criticdl thinking applied to understanding complex
instructions

analv7iue or errors in reasoning
solving word problems
Analv:ing trends and patterns

I using analogies in formal contexts

Cd',f'd On thicfaculty members at the University of Na5Sa-
,hg,,ett, have proposed the development of an Ahalytical Skills
ifulter, ha.!gUartered intheDepartment of Rhetoric; which vill
attynpt to d iaonoce the causes of students' WOOkneSSeS ih
nalytiso ,,-(p.onihg ability, and provide instructional programs
that teach thew The Project will be a joint OffOrt of
peo:lo the departments in engineerine, physics, mathematics
ana

lacqin and (4)and_others at the University of Califor-
!Ito hepal-tment of Physics and Group in Science dad Mathematics
tducation have contrasted the method of solution of experts
(rrbfeSser of physics). as they solve_physics problems_
aloud; with the method of solution of a novice (a student who
had COmPleted one quarter of physics) as he solved problems the
c,re way. The record of the novice shows a direct approach, that
pit cimelY applying various physical principles to the problem in
order to prnduce equations. The equations are then COMbihed to
produce the desired quantitative solution.

In contrast, the experts do not jump directly into a quanti-
tative SeilUtibii_hot rather seem first to redescribe the problem

qin ualitative toms. The qualitative description is close to
the qOantitattve equofjons which ultimately complete the solution:
The qualitative anaU:is seemingly reduces the thahteS for error
since it is easily theckedaaainst_the_original proble.1;_and it
outlines an easily remembered description of the global featUreS
of the nrigidal protileM.

In addition to the interpolation of the qualitative descrip-
tiOn, novice and expert seem to differ in the way they store
nhy5ical principles in their mem6ry. The novice seems to store
such principles individually_whilo t.he expert groups principles
which are connected; and stores them as '_'chunks". ThUS, seeming=
iy; when the expert accesses one prig -ible from memory; the other
associated principles become available:
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_farkin (4) applied this research to her teaching of a calculus
based physics course. Ten students were traihed 'to__apply individ-
ually seven physical principles needed to solve a DC circuit prob-
lem After this, the students worked three problems; which could
he sOlveg by systematically applying the learned priocipleS Then
five of the students were given additional training (one hour) in
qualitative analysis and chunking. Then all_students were -given
three additional p-oblems, working individually, with tne instruc-
tor, and thinking alblid as they solved the problems. In the
experimental group three students solved all three problems, and
two solved two. In the other group four of the five students
solved at most one problem. Larkin stresses that if one is
scious about tr.-vino to enable stUdehts to solve problems in
ph cs more effectively, the following procedures seem promising:
(r Observe in detail what experts do in solving prOblems.
(2) Abstieict from these observations the processes which seem
most helpful. (3) Teach these processes explicitly to students."

Now, based on this description of work goinn on in the field,
what is it that you as an engineering educator can do to enhance
the problem solving capabilities of your ennineering students?

Well, you can continue to do as you have done in the past;
assigning problems; and_either correcting them or providing the
correct solution, assuming that, by this method; your students

_

are. learning to be problem solvers:. And indeed, many of them do
loan engineering prOblem solving skills in this way.

_Or; you can present and discuss a logical strategy for
prbblem solving, similar to that described earlier being carried
on at McMaster University 5;12) with special guidance on problem
solving aspects of homework assignments carried on independently
of the classroom presentation. In_the classroom, you can present
hints for solvinn problems, and offer solutions to example prob-
lems, remembering to call attention to these hints or examples;
or write them on the hoard, so that the students will attend to
theM

The problem solving course developed by Stonewater (10), at
Michigan State; offers a different technique; a separate mastery
learning self-paced model course which teaches students such
things as how to prepare for prob1,2m solving; to draw diagrams;

_

develop data tables, and use sub-prOblem strategies. The special
course develdped by Woods, et dl (12) at McMaster also uses a
rational app,pach to the teaching of problem solving skills.

In my opinion, one. of. the least expensive and least disrup-
tive things you can do is to reduce emphasis on the products of
Problem solvion; on always getting the "right answer", and stress
the process of problem solving as you present material in the
-cldssrooll. Let tho students watch and listen as you; the_expert-,
tackle a.problul.: Let students in on the way you discriminate
hetween the relevant and irrevelant information in your problem
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solving process; the way in which you translate the given problem
description into a more workable form how you redefine the prob-
lem into term such as force, mocent, etc., for which you can
develop equations, or how you draw diagrams or data tables or
graphs to help in this process: Call_the_student's attention to
the process by which you break a problem into mor_ manageable sub
parts. Permit the students to listen in on_your process of
developlinq a plan; even where it leads to false starts, and to
learn how it was you recognized that you had chosen the wrong
Path; and how you check for consistency. In other words, let
the students see the scratch paper you have discarded; rather
than just your elegant_final solution! In elementary courses,
try; ac Lochhead and Clement have done, to make sure students
understand the relationships in equations and are not merely
plugging in numbers:

. . According to Reif (S) and Larkin (4), it is helpful to
stodertS if they can organize their knowledge base- qualitatively;

verbaldescriptions to group principles, to "chunk" rela-
tionhi:,. POint out that students should examine problems for
such rolaticmships rather' than immediately spewing forth equations
(which may or may not be relevant).

Reif (8) points out that some common teaching praCtices used
in engineering courses, such as emphasis on mathematical forma=
tiens; may be deletrious to students' skill at problem solving,
while shunning verbal or pictorial descriptions may also hinder
the students. Students should probably be encouraged to use
verbal descriptions and arguments. Stressing linear procedures
as in combining equations should be down played; while hierarchial
relations should he stressed.

In summary; pay more attention to the processes of problem
solving your students use rather than the products, and you will
probably do a better job of teaching engineering problem solving
skills:
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8
A BACKWARD-REASONING

MODEL OF PROBLEM SOLVING
0 L: Marples

University of Cambridge (England)

Introduction

aThis paper presents a description of a typical problem used in
eng veering education in universities and of the kind of argument
and technique which the solution of such problems require. While it
has drawn upon an examination of real problems; real cribs and the
orotocols of real problem solvers; it is not an ahalySiS of actual
problem-solving behaviour. An idealised solver is assumed whose
knowledge of engineering theory is supposed to be complete. There
is -no discussion of the difficulties that may beset a problem_solver
who does not know thetheory or the technique required for solving
a given_problem. Similarly, real prObleMS, as set, may have
omissions; ambiguities or obscure_ phraseology. Many of them are
curiously truncated to fulfill the purpoSeS_Of edUtation and
examinations; Furthermore, notevery Problem will conform_to the
clasit type discussed here. Real solutions t00, reveal all
kinds of behaviour on which no comment is made. Cribs are_assumed
to reveal solutions_in which the swiftest logical progression
from problem to_answer is represented. BUt they, too, may have
imperfections of argumentandtechnigue and the statements in them
are selected- from all those_which have beenMade by the crib writer
in the course of his wrestling with the problem.

The paper_provides a relatively simple model of problem solving
with an emphasis_on_focusing and backward reasoning, and tOnclUdes
oith a brief discussion of its possible valUe to teachers and
tudentS,

See the last page of this paper.
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The 1\haLyti c Fii.gaheer1 ng Proo 1 em

The 0t: the: educational probl em

In industrial practice, the prototype analytic engineering
prOhlem is trovided by an artefact* about whose nature enough is
known to he able to answer questions_abOut its behaviour when it is
sublected to certain conditions. A bridge is subject to dead and
wind loads; what are the stresses in the members? A Cooling system
has been designed for a_nuclear reactor; what will be the pressure
drop at various rates of flow? An elettrOniccircuit_has been put
together to achieve certain objectives; how well is it likely to
succeed In each case the design has been conceived and given
sufficient form for the OUestiontobe_asked and answered*:*_ The
conditions under which it is expected to perform are Spetified_by
edict and by nature and the engineer is now required to comment on
its behaviour. Calculations of this kind -are required in every
trench of industry to "test" designs. All designs_are put forward
in the expectation that they will he subjected to such calculations.

The question, are hot always_ at discovering the
tieha0ourof the artefact. Sometimes the behaviour is tpetified
and an attribute of the artefattmust be discovered which will
Orbduce that behaviour. For example; a railway vehicle is subjected
to certain loads: with how much camber must the frame be built so
that it will be Straight and level when loaded? Sometimes the
behaviour is specified and_the conditions under WhiththitbehaVieUr
will occur are required. A large range of vibration problems come
under thiS heading.

Speaking brOadly, the problems used to train engineers in
universities have the same characteristics except that the_description
of_what is happening to theartefact_is pruned to the point at which
only those_aspects having reference to the answers are specified.
In the classic form; an artefact is described first; then what is
happening to it- and -then the question is put which requires the student
to calculate; with the aid of engineering_theory the value of a
specified attribute ofeither_the artefact or the happening. In
fact, the world is divided into two parts, the artefact and the rest
of the world. The happening specifies what the rest of the world is
doing to_the_artefact but only just as far as is necessary to enable
the student to answer the question asked. Certain attributes of the

*WO use the term "atefact" rather_than "system' because "system"
has much wider connotations and also because it has special Meat-Oh-OS
in Thermodynamics and Control Engineerihg.

*Engineering science is concerned with knowing_Whith gueStions need
to be asked and how they may be answered. Engineering design is
concerned with imagining artefactS that will perfbrm the taks for
which they Were conceived and will also stand up to the subsequent
catechism of engineering science:
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world, 5iitti as gravitational
pull, Can usually be taken for grantedin any nroblem in which they are relevant; and usually are notspecified as cartof the conditions of thehanpenine. The unasked:idestion how the world Manages to do it:- this is irrelevant; amighty but unseen hand is always at the disposal of the problemsettee.

usually, the question asked refers to an attribute of just apart of the artefact, and the solver is obliged to fb-cOs his_attentionon this part and to consider
its behaVibbrwhen it is subjected tothe actions both of the rest of the world and the rest of theartefact. The ability to replace the rest of the artefact with a5-et of interactions couched in -engineering terms relevant to the__question asked i5 one of the important 5killS Of the analytic engineer:

This broad aralySis may now he illustrated by reference to thenrobleM.

Th.e iir-ob1 ern

A light rod, of length 2c; has small masses attached at eachend Which slide on a rough hbri2b-ntal plane of friction
coefficient . At a particUlar time the centre of the rod G ismoving with_velocity v and the rod is orientated as shown in -thefigur, at 30 to the direction of motion of G. If the angularVelbcity of the rod is theh v/c, find the acceleration of G.

Artefact

The_haPPP10:195

A_light,rod connecting two small masses On a roughhorizontal plane.

The masses Slide on the plane with initial
trahSlational and rotational velocities in a givenorientation.

Question Find the acceleratibn
of the centre of the rod.
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The artefact

All artefacts have more than one_component. Each component is _

described by a noun, but may be qualified by adjectives or adjectival
clauses which define its attributes either qualitatively or
quantitatively: Such attributes have great significance for the
problem solver. Given two masses, a rod and a plane, we could not be
sure_whether we are concerned with statics or dynamics; or even _a
problem in projective geometry. However, the masses are "small"
so that the moment of inertia of each mass about_an axis through it
can be ignored in comparison with the moment of inertia of the mass
about any other axis. The rod is "light" and "of length 2Q." so that
the mass of the rod can be neglected compared with those of the
masses, and the distance between the masses enabies the solver to
calculate moments of inertia (and so forth): The nlane is "rough",
"hbrizontal" and has a "friction coefficient p" so that "sliding"
will produce friction forces equal_to times the reaction between
the surfaces, and the reaction will be mg.

These qualifications can be classified under two other headings;
those that go to the root of the problem and specify the nature of the
artefact which causes the_behaviour;_e.g:_the plane is rough;
horizontal and has a coefficient of friction LI, and those that,
under the "house rules" of the teaching situationisignal appropriate
behaviour on the part of the problem solver, e.g. the rod is light"
equals "ignore its mass" and the "mass is small" equals "treat as
being concentrated at a point":

This discussion demonstrates that the description of the
artefact, and in particular, the manner in which the description
of -the components are qualified; may lead to important inferences
before the question asked is stated. As we shall see, the question
asked tells us which of these inferences must be brought into play
in order to answer it. Furthermore, the nature of the components
and of their attributes,_ and the relationships specified between
them, give rise to expectations about the branch of engineering
which is relevant to the analysis of the artefact's behaviour.

The Kappening.

The happening* is usually specified by a verb suitably qualified
by adverbs or adverbial caluses which define the conditions of the
happening either qualitatively or quantitatively. In this instance
the rod and masses slide on the plane and the sliding is qualified
ny the conditions that, at a particular time;_the rod and masses have
particular translational and rotational velocities.

If we add the description of the happening to that of the
artefact we find that our expectations about the branch of

*We chose the word "happening" rather than:IrerVener7circumstance
"situation" or "action" because problem solvers so frequently ask
themselves, "what is actually happening?".
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engineering_theory involved will be tenfirMed and; possibly narroweth
We shall also find that more attributes of the artefact or of thecomponents an be deduced which will only be true for the given
happening. So, given the initial velotitiet, we -can calculate theinitial kinetic energies of translation and rotation and the angularmomentum of the red and masses.

Usually enough_ attributes of_the artefatt And happening arespecified in symbolic or numerical terms to enable the engineeringreasoning which the question_requires to be expressed in mathematicalform and asymbolic or numerical answer Obtained.. It will be convenientto_refer to the sum total of the numerical or symbolic quantitiesprovided in the description of the artefact and of the happeningas the "givens": In this instance the givens are 2z, m, u, v, 300and; assumed, g.

The_ pestion :ate -t-he unknowns

Given the description of the artefact and the happening, a_numberof different questions are possible. The brbadest possible questionis of_the kind: . "Discuss theenSUing motion"., If this questionwere asked, we might_expect the solver to find the initial linearand angular accelerations; the time and distances to rest and thepath of G. He might even go on to find the forte in the rod.

In fact; he is askedfor_the
acceleration of G so that_the,

question is a_means of limiting the taltUlations required of_thesolver once the artefact and the happening are given. If thiS isthe case, a solver will work more efficiently by asking what
calculations are necessary teOroVide the answer required than byasking what talt6lations are possible.

The question doesnet_specify
explicitly the component_ of theartefatt whose attribute is to be valued. The component can be

identified by recognising that G is not only the centre of the rod
but also thb centre of gravity of the masses. Consequently; thesolver must focus on the rod and masses and replace the plane by thevertical and horizontal forces due to gravity and friction.

Again the question_asked enables the solver to test whetherhis preliminary hypothesis about the relevance of a particular
branch of "ngineering theory_to the analysis of this.happening isreasonable. If, to the masses and forces defined by the
description of the artefact, we add the sliding and velocitiesdefined by the_happening we are not altogether Surprised to be askedfbr the acceleration of the masses. All this data supports the viewthat the propositions of particle dynamics will be required for thesolution.

The- SO- NO on
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Fig: 2: The crili---S-0-1-iit4-641

velocities

The Veltitity of each mass is the
velocity of G plus the velocity
of the mass relative to G.

For the rod and masses together

The frictional forces are
mutually, Hence the total
accel. of G, the centre of mass

= ( /
...I "re) -

forces
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The frictional forces act in
the directions opposite to
the resultant velocities

(k-c010i'atibU)
Nsultant
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If we look at the crib we obse-v,t that it begins by drawing
vector diagrams for the velocities of each of the Mattes. The
question_asks for the acceleration of G. Clearl y; an argument is
missing from_thecrib which enables the solver to kn-ow that by startin
where the crib does; he is making the best first move towards obtainin
the value of the unknown*. We put forward the following 65(01anation
for this behaviour:

Intermediate unknowns

_flur_discussion of the artefact and the happening shown that a
number of their attributes can be calculated from the givens using
engineering theory. Each such attribute is an unknown prior to -its
calculation; but is may not be the 6-riknown asked for by the_question:
When it has beencalculatedi its value can_be added to the litt of
givens to determine more unknowns WhiCh will be attributes either
of the artefact or of the happening. Such a process cannot be
continued indefinitely however; and sooner or later the value of the
unknown required by the question will be obtained: _Unless the
required_ unknown can be found by the first 8001ft-80-Oh Of the
engineering theory tbthe_giVeht, the necessary calculations -will
prOVidevalues_for a number of unknowns which are not asked for. These
unwanted values we call intermediate unknowns.

_ For the given problem; it is not possible in a single step to
apply a process to_the_givens and thereby determine the acceleration
of_G. We know therefore that there are a number of processes applied
successively to a series of_givens to derive the value of. the unknown
from the_initial givens. Each process determines some unknown which
js rejected as not being -the UhkhOWn required but which at least
reduces by- one the number of unknowns which must N- found before
finding the unknown required. At worst, it neither :Ives nearer to
the unknown required -nor helps us in our understanding of the
Problem. If, therefore; we can start with the UhkhOwn_required and
specify what unknowns must_be_found in order that it can be
Calculated from thete unknowns; we will have reduced by one the
number_of steps; unknowns and processes required to move from the
initial _givens to the required answer: Clearly this backward step
may have to be repeated; the new Uhk-ribWh now identified leading to

the identification Ofttill_further unknowns; each associated with
successively7earlier sets -of givens; until We arrive at unknowns -whose
values can be determined in terms of the initi,l_givens: Reatbningwhich asks_andfinds_an answer to the question "What unknowns must
I find to- calculate the unknown I want?" will be called "backward
reasoning". The process of calculating an unknown frOM givens will
be called "forward processing".

Consider the problem- again: The fihd the
acceleration of G. To which a_possible response is "What do we
*An inspection of the cribttif a large number of problems shows that
a high proportion begin with the calculation of UtikhOWnt which have
no imnediate connection with the Uhk-ricii4h required.
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need to know in order to calculate the acceleration of G?" Let
us suppose we see that Newton's Law is applicable here in the form
a = P/M. Then we need to know P, the applied force and m, the
mass. _We_see that m is known in terms of the givens (= 2m): The__
variable P, however, is still not given and is the new unknown. If

we see that P is the sum of the horizoatal forces on the artefact
and is therefore the sum of the friction fOrces, we know that P =
,R for each mass; where R is the vertical reaction between a single
mass and the plane, and that it acts in a direction opposite to
the direction of motion of each mass. The new intermediate unknowns
are therefore R and the directions of motion of the masses: Since
the plane is horizontal, _R = mg. For the directions of motion we
need to see that these are the resultants -of the velocity -of G and of
the velbcities due to rotation about G. The velocity of G is one of
the givens. The new unknowns are the magnitude and direction of the
velocity due to rotation about G. We see that the magnitude can be
determined by multiplying the given angular velocity by the given
half-length of the rod and that its direction is at right angles to
the given orientation of the rod, and these are given. Since we
have shown how all the unknowns whose values need to be calculated
in order to evaluate the acceleration of G can be determined in
terms of the givens; we_are now in a position to perform_the
"forward processing" which will carry out these calculations.
"Backward reasoning" appears to carry out the necessary calculations
in reverse only where the steps are so simple that their formal
Setting out is unnecessary. So; for example; seeing that "a" can
be obtained from a = P/m (if we know P and m) is a backward reasoning
step whose forward processing is the precise reverse, viz. given

P and_m; a = P/m: But the appreciation that the velocities of
translation and rotation can be added vectorially or that the two
forces can be added vectorially is quite different from their actual
addition by forward processing. Each operation of this kind requires
the knowledge of a specific technique -- in this case vector
addition which has been devised, taught and learnt. Thus a
capacity for planning in some such fashion provides a possible
explanation for the time interval which frequently occurs between
a solver reading the question and beginning to write. Furthermore,
it explains how and why he begins his solution by drawing velocity
diagrams, and then goes on to draw force diagrams for the addition
of the friction forces. These are the two steps which can be
planned b8ckwards but only carried out forwards.

However; from the discussion on the description of the artefact
we discovered that the existence of the horizontal forces = umg
for each mass can be inferred without reference to the question
asked and this part of the argument could have been determined by
the solver and be held at the "ready"; as it were; before the backward
reasoning begins. But he would have no reason for doing this as
Opposed to calculating the values of the kinetic energy, etc., unless
he had already decided that it was a problem based upon Newton's
Law. The latter implies that forces are required and results in
the planning -set out above; unless the solver used a house rule of
this kind; "The value of u would not be given unless the value of
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the friction force is required. Therefore note that the frittioh
force is ;:mg".

If we assume that he reads the whole question before making any
calculations we may suppose that -his backward,reasoning is
restrained_by his knowledge of the givens, and the fOrWard processing
he may be tempted to apply tothe_Tivens will be restrained by the
knOWledge_he_has of the unknown required: In diffitult cases -he
might have to work from both ends anothen_find that some_of the
properties specified in the artefact enabled him to caltUlate a
middle step in the argument as well. What seems certain is that;
one way or an-Other, the chain of argument must be completed. All
the operations and arguments set out must be accomplished even if
some are so trivial as to seem scarcely worth the Mention.

Partic-aergeneral analysis

In the discUSsion of-backward reasoning it was necessary to
assume the_capacity on the part of the problem solver to see that
Newton's Law; the Ftittidh Laws, the Laws of Vector Addition and
so forth were the_relevant bits of engineering thepty required for the
solution of the problem; and at what pOnt_each_bit should be
brought in The recognition processes whereby each relevant bit
of_theory is invoked at the appropriate point are subtle_and complex;
and the desctiptiph put forward here is no more than a first step
towards their analysis.

If we consider the crib; we_see that the solution consists of
a set of particular statements of general propositions. The
velOcity diagrams are_particular examples of the law of vector
addition and of the general proposition (written alongside them)
concerning the telatiOnship_of_the velocity of any point on_a body
to -the velocity of the centre -of gravity of the body, The force
diagram is a particular example of the_laws_of vector addition and
of the general_ proposition (written alongside -it) that frictional
forces oppose the direction of motion. The final equation
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"Acceleration_of G = umq7I /2m'_' -is a particular statement of NOWtOW5
Law whose general statement specifies that a body free to move under
the action of a system of externally applied forces experiences_
an acceleration equal to the resultant force divided by the total
mass. More briefly we say and remember "Force equals-mass times
acceleration". Even more briefly we remember "P = ma".
Whatever the form in which it is remembered; it is not associated
with a particular force; a particular mass or a particular
acceleration: If anything is envisaged it is a rectangular block
with two arrows, one representing force_and the other -- possibly
double-headed -- to represent acceleration.

The mass can be anything: an aeroplane, a car, a quantity Of
fluid, what you will and the origins of the forces and_the magnitude
of the acceleration_ change accordingly. In this sense P = ma applies
to all artefacts whith are free to move and is, therefore; of great
generality.

The law F = uR describes the relationship between the_tangential
and normal forces on two bodies in sliding contact and applies to all
such circumstances. When we remember it in this form we_have neither
the particular surfaces in mind nor the circumstance., which press
them together and make them slide upon one another.

It would appear that we store our working version of engineering
theory in a series of_shorthand statements; many of them of the
kind P = ma and F = uR, and that it is in these forms that the theory
is brOught into play to solve problems. Behind each shorthand lies
a more comprehensive statement of the proposition which recognises
its limitatiOns and defines its terms with more precision. Behind
these statements lie physical descriptions which enable the user to
represent the circumstances associated with each proposition
pictorially or diagramatically,_ The engineering model of the
real circumstances has a pictorial representation, a symbolic or
mathematical representation and a representation in precise
English._ The use of the symbolic representation implies the use of the
pictorial representation even if this is not set down explicitly.
And this must be -so since the various general propositions used in
the course of solving a problem are true only with respect to particular
parts of the artefact. In fact; the focusing on which we have
already commented in connection with the form in which the
question is asked occurs each time the solver's_efforts are
directed towards determining another unknown. Focusing is an
inevitable concomitant of each general proposition invoked and each
intermediate unknown pursued:

Consider the problem again._ The question as put directs
attention to the rod and masses in association with P = ma. The
quest for a is replaced by the quest for P, and F = tiR is_thereby
invoked. But F = UR is associated with a focus on the point of
contact of either of the masses with the table. The two velocity
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diagrams are associated with a_focus on each mass in turn. The _determination of the linear velocity of each mass_ due -to the angular
velocity associates the simple formula v = mr with a focus on thelength of the rod.

Inmost_cases; general engineering propositions are true only
of components of an artefatt. It seems apparent; therefore, thAtthe process of solving this problem invOlVet the recognition of aseries of subsystems; each apprOpriate to the proposition requiredfor the determination of an intermediate UnknOWh. The joint
recognition of the subsystems on Whith the solver should focus andof the propositiontthat_go with it is an important part of__the_total
process.__The previous discussions on making inferences from the
description of the artefact, and on the way in which backward reasonincdirects the_search for relevant subsystems And their properties;
explain in some degree hbW the-Se acts of recognition are made.

So, for example, if the applitability of Newton's taw to the
rod and masses leads us -to attempt the evaluation of P, we need then
to_recognise that in -this particular tate P is the resultant of thefrictional forces. We then generalise the friction situation to_
re-cognise that the laws -of sliding frittibh apply. This leads us to
recognize the need to fihd the direction of motion_of each mass,
which inturn_leads us to invoke the general rUle for_thedirection
of motion of any point on a body and then to determine this motion
in the particular instance, and so on,

In fact the generalization process begins with the artefact,
the happening, and the question. The rod and masses must be perceived
as a complex mass, the friction as a source of applied force, and
the initial_velocities and the request fOr atceleration as an
invitation to apply the laWS of dynamics to the ensuing motion.
The impact of each_ interpretation is cumulative. The interpretation
must be hypothetical in the firtt instance, but as each additional
component of theproblem description confirms the Original hypothesis;
the_tolver becomes more certain that hit first_surmise is correct.
If such confirmation is not forthcoming; the solver raises further
hypotheses and tests these against each bit of the problem
description to ensure that no aMbigUities or inconsistencies exist.
The process is like any_other recognition process; and since the
information is very dense, there are a large humber of bits of
information in a singleOrbblem description; all of which must be
consistent with the chosen interpretation.

Figure 4 shows the relationship of the particular to the
general at_all stages of the solution; and the Way in which_ the
focus changes as each partitUlar question draws attention to a new
intermediate unknown._ Generalizations from the Artefact, the
happening and the unknown build up to the recognition_that NewtoWs
Law is the generalization_to invoke, Arrows labeled G? with their
heads in the general column imply the question "What generalization
must -we invoke in order to evaluate_ the particular unknown?" Arrows
labeled P? and_having their heads in the particular column_imply
the question "What; in this OartitUlar case; is the value of the
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Fig. 4. Particular-General-Focus Chart
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symbol identified in the general prep-a:Sidon?" If we number off__
each of these questions as in the figure; we see that numbers 1-10_
inClusive_reproduce_most of the particUlar questions whose sequence
is set out in Ficj. 3. In_addition, these also specify the general
00-etien5 which identify the propositiOnS that enable the solver
to replace his quest for one unknown by a quest for another nearer
to the givens.

As soon as the solver finds himself in a position to draW the
Velocity d'agrams, he can_begin forward processing by using his
general law -of vector addition -and going forward along -his planned
sequence. The translation from general to particular is no looger
in the form_of_a question, but_an_application of the general law
to the particular instance. In_fact; the move lab-el-ed A(II)
(A for application) processes all the_Olanning moves from_G?
(4) to G?(10). Its ri,sult is the values of the friction forces at
right angles to each other; Th.2ie summation P?(3) must be
recognizes to require the_vector_addition of forces G7(12), and
A(l3) actually does this_in_the particular case. Finally, the solver
invokes G ?(l) again at G ?(l4), and applies this and P?(2) in A(15)
to get the answer.

_It seems clear that this collection of acts of recognition, Of
focusing; of reasoning -and of processing must_be__Undertaken by anysolver -who succeeds. It also clear that they do not have to be
undertaken in the precise order given by Fig: 4.

On the other hand,theorder given seems to be the most
Offitient and_logical one possible: Any Order Which involves
working forwards from the givens without recognizing that a first
objective mustbe to_find the friction forceS because they are
needed_for substitution in Newton's- Equation; may well result in
calculating other unknowns which turn out not to be intermediate
betWeen the givens and the answer:

Summary moo- this Point

ThiS description_of a particular problem and of the processes
required for its solution emphasises three main aspects of problem
solving. Fittt it provides an analysis of the problem statement
Which shows how useful inferences and moves towards the solution
can be made even before the question is asked; and which establishes
a baSit for the recognition of all the possible ftici to which a
solver can direct his attention.

Second, it shows how a focus, a generalization and intermediate
unknowns are always__associated and that a number of instances Of
such association are required to petidUte a solution. Each such
occasion; therefore,_provides the possibility of three fOrmS of
attack. The solver can ask "Given an intermediate unknown, what
focus and generalilatiOn is_true of -it and what intermediate
UnknOWii is then raised?" or "If this generaliZatiOn is true_of the
happening; what focus is required to express it and what intermediate
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unknowns will then be raised?" or "Taking this focus; what _

generalisation is true of it and what intermediate unknowns will
then be raised?":

Third; it demonstrates how; because the solution involves a
forward processing technique, a qualitative plan using backward

reasoning is a necessary part of the process. The backward reasoning
diagram, of course; is not drawn but its equivalent occurs in the
form of some such argument as "The friction forces are the cause
of the deceleration; friction acts -as a_direction opposing motion
so I shall have to find the direction of the velocities of the
masses'. In most problems such plans are not essential -hut a
backward reasoning approach provides one means of entering upon
a solution when a complete plan for it is still hidden from the
solver. He asks_first;_"Given the unknown required, what focus and
what ,jeneralization will produce an equation containing itand what
intermediate unknowns will this equation reveal?": He then repeats
the question with one of the intermediate unknowns as the unknown
required until no more intermediate unknowns turn up in his
equations: The elimination of the intermediate unknowns from these
equations will then provide the answer.

Tie -TIplicatiolis for the teacher

For teachers the important question is not how well the model
'.,scribes actual problem solving behaviour (although we -have some
irroborative data from the analysis of the errors in 122

examination scripts and protocols of the solutions from six staff
members), but -how useful such a model might be for teaching students
to solve problems and for the students themselves. Usefulness
depends upon the width of the range of problems to which it is
applicable, how significant an increase in the knowledge required
for problem solving it represents and_whether it can be used as
a pedagogic aid. The next three sections discuss each of these
questions oriefly.

The range of problems

It is clear that the model is concerned with the way
principles and procedures are put - together to provide solutions
and is in no sense a replacement for them. Since procedures are
always forward-processing sequences; solutions which depend havily
upon them will only involve backward reasoning to the extent of
recognizing that to obtain the unknown required a particular

procedure must be used. Procedures however, include not only the
generalizations to be applied to each focus; but also rules for
selecting foci and the order in which they are taken. This
characteristic of procedures is most easily seen in all those
problems which can be solved by the use of vector diagrams. The
so-called "method of sections" of statics is a good example of a
change of focus using the same generalization when the rules -for
the selection of foci fail to provide values of the intermediate
unknowns required next, It might be better recognized as such
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The model applies equally to all subjects; which differ not
only in the generalizations involved but also in the character
of the foci. SeMe of them show interesting complementary foci.
For example; joints and members in structures and mechanics; states
and_processes in therMedyhaMitt, of course, considerable emphasit
is laid upon the necessity of defining the "system" or the "control
volume" as a preliminary to the taltUlations. In mechanics a
similar eMphaSis is often laid upon the drawing of."free-body
diagrams".

It seems that all problem statements pedvide scope for solvers
to invoke a wider range of focus, generalization and intermediate
Uhknown than is needed to answer the questions asked. Difficulty
is experienced by the telVer if the cues for the right selection are
not clear. Backward reasoning is one of the aids to making such
selections. If it is not clear What principle is_applicable to the
happening, he can ask what equation will contain the unknown required.
If the generalization is known; he can ask What focus will introduce

_

the unknown required. When the particular version of the generalization
is written the relevant intermediate UnknoWnt are ditelosed and the
same questions can be asked about them.

The model at an- additien- to problem-solving knowledge

It has -to be recognized that the process knowledge_embodied
in the MO-del is already possessed by most_ ngineering students when
they arrive at the University; even if ihferMally and implicitly.
Somehow, they manage to carry out the operations suggested by the
model:

When teaching a specific element of engineering theory; the
procedures necessary for its use tend to be made explicit and
to be taught as part of the subject: The use of the "Method of
Sections" in Structures and the emphasis on defining the system
in Thermodynamics are cases in point: Furthermore, any procedure
that is invented to handle a specific class of_problem specifies the
processes to_be_used as well as the_theory to be applied: The model,
therefore; is likely to be most useful ih handling problems which
are off the "beaten track".

It is alte well known that students have difficulty in
assimilating into their handling of a variety of subjects a
technique which is common to all Of them and taught separately.
The use of differential equations is a case in point: Similar
difficulties would have to be expected if the use of the model
were intlUded in the curriculum.

The model as an aid to- pedagogy

The student solver turns to the teacher when he_is "stuck".
The teacher can then adopt one two strategies -He can either
demonstrate the solution by talking it thhoUigh in front of the
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student, or he can attempt a Socratic dialogue to discover just
where the student's difficulty lies. A teacher whO adopts the
second strategy frequently finds that if his questions are
relatively "open"; the student cannot see what he is driving at While,
if he "closes" them to the point at which the student understands
him; he his; in effect; done the student's thinking for him.

If the teacher knows_the model and the student doesn't; he
Will have a further set of open questions at his disposal which the
student will fail_ to understand. If both know the_model,_the
teacher is provided with a new range of open questions which can be
understood by the student and which will direct the student's
attention to particular aspects of the solution and discover what
part of it is not available to him.

Typical questions could be: "What is really happening_here?";
In what terms are you going to describe the happening?", "What

Principle is applicable to this happening?", "Of which component of
the artefact is the unknown required an attribute?", "What
generalization applies to this component which will include the
unknown required?", "What are_the_possible foci in the problem?",
"Have you considered focus X?", "What inference can you make from
a consideration of focus X?"; "Which foci will introduce the unknown
required?".

Our expectations are, therefore, that the model would be
relevant to examples of the classic analytic engineering problem in
all subjects; that its formal- exposition is not likely to- improve
students' problem-solving abilities noticeably, but that it
provides an additional set of_terms in -which teachers can discuss
the processes of problem solving, provided bbth teacher and
student are familiar with them.
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9
LEARNING SKILLS AS AN OVERLAY

IN ELEMENTARY CALCULUS
JPffrey M Brown

Marianopolis C011eqe

INTRODUCTION

When one considers the magnitude of the task involVed in pursuing
an_education in engineering or in the sciences; it is obvious that grossinefficioncies in the learning process_cannot be tolerated. Yet in a
very real_sense "on- the -job training" fdr university students has been
nonexistent. A student entering a_university is presented with the
job of learningi_and is provided with all the necessary materials andtools to do the job. The product Called_knowledgei,which must then
begin to be produced, is inspected by a quality-control department
which detects only the flaws in the prOduct and not the difficulties
experienced or the inefficiencies present in the student't execution_
Of the learning process: In effect; there are no shop foremen in the
brain factory.

Ir a recent program intended to provide engineering students With
instruction in problem-solving skills; Professor_D. R. Woods (Chemical
Engineering Department; MtMatter's University) found that little if
any progress could be made in this area without firtt providing_
ihttructionin learning skillt (3). This is_not surprising because
the results of the learning process form much of the input tO the
problem-solvingprocess; The need for iMproved_powers of perceptionand analysis; for skillt in ttheduling and planning; and the t-equie=
ment that knowledge be carefully structured; make a_program in
learning skills a prerequisite to instruction in problem solving.

For_some time the author hag intOrporated_a program of learning
skills into courses in Elementary Calculus in -an overlay format, -anapproach suggested by Professor 0_; M; Fuller Chemical Engineering
Department; McGill UhiverSit.O. Thisapproach has several advantages
over a separate program. Because -it is ihcorporated into an existing
Course, it does not -make an additiOnal demand on a student's timeSince the students in the program are studying caltulus in the sameclass, the two programs can -be combined to develop both learning
skills and mathematital tkillt timultaneously; In particular; eicer=cites in learning skills can be based upon existing needs_of the
students rather than on certain additional material introduced ih the
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interest of uniformity. Finally_, as the term progresses;_the content
and principles of the learning-skills program can be reinforced and
repeatedly applied within the context of calculus.

There are, of course, several disadvantages to the overlay approach.
Because time is taken from instruction in calculus, the content of the
learning skills program must be limited to the most essential topics.
This format also places restrictions on the amount of time available
for open discussion of the content. Finally, it suffers from the fact
that the student is left to interpret and apply the principles of the
program to other disciplines:

- In spite of these weaknesses; on the basis of subsequent student
evalUations, the content of the program was considered helpful by a
substantial majority of students ai,d they have urged that the program
be continued.

The learning-skills program deals with five specific topics:

1: Planning -- suggestions for managing time.

2 Memory -- the structure of the human memory and the implica-
tions of this structure for the learning process.

. Objectives a discussion of the meaning of comprehension
and expertise.

4. Content -- an analysis of the material presented in a typical
course in engineering or science.

5. Methods -- a presentation of a structured program of study
activities.

The program of instruction in learning skills is accomplished by
devoting the first five hours of the calculus course to a detailed
discussion of these topics: This discussion provides a foundation
upon which the calculus program can be constructed. The list of study
objectives and the analysis of course content furnishes a frame of
reference in which each new segment of the calculus program can be
located, while simulation of the suggested study methods in the
lectUres provides not only a model for the students, but a means for
communicating many of the fundamental-concepts of -the calculus program;
In addition, the introduction of the learning-skills program has had a
noticeably beneficial effect on the author's teaching methods;

PLANNING

The first topic for discussion is the scheduling of time. Stu-
dents must be convinced that the_most_important factor in scholastic
success is the time spent in study. Though one student may be more
successful than another for a given time inputi_an individual's degree
of success will vary almost directly with the time spent in study.
It is therefore essential that control be exercised over time, the
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student's most important resource.

In the book, How to StUdy in College; Pauk (1) describes several
approathes to time management._ A number of these_technigues are dis-
Cu-,sed with the class; of whith the most significant is the need fOr
study objectives. _It i5 stressed that a student have a well-defined
iMMediate_objective when_studying, and a method_for evaluating. progresstoward this objective. The student who sets immediate study Objectives
will fihd it- easier to begin to study and much of the time wasted inaimless wandering through notes and textbooks (in the absence of
specific assignments) will be. saved: On the other hand,_tetting such
objectives is a difficult task flit

many students. -One aim of this
program was to provide the students with a carefully' structured
t011ettion of learning activities frOM which to choose.

MEMORY

One criterion for a learning activity is that it be consistent_
with current theories of fOrgetting and learning._ As in the case ofplanning; muchofthe class discussion on memory is based on the
preentation in Pauk (1): In dittUtsing_the structure of the memoryand the present theories on forgetting; the folloWing points areemphasized:

1 Tree Structure --_The student thOuld strive to structure new
information in the form of trees having at most six
branches at any node: This type of- structure appears to
be most compatible with the structure of the- memory as
revealed through psychological studies. It facilitates
the recall of specific ihfOrMation by increasing the
number of pattit of approach; and enhances the transfer
of information from the lting---terM memory_(used for
storage) to the active memory fused for thought), by
promotir_:g_the transfer of_blockt of related facts rather
than the transfer of One fact at a time.

Staggered Recall -- In order to learh and retain information
one must force the periodic recall of the information
at_intervals of several days. The work of K. Gordon -as
described in PaUk (1) substantiates the wisdom of thit
approach.

3; Recitation 7-Oralrecitation of information to belearned
results in a signifitant improvement-in learning
efficiency. It might be speculated that the sounds
perceived by the ear produce a separate trace of the
information at a different location in memory:

4. Written Notes Written notations produce yet another trace
of the_information in memory Moreover, in_order to
stagger recall over lbhger_beriods of time written
notations become an important source of cues for future
recall.
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5; Creativity -- A student must strive to contribute original
content to the learning process because information
formulated by the_learner_makes a stronger trace in the
memory than does information ra.sed on by others.

It is stressed that constant awareness and proper implementation
of these five major principles are essential to an efficient learning
process; Students are guided into a program of study activities which
focuses on these principles.

OBJECTIVES

In addition to considering the current theories on learning; a
student must also choose short-term study objectives and learning
activities which are consistent with the broader objectives of learning;
As the discussion turns to the objectives of learning, students gener-
ally agree that the goal of their education is to develop an ability to
perceive, formulate and solve problems. To place learning objectives
in proper context the discussion therefore begins with a brief intro-
duction to the six phases of the problem-solving process. These are:

L Analysis to divide the problem into its component sub-
problems.

2. Interpretation -- to transform or restate the subproblems in
terms of familiar concepts, ideas and facts.

Recognition -- to locate each subproblem within the appro-
priate discipline;

Procedures --_to apply or modify established procedures for
application to the subproblems.

Synthesis -- to combine the solutions of the various sub-
problems into a total solution.

6. Evaluation -- to evaluate this solution in the light of
reality;

Several examples of practical problems are discussed in order to_
illustrate these phases. It is pointed out during the discussion that
interpretation, recognition and procedures are areas in which individual
courses_make contributions to problem- solving skills; Analysis,
synthesis and evaluation are skills which develop as a result of one's
total intellectual experience.

After having acquainted the students with the role to be played
by individual courses in the development of problem-solving skills;
the program continues with a consideration of objectives for learning
in a course in engineering or science; To begin the discussion stu-
dents are asked to contribute possible objectives for learning in such
a_ course. The most common responses are to understand" and "to be
able to apply", which are 4prmed Comprehension and Expertise respec-
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tively. BecaUSe the students seem to have diffitUlty being more ex,plitit,_it is necessary -to discuss bcith objectives in greater detail.To accomplish this the first objective Comprehension, is interpretedto mean the-_capacity to participate in Meaningful- dialogue on theIt -is emphaSiZed that dialogue implies the involVeMent_of twoparties; both conversant_ with the subject. Five specific requirementsfor dialogue are set forth:

1. OVerview -- to have a broad mental view of the content and
the scope Of the subject so that all aspects of the
dialvJe can be kept in proper perspective;

FactS to be able to recall and State significant facts
accurately.

3. Ihterpretation to be able_tb_rephrase a statement for thepurposes of clarification or simplification.

4. Justification to be able -to support statements Withexam-p105, or with arguments_framed
by lihking facts and

examples together in a logical fashion;

5. EValuation to be able to appraise the accuracy and rele-
vance of what is heard through the retail Of facts and
the spontaneous formulation Of interpretations; examples,and counterexamples.

_This_development of comprehension supersedes the Students'abstract idea of understanding and replaces it with a collection oftangible_ skills by means of which a measure of the level of tOmpre-hensicn is made possible, a requisite if this objective is to bepursued thrbOgh specific study activities.

Prior to describing the
requirementsOf Expertise, it becomesnecessary to distinguish betWeen a problem and an exercise. "Problem"is used when referring

to a question having no knOWn definitivesolution, While "exercise" is used in referring to a_questioh for whichthe_answer is known to b6 obtainable through the application ofestablished Procedures.

In order to tlarify_Expertise
it is defined as the-ability toperformthe exercises typically with a study of the subject. Ihasense Expertise is defined as a limited -form

of prebleM,solving skill;restricted in scope to a single discipline, and requiring littleSkillin_analysis or synthesis. Furthermore;_Experti5e dties not implythe ability to modify
established protedUreS fer application in newsituations. Hence Expertise as defined_here demands far less Com-prehension than does skill in problem-solving. Five requirementsare enunciated:

1. CataltigUe -- to have in mind a cOMplete list of the types of_
exercises Which are typically included in a study of thesubject.
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2. Interpretation -- to be able to rephrase the statement of an
unfamiliar exercise in a variety of ways.

3. Recognition -- to be able to match one of the interpretations
of the unfamiliar exercise with one of the listings in
the catalogue:

4: Procedures_7- to be able to apply accurately the appropriate
established procedure.

5. Evaluation -- to be able to appraise the validity of the pro-
posed solution in terms of expectations and past
experience:

This discussion of_Comprehension and Expertise results in a
noticeable improvement in student-teacher communication, especially
when dealing with a student's weaknesses or when discussing the
objectives of homework assignments or examination questions. Further-
more, this discussion pinpoints two specific skills which normally
would not have -been addressed by the student: The importance of skill
in internrPtation and skill in evaluation is punctuated by the fact
that they alone are_requirements ofboth_Comprehension and Expertise;
not to mention problem-solving itself. Finally this development of
learning objectives provides the students with a frame of reference in
which to locate the objectives of chosen study activitie5

CONTENT

When choosing study activities the student must be_concerned with
the general classification of course content and with the role to be
played by each of the various types of information,in a manifestation
of Comprehension or of Expertise. In addition to assisting students
in choosing study activities, an awarenes of the nature of course
content has a positive_effect_on perception: During the previously
mentioned program, Professor Woods became acutely aware of the
difficulties which students have in_perceiving the content of a lecture;
Perception, more than any other skill necessary for learning, is
dependent upon the student's total experience and expectations of the
future:- For information to register on an individual's mind it must
align with some bit of information already stored in the mind. For
it to lock in it must fit_like a key: The difficulty associated with
perception cannot be eliminated by reshaping the information. The
problem is not the;shape of the key; it is the absence of the keyhole;
This.problem can be lessened appreciably through a detailed study of
the structure and purpose of course content in general;

To begin the discussion of content, the students are asked to
contribute some general headings: The_responses include discussion,
theory, examples and demonstrations. These are then grouped into two
general categories; Concepts (discussion and theory)_and_Experience
(examples and demonstrations). To carry this study further, the
following classification of Content is presented:
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Concepts

A. Theory

1: Definitions the established terminology of the
subject.

2. Facts -- theorems, laws, principles, important formulas;
etc.

3. Sequentials proofs; deriVatiOht, arguments, physical
or biological processes; etc.

Discussion

1. Interpretations -- descriptions and simplifications of
definitions;_ facts and sequentials.

2. Insights -- examples; counterexamples and antiexamples.

II. Experience

A. Examples

1: Classificatioh -- a generalization of the statement of
an example exercise:

2: General procedure -- a general statement of the pro-
cedure employed in the solution.

3. Likely errors -- a description of the context of any
tY0e_of exercise or step in a procedure which
frequently results in an error, and a description
Of the_methods necessary to avoid the mistake:

4. Special cases - -_a- description of Situations which
require special procedures; and a description
of these procedures;

B Perspectives_77_information to be used in formihg
expectations about th0 SOlUtiOn of exercisesi_or
to be used in the evaluation of proposed solutions.

The three types of information under Theory are self-explanatory.
In contrast both interpretations and insights are discussed in some
detail._ In order to acquire further understanding_of interpretations;
the students are introduced_to_the six media used_for interpretation.
As an example; six interpretations of the deriVative are presented here
for the benefit of the reader.

1. Verbal -- using words.

The derivative of f(x) at a point x = icci is the instan-

taneous rate of change of f(x) at x = Xo.

1 2 7
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2 -- using pictures of graphs.

f'(x-) is the slope of theo_
line AB tangent to the
graph of y_= f(x) at the point

(x-
o' o

f(x-))

3. Symbolic -- using established symbolism.

f'(X) =h
-

-Lto f(x +h)h- f(x)
A

LiAti
oy

0 Ax

(In mathematics, the symbolic interpretation usually is
the definition).

4. Dynamic in terms of moving objects

f' (Xo) is the limit of the

slope of the line AB as the
point B slides along the
curve y_=.f(x) and merges
with point A.

fek;)

0 xo

5. Analogical -- through an analogy with familiar concepts.

f1(x
d

) is to f(x
O

) as the steepnes of a hill at a

certain point is to the elevation at that point.

6. Combinational as a combination of more familiar concepts.

f'(X-) is a combination of

1. The slope of the line joining two points
2. The theory of limits.

Of course, these examples cannot be used in the initial dit;
cussion of interpretations because the students_are not yet familiar
with the notion of the derivative. The author interprets the various
trigonometric functions instead. The importance of having facility
in_interpretation cannot be overemphasized in any program on learning
skills. Only through interpretations are the concepts of one disci-
pline applicable to another; especially in quantitative subjects _

where there is an endless dialogue between mathematics and the real
world. Interpretations also contribute to recall because they provide
a number of distinct paths of approach to a definition or fact which
is only partially remembered. Through interpretations and reasoning
the forgotten details_frequently can_be reconstructed-.__ Since inter-
pretations are simplified versions of the original definition 3r fact,
interpretations often can be recalled_over a much longer period of
time than the -sophisticated original infOrmation.
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The discussion of concepts Concludes with several remarks concer-
ning the value of insights. In order to evaluate the various contri-
butions made to a dialogue; a participant__must have access to a wealth
of examples, counterexamples and antiexamples. As in the case of
interpretations; the ability to recall and formulate insights is a
fundamental skill seldom addreSSed_by_students who_have_had_no formal
exposure to learning skills. The importance of this skill is illus-
trated repeatedly during the takulOS courses as the usual multitude
of questions frOM ttUdents are resolved using simple insights. FOr
example,_x = 0 is a_critical point of y = x3,_but neither a maximum

-

nor a_minimum: It is alSO Stressed_that insights are a valuable aid to
recall, because information partially recalled often_can be recon-
structed through knowledge of a simple_example or counterexample:
Furthermore,_ s_sow importantit_ihn that itt information_whith is recalled
may be evaluated for accuracy thrbUgh_the_use of simple insights; Thus
the location Of the Sign in the quotient_rule for differentiation canb0 checked by computing the derivative of y = x-1 two ways; even if
a textbook is not on hand.

It is also pointed out that one reason for the students' lack of
knowledge in the_field of insights is because such insights usually
are_given in response to a StUdeht'8_questioni often neither -the
question nor the insight i esented on -the board. Certainly some
study activities should

' :8 their Objective the development of
knowledge of this type.

As the_discussitih moves on into Experience -; -the author omphaSi2OS
that much of thevaluable content of a course which relates to Ex.-perience is not explicit; as is the casein Concepts; and has to be
obtained through analysis and generalization: It is stressed that
the statement and solution of a spotifit example worked in class orin the text is of little Value until the student has abstratted thecontent of thestatement and solution; and has anal yzed the procedure
employed in the solution. Ih additioni it is emphasized that the
processes of generalization and analysis must become part of the
study activities of every student. One study habit referred to as

two- handed bandit" is Specifically criticized in this regard.
The two-handed_bandit is the title given to the_study practice whichsees the student placing one hand on 4 given example while the Other
hand transcribes it, making appropriate changes in symbolism. It isrepeatedly stressed that this Methtid,'which for many students is
standard practice, runs precisely counter to the perception Of
experience because it circumvents every aspect of analysis and
generalization:

___Such information as the graphs of the powers_of x; the teigo=
nometric functionS; of lx1; of the families y = ax and_y = logax;and_ the way that these graphs change as_a_result of- algebraic opera=tions these constitute typical perspectives in Elementary Calculus;In Mechanics, typical perspectives would include a spectrum of valuesfor the various physical quantities; and approximate conversionfactors between_the Metric and English systems. In Biology; taxonomywould fall under perspettiVet, while species of specific interest
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would be classified as insights.

Though at times it seems that students have no appreciation for
the distinction between wrong" and "ridiculous", the actual diffi-
culty is that few students_anticipate solutions or evaluate solutions
in terms of these expectations. The cause of this is a signifkant
lack of knowledge of perspectives, As a store of this type of infor-
mation builds, anticipation and evaluation become spontaneous. Because
of the overlay format of our program of learning skills; we often get
a chance to illustrate the importance of perspectives, especially
during the study of curve-sketching and the applications of differen-
tiation.

METHODS

Having completed the study of planning; memory, objectives and
content; the program turns to a discussion of study methods. Ih thiS
section the objective is to propose a unified program of study
activities which would reflect the foregoing development. Three areas
are considered: homework, unassigned study, and self-evaluation.

In_discussing homework, several points are stressed in addition to
the obvious requirement that homework must be done. In the following
listing of these_points_the justification for the adoption of the
technique is indicated in parenthesis.

1: Time allocation (efficient utilization of time) -- determine
before beginning an .assignment the maximum amount of time
which_can be allowed for completion, on the basis of
established priorities. Avoid spending hours attempting
to solve what should be a relatively easy exercise.
Usually a fellow student or teacher can resolve the
difficulty in a very short time

2 Stop thief (analysis and generalization) -- avoid the "two-
handed bandit " -by first taking notes on the procedures
employed in solving the given examples. Then put the
examples aside and attempt to solve the exercises using
only the notes that have been taken. If necessary;
return to the worked examples_ and make further notationS;
but never resort to the "bandit".
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3. Variety (classification, recognition and staggered recall) ==
when an assignment covers several distinct_types of
exercises, skip from one type to another without doing
two exercises of the same type in succession.

4. Spacing _(staggered recall) -- when an assignment is given for
submission after several days; complete part of the work
each day,

5. Programmed review (classification, recognition, staggered
recall) -- set aside in a special file several exercises
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of_each type and turn to this file fOr the OUrpOte_Of
review: If exercises are chosen _from the text when
reviewing,_the chapter and the other exercises give away
the classification and thus provide little practice in
recognition.

Though homework is fundamental to Study; it is stressed that home-
WOrk is fOr the moSt P art directed at the development of EXpertise.
Thus; the student who does homework bUt little other study will pro-
bably develop very little comprehension of the subject.

In addition to homework, _a Student must become involved in a
substantial amount of unassigned study;_ For many Students, unassigned
study reduces to staring at the printed page. In this programi,
unassigned study centers on_the development of two notebooks; the
Concepts Book and the Experience Book. TheSe bOoks represent at least
a partial realization of the "Memory Board" and "Experience Board"
introduced by D. R. Woods; The Concepts BoOk and EXperience Book are
constructed from information recorded_ in class notes, from texts;
assignments, and original contributions from the StUdOnt.

The Concepts Book consists of a Table of Contents and two major
sections, the first entitled- Theory and the Second Discussion; _Clearly
this reflects the analysis of concepts presented in the discussion of
Content.

The section entitled Theory contains a presentation of the
definitions; facts; and sequentialS in the order in which_they were
presented in the lectures It is emphasized that definitiOnt, facts
and sequentials usually bear a relationship to one another which is
broken in the course of_a lecture in order_to introduce interpretations,
inSights_and other content aimed at Expertise. It is suggested_that
the. theory be stripped of these unnecessary encumbrances prior to in=
depth study, so that the inherent interrelationShipS can be grasped
more readily;

Within_ the theory section; sequentials require additional atten-tion. By -its nature a sequential consists of a sequence of statements
in a Specific_order. Since it is desirable to structure information
as trees rather than sequences, it is necessary_ to_ identify structure
within the sequentials.-_ Students_ are informed that the process_ of
identifying structure within an Objettig analysis; and that this -is
the same process as that referred to in the study of problem solving.

It is advantageous to make a brief diversion at this pint.
According to Upton and Samson (2); there are three types of analysis;

1: Classification_77 dealing with "what sort Of?" the analysis
of course content is a ClaSSifiCation analysis).

2. Structure_Analysis -- dealing with "what part of?" the dis-
cussion of the structure Of the Concepts Book is a
Structure analysis).
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3. Operation Analysis -- dealing with "what stage of?" (the dis-
cussion of the problem-solving process is an operation
analysis).

The process_of performing an analysis is not only informative, but
also creative. Because of the time, effort, and conceptual input_which
the analyst must contribute, the_act of analysis often is more valuable
than the resulting analysis. While the act of analyzing an object can
be_extremely_stimulating to the analyst; a second-hand analysis (i.e.
a completed analysis handed to another interested party) seldom produces
much of an impact.

Althoughit was not possible to include an in -depth discussion of
analysis in the learning- skills program, several of the suggested study
activities are analytical in nature. Certainly, any activity ,,hich
facilitates the acquisition of- Comprehension or Expertise and provides
practice in the fundamental skill of analysis must receive a high
priority.

Returning to the presentation of sequentials in-the Theory section
of- the Concepts book, students in the program are told that every
sequential should be accompanied by an analysis. Several examples of
analyses are presented; including the following analysis of the deri=
vation of the Quadratic Formula:

ax
2

+ bx + c = 0 subtract c

ax
2

+ bx = -c

x2+ b-k c
a a

x

-2-2 bx b -c b
2
_

a
+ + = +

2 a -2
4a 4a

(x + --c b---=

a --2
4a

2
-b

x = + +
2a a 2

4

_ -b -4at + b
2

x 2a
4a2

x =
-b b2 - 4ac

2a
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divide by

add =72
4a

factor

*
take

solve for x

L.C.D.

1

L.C.D. on left

COMPLETE

THE SQUARE

SOLVE FOR X

SIMPLIFY

Don't forget the



When using this format, the h6Mber of entries encompassed by any
bracket should be limited to six whenever possible. Thit process of
analysis seems to be quite foreign to most students, but by requiring
that the students analyse_every proof presented in the calculus program
this situation is soon improved:

The_second major section of the Concepts Book, entitled Dis-
cussion; consists of a collection Of work sheets; one for each impor-
tant fact _or definition_contained in the theory section. On such a
sheet there should appear the statement Of the definition or fact
under consideration. Beneath this should be one of each of_the six
types of interpretations. This implies that the StUdent will have to
formulate a number of these interpretations; because few instructors
present thismany_in a lecture. The interpretations shbUld be followed
by a collection of insights. Thete StibUld include an example of the
concept under_consideration, an antiexample of the concept, and a
counterexample to any hypothesis concerning the concept which the stu,
dent feels might be reasonabte but which in fact is false. For example,
con-ider the fact:

Theorem If f'(a) exists then f(x) is continuous at x = a.

Reasonable__
Hypothesis If f(x) is continuous at x a then f'(a) exists:

Counterexample Ix' is continuous at x = 0 bUt not differentiable
at x = O.

Again; the student is required to contribute many of these in-
sights because__ lectures usually do not present all of thiS inferMation.
Finally; the work sheet should provide room for further,coments on
the subject, including references to the types of exercises Whith
require the concept for their solution.

The Table of Contents should closely resemble an outline of the
Theory section of the -book: PhraSing in this outline should be con-
cise_ and suggestive of the content of_the theory section; but thOuld
not bean_excerpt from_the content. A section of the Table of Contents
of a Concepts Book in Elementary Calculus should resemble the
following:

DERIVATIVES

Def; The definition of f'(x)
Theorem -- the theorem relating differentiability and continuity;Proof --
Def. 1= The definitions of f'(x) and f.;.(X).

Theorem -- on ore-sided derivatives and the derivative.
Proof -- _
Theorem -- the rules for differentiation;
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Such an outline serves as _a listing of cues for the recall of the
theory whil( assisting the student in developing an overview of the
theory. the first requirement of Comprehension.

The Esperience Book consists of a Table of Contents and two main
sections entitled Exam les_and Perspectives: The first section; dealing
With Examples, shOU d consist of a c011ectTOn of exercises with their
solution:. These examples should be chosen from the totality of exam-
ples worked in class, in the text, in assignments, or independently by
the student. There should be a representative of each type of problem
presented in the course; chosen on the basis of completeness of content.
These examples should ill-ustrate any Likely Error or Special Case.

In order to best utilize the examples, the statement should be
acccmpanied by an abstraction and the solution by an analysis: The
format here is similar to that used in analyzing a Sequential. The
statement and solution are presented on the left while the abstraction
and analysis appear -on the right: The analysis represents a General
Procedure for the class of problems defined by the abstract statement.
The analysis should be footnoted regarding Likely Errors and Special
Cases.

_ The Table of Contents of the Experience Book consists of a listing
of the types of problems contained in the section entitled Examples
The statements in this listing should be suggestive of the abstracted
problem statements but should not repeat them. This listing consti-
tutes the Catalogue required by Expertise. A portion of this listing
should resemble the following:

1. f'(x) using the definition

(a) poly's (b) (poly's)-1 (c) poly's (d) (poly's)
'2

2. f'(x) for a P.W.D.F. at a joint.

3. f'(x) using rules.

4. Implitit differentiation.

The second main section of the Experience Book should be a

recording of perspectives; a topic already discussed at some length
in the section on Content.

In_addition to homework and unassigned study, the student must
engage in some form of self-evaluation. In order to evaluate progress
toward Comprehension; the student must become involved in dialogue on
the subject. On the basis of the discussion of Comprehension_i this is
the ultimate measure of a student's understanding. On the other hand,
to- evaluate the level of Expertise the student should set an appro-
priate examination covering the requisite topics: In order to com-
pose the exercises for -such an examination it is necessary to have a

commanding knowledge of the catalogue of exercises; and -of the sub-
tleties inherent in each exercise type. Two students might exchange
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such examinations in order to maximize the amount of feedback ih this
activity.

The benefits of such a program of study activities are_apparent in
terms of the foregoing diStUssion. __Firtt. this program provides stu-
dents with a large number of study activities from whith to choose_when
setting short-term objectives. From the point of view of the section
on memory, the OrbOosed activities clearly address or fatilitate_each
Of the established points: Tree SteUttUreS,__Staggered Recall; Recita-
tion; Written Notet and Creativity. There - are activities which
intended to develop each of the requirements of COMprehension and Exper-
tise; ard activities which addtess each type of content;

CLOSING REMARKS

The learning skills program begins with a presentation of the
material described in thit paper_ __This requires that about five classhours he takeh ftom the seventy-five hours provided for instruction in
cO)culus during the first term. Fivemore class hours_may well be dis-
persed throughout the Calculus program but need not all be counted as
time_taken from Calculus because bOth topics are profiting during
these activities. The loss of_class time is subsequently compensatedfor by the hi9her levels of perception and the more efficient studyhabits of the studentt. In fact,_the content of the Calculus ptogramhas expanded to include a detailed study of several proofs previously
omi-tted; a number of exercises usuallyavoided; and a -more complete
development of ihterpretations; insights and pettOettives, In this
sense -the Calculus program has atsumed_a better balance_of ConceptS andExperience than was preViously possible. Though it would be prematureto comment:an-any

longterm-effect-of-the-program, the author can
state emphatically that a iiiiMher_of-ttUdehts who have prOVibUtlY_exper-ienced difficulty in science courses and who have attempted to follow
the methods described here haVe shown marked improvement.

_It_should be noted that learning skills may be introduced as partof the content of any introductory course in engineeeihg or science.No matter hbW limited in scope or content, any effort made by_instruc-
tors to assist the stUdentt in improving their learning tethhiqUes_willbe appreciated by the students; _ It is important to note that students
are offended initially by the idea of being told_how to study. Itmust be stressed in any program that learning tkillt ate not a part ofnatural talents and that poor learning skills mask native abilityFinally; it must be emphasized- that students are reluctant to changetheir study habitt. For this reason; it is essential that any instruc-tor eMbarking on the presentation of_learning methods in an ovet14format be prepared to require the adoption of the recommended study
actiVitieS,_at least for short periods of time; if any lasting Offettis to result;

The author does not anticipate that .a student from this program
must continue to employ the formal techniques introduced. Rather; itis believed that by having to approach at least one course in this way;a fundamental and irreversible

improvement Will occur in the student's
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approach to learning.
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LEARNING SKILLS*

P. J. Black
Joan Bliss

Barbara Hodgson
Jon Ogborn

P. J. Unsworth

1. INTRODUCTION: EXAMPLE OF A SKILL SESSION

A skill session is a kind of group teaching Which_differs signif-
icantly from a convehtiOhal tutorial; -both in method and content. The
idea is first'_ introduced by an example; then section 2 deScribes the
method and section 3 the selectiOh_ofCOntent. The outcome of the use
of skill sessions in several institutions -is considered in Settion 4;
and possible developments in The reMainder_of the chapter; section
6; is a portfOliO of oUtlines_of skill sessions which have been tried.

If one could eavesdrop on a skill Session, one might see some-
thing as follows:

Sixteen studehtt arrive, -and the tutor tells them that they
are_going to do some order -of-magnitude estimates; giving
as an example working OUt_whether the solar energy fallihg
on the roof of a house could provide all, bi-_a half; or just
a tiny part of its energy regUirements. He says how useful
a physicist fihds it to be able to do this kind of thingi
and mentions an example frOM hit recent research.

The tutor then writes three problems on the blackboard:

'What is the rate of growth, in metres per second; of
your hair?'

'HOW many words_did this morning's lecturer -Ay? How
many words_are there ih your nOteS?'
'HOW much fare money does a 'bus in this town C011ect
in a day?'

He diVidet the sixteen students into four groups-i_and makes
each group of four sit round its own table; telling them to
agree oh ah answer to the first problem; and to go on to
the others only if they fihith. Ohe student in each group

*Adapted, with permission; from the H.E. .P. publitatiOh "small group
teaching_in undergraduate science," pUblished for the Nuffield_Founda-
tion by HeiheMann EdUtational Books; London; ISBN 0 435 69581 9. De=
tails of other H.EL.P. publications can be obtained from the pub-
lisher.
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is told that in_half an hour's time_he will be asked to tell
the rest what his group agreed. All this takes about five
minutes.

For the next half hour the groups work alone in a buzz of
conversation; The tutor stands apart, listening generally
but leaving the groups mostly alone. One group falls silent;
and he goes over and suggests an idea to them. He hears
another group arguing about the exact value of a quantity;
and reminds them that a rough value will do-.

When the half hour is up, he gets the students to come and
sit in front of the blackboard, even though one group is
deep in the middle of an argument. One by one the spokes,
men are called up to report (having been reminded about thiS
a little before the groups were stopped).

Two .of the answers to the hair-growth problem are abo
10-8m s-1; one is much larger, and one much smaller. ,Jr1

going through the calculations, one contains a slip in work-
ing out a power of ten, and another an absurd estimate which
is first defended; then abandoned by the group that made
it. The tutor has some trouble getting them to agree that
answers differing by a_factor of two are really the same.
One group has tried all three, two have done one and most
of the second, and one has barely finished the first problem.

The hour is up before the third problem is discussed; and
the tutor sums things -up; saying that next time they will
try some similar problems with a bit more physics in them.
As a parting shot; he suggests that it would be interesting
to work out how many atoms are added each second to a growing
hair.

The essential features of the method are:

a set of prepared problems.
a group large enough to be divided for part of the time
into about four sub-groups of about four.
sub-groups_working more or less alone for about half
the total time.
spokesmen to report the work of each sub-group;
discussion with the whole class based on the reports.

The content cani but need not; be- something like making-order-of-
magnitude estimates, sketching graphs from an equation, or planning
the main outline of an experiment, which can be seen as skills needed
by a working scientist.

The problems set do have to be ones that groups of students can
get somewhere with in half an hour on their own, and which throw up
useful material for discussion.
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A METHOD OF WORKING

As a method of_working; skill sessions imply_a belief in the. valueOf students discussing probl8m5 amongst themselves. To achieve that,attention has to be paid to the structure of the session: to havingsuitable material; to having a workable organisation of groups; and tousing time to the best adVahtage. These points are expanded on below;It can be_seen as a virtueiof the method that it leads to studeht5talking with one another about physics; if_such talk develbps theirideas and their ability to express -them: That the talk is with peerscan have several advantages: people often then talk more freely thanthey do with superiors,_and
are more receptive and self7critical; inaddition the pace and level is kept Within students' abilities;

For the discussion to have these virtues; it is essential boththat the_groupt Work alone; and that the work -set is simple enough toallow participation WithbUt teeming trivial or boring. EXperience hasshown that this can only be done effectively Within_a
carefully orga-nised framework; -so that it is important to pay close attention to thesort of detail given_here.

The introductory phase need5 to be kept short; to allow time fOrthe rest; and so that the tutor does not seem to dominate. But itdoes need to convey explicitly what the tettion_is about; and why itis important; It may help to db one example quickly; An instance of
the- importance of the topic from the tutor's own experience is usuallytelling.

It is important to appoint spokesmen for each group-at the start;and to explain their job; They thbUld be asked to keep notes; and toreport on progress, difficultiesi,agreements
and disagreenients; aswell as bn results. It can be better to haVe_some system for appoint-

ing spokesmen in rotation, thbugh some leave the choice to groups.The same problem can be given to all groups, different problemsto each group; or groups can be asked to choose one from a 58t. Thechoice depends on_the_topic: the first plan is best -when useful dif,
ferehtes_may arise between groups Whith can -be- exploited in the fifialdiscussion; while the_other_two are better if -the value of the topic
lies in a variety of examples;

A design prOblem_might be of the firstkind; and the interpretatibh of graphs one of the second;
StUdehtt and furniture will need to be Moved around_during thesession. Sub-groups work best round a small tablei_or_round the endof a large one _It_is_usually necessary fittly to insist on moving

thairt and tables; otherwise 5tUdehtt stay where they_are and try towork while sitting in a_rbw_, for example. _For the full group discus-tiOn at the_endi it is again necessary to ihtitt_on moving into acircle or arc; around a biatkbbard or projector_ screen: The_teMOta-tion to aVbid_this_seeming fuss; or to mention it mildly without see-ing that it is done; is ttrag_and heeds_to be overcome;
So far as is reasonable; leave the sub-groups alone. If the tu-

tor attempts to help; neither he nor they tay_discover the -real capa-bilities or problems of a group. At this stage; the tutor's job isto ensure that groups know what they are tUpposed_to_be doing; and -to
give information or advice when asked._ It_is; however, useful toten in frbt a distance; so as to plan the timing, and -pick up issuesWhith ought to be brought out in the full group discussion;
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The final discussion is the part most_tutors find hardest; but is
the part_where_much of the value of the session emerges. The_ValUe
comes when students have to abandon previously_agreed positions; modi-
fy agreed views, accept other equally good alternative solutiOnS, and
see others getting into the same trouble as they did.

The temptation isalwayS_Wcut short this -part; by letting sub-
groups_go on with a lively argument; or by letting every group finish
all that it is doing. A firm calling of a halt is needed; not less
than twenty_minutes before the end.

Ideally; in the final discussion, students_will challenge one
another, ask questions; and get nearer resolving difficulties amongst
themselves. In reality; the discussion presents the tutor with many
dilemmas.

One dilemma is that students make mistakes. SOMe need correcting
at once; but if the tutor corrects or improves on points frequently
and immediately, students will -soon learn to keep quiet. Often, it_is
best to make a note of such things and bring them up later. Quite of-
ten, the MiStakedoesget spotted in due course;

Another dilemma is that other groups do not react to the various
reports; seeming content to report and leave it at_that;_despite glar-
ing differences. -It -may be important to go round insisting on one
question from each Of the other groups_about every report. Done at
the first_few meetings; this can gather its own momentum in tittie.

The tutor has two roles in the final discussion: chairman and
expert commentator, It is useful to bear them both clearly in mind,
saying when one proposes to make a comment before joining in with it.

The tutor as expert_has_much to offer in the final discussion;
Students can see him reacting -on his feet to suggestions,_and_from
that learn standards of skillful_ performance. The dilemma for the tu-
tor_is_of striking a balance between displaying his skill and encour-
aging students to contribute. Perhaps the best advice_is_to_have pa-
tience, saving up one's own points for a time; and then to give them
as a clarification of what has been said.

It is important to sum up_at_the end; saying- what -has been a-
chieved and commenting on unresolved problems; Students easily lOSe
sight of the aim of the exercise, and can be confused -and disheartened
if ittails_off in a tangle of unclear arguments as time runs out

Despite the above insistence on ground rules, the format can be
used fleXibly,_ The cycle of introduction-work in subgroups-discus-
sion of- reports; -can be gone round twice in an hour by using shorter
tasks, for example. Numbers are -less flexible. A subgroup of less
than four can easily run out -of ideas; or not offer enough criticism,
thus reaching premature and invalid conclusions._ A subgroup larger
than four can easily have a silent passenger. If there are more than
four subgroups it takes too long to hear and discuss all the reports.
Thus twelve to sixteen seems_to_4e_the optimum number;

Staff consistently overestimate -what can be achieved by a sub-
group in the time available;- so problems must be simple and few -in
number. If they are not; they take time from the final di§tution
and the tutor is forted to take it over and rush through it; giving
all the comments himself. _Indeed; experience suggests that one hour
is shorter than the ideal time; so that timetabling which allows
Sessions to run on can be useful.

[34
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Finally; do not expect too much or try to inject too many ideas.The expert has_acquired his skills gradually over many years; to thepoint where they may seem trivial to him. One -hour spent on say)order of maghitUdeestimates will not work magic. _It can be a signalthat such a skill is valued; and can perhaps help confidence to growa little: Indeed thetbtor may find himself surprised by_the frailtyof students' skill, and learn useful leSsons about what it is reason=able to expect:_ A flood_cif expertise may wash away the seedling;
where a drop of water might encourage it to grow.

. WHY SKILLS?

The content of sessions described, as distinct from their fOrMat,might be called skillS: that is., things a working scientist can dowhich are not directly to do with subject matter. Teaching coursestend to be organised around subject areas; assuming that skills willbe develOped_by_the_way, in doing problems. The original impetus forSkill sessions was_a hope that there would be value in somethihg moredirect (Black; Griffith;_and Powell 1974):
One -may or may not think that such skill can be analysed intocomponents: In any case,if_such a session is to haVe a_cjear focus;

some particular skills have to be identified and suitable work on themdevised. Section 6 gives a_set of such sessions which have been tried.It is not complete_ or final: new ideas continue to arise, -some fromthinking about problems of learning in general and others from experi-ence of diffitultiesrevealed
in_students' Work.

It has proved easy for staff to think of ideas for such sessions,but hard for them to_ roduce clear and work for them._ Having
such WOrk, usually in the form of spetifit problems, is crucial;
especially if- colleagues will have to put the sessions into effect.It is no use just_having a general idea for a Session_

A range of graded problems is heeded; to allow choice accordingto preferenCe, and to allow adaptation when a thOsen problem proves_too hard. A good working rule is to ihtlOde some which seem trivial;
often -they prove not to be;_and if they are a group disposes of them
quickly and little harm is done;

Sessions can with value be arranged in some developing sequence.
One might be a Series_on problem

solving; intlUding: _selecting mainprinciples, formulating a model and an equation; and thinking of al-ternatives. Andthermight be related to orojett Work, including orders
of Maghitude,_selecting instruments, and deCiding what to measure:It cannot; of COUrse,be_automatically

assumed that skill -is-
readily bdilt_up in this_way from parts, even though there is evidence
enough that students do lack the skills looked at here as componehtS.While the sessions_ reveal a good deal about students' needs; they donot solve the problem of doing more thah a little about them: EA-_
periments with Sequences- of skills are worth trying, perhaps_culmin-atihg in sessions intended to syntheSite them_i but their_success
cannot be guaranteed. For this_sort of reason; the sessions -that
exist are based on the instincts and intuitions of practioners.
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. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TRY SKILL SESSIONS?

An innovation can be judged in part -by its hardiness._ Skill ses-
sions began and survived in the physics department at the University
of Birmingham, and have since been transplanted without withering to
other departments and subjects; That is; staff have been satisfied
With them and have-not abandOned them.

The results of questionnaires in more than one department -show a
clear majority of students finding them interesting and valuable, and
finding the level of difficulty of sessions in section 6 about right.
They agreed that the sessions 'help one to think like a physicist',
and-an unanticipated spin-off-that they helped them to get to know
other_students early -in the course:_ They did not accept that tutors
gave insufficient help, but did feel that final discussions were too
often left 'in the air:. They were not always convinced of_their rele-
vance to the rest of the course, or of their value for examinations.
One department found that the last opinion shifted when a sequence of
sessions was explained; and reflected in specific examination question&
Some students say they gain in self-confidence and ability to solve
problems; more from skill sessions than from problem classes or tutori-
als. Finally, the sessions are clearly enjoyed.

Given adequate outlines; staff_have proved - willing to run the
sessions. Later, many think up their on material. The way they run
them varies considerably: some doing in two or three sessions_what
others do in one; and varying in emphasis, time, and conduct of aspects
of the sessions. Personal style is important, and success has been
achieved with very diverse styles: In general; tutors comment fav-
ourably on the sessions, notably on the active participation of stu-
dents_ _

Despite such favourable opinion, there is not-nor could there ea-
sily be -any firm evidence that students actually acquire the skills
in question. Indeed, realism suggests that in an hour one could
hardly hope to do more than focus attention on a skill and the need
for it:

. REFLECTIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS

It is a matter for conjecture whether the format of skill sess-
ions can be used for other purposes such as problem classes, and
whether their content could as well or- better be taught in another
fashion, perhaps using written material. The format is certainly u-
sable;_and indeed has been used for many purposes before being applied
to skill sessions. Ideas from chapter 6 suggest that it strikes a
good balance between the various problems that constrain effective
small group work

It can be argued that the format is a good one for the content.
Learning new skills may involve a change of attitude and a_degree of
self-criticism, for which working with one's peers is likely to be
helpful:

Perhaps a good part Of the interest of skill sessions is in the
way they focus on_an important problem of undergraduate courses.
They may be seen as a small contribution to fresh thinking about it,
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and as a way of exposing, if not of disposing of; difficulties of stu-dents in this area.
Those who wish to try the sessions will need to consider how to

introduce them. In a small department; a few can easily be tried_on
the whble class, even as an optional extra. In a large department
agreement of colleagues and a_timetable slot is necessary. SOme havemade a trial_replacement of some tutorialt or prOblem classes; othershave taken time front laboratorY_Work and concentrated on laboratory
skills. The method has been used at levels froM the sixth form to the
final year at university, and in engineering, zoology; genetics andother subjectt.

A trial can be short and need not ihterfare with other courses.This obvious advantage is offset by_the consequence that ttUdents_maysee the work -as unrelated to other things. HdWeveri it would seem
to be wise to try it firtt and_worry about this later; thinking thenabout the part the sessions should play in the WhOle teaching pro -_gramile. Indeed; the debate Will acquire a needed vigour when skill
sessions compete with other things:

6. SKILL SESSION OUTLINES

Thit section consists of outlines for skill sessions:

1. ESTIMATING ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE
2. SCALING__
3: TRANSLATION: WORDS AND_GRAPHS__
4. TRANSLATION_: SYMBOLS AND GRAPHS
5: USING ALGEBRA IN ARGUMENT
6. THE ART OF NEGLIGENCE_ _

7. FIRST STEPS IN PLANNING AN INVESTIGATION
8. DESIGNING AN EXPERIMENT_
9. SELECTION_OF_INSTRUMENTS

10. THINKING OF ALTERNATIVES
11. THINK ABOUT IT -FIRST
12: WHAT IS THE PRINCIPLE?
13. WHEN IS IT TRUE?
14. WHAT_ARE THE RELEVANT VARIABLES?
15. SPOTTING THE FALLACY

The list of titles_is_in no way exhaustive; complete or balanced.
The outlines are intended to serve NO purposes:

to prdvide a starting point; something to try at first,
or something to have on hand when time presses.

to suggest other possibilitiet by eXample.

The outlines offered here have however, been tried in a number
of departments by a variety of tutors and have been modified in the
light of that experience. In particular; questions Which at first_
sight look trivial -are in generalfoUhd not to be. Indeed; the-out-
lines probably still contain too many problems which are too difficult.
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Most of the outlines are written with first year students in mind;
because most trial work was done with first year students. Some can
easily be adapted to other years by changing the problems; the session
on order of magnitude estimates being an obvious example.

While wanting to encourage tutors to produce their own material;
it is important to say that_producing successful material is not easy.
Most ideas have to be modified after trial.

Each of the following outlines gives a brief introduction to the
idea of_the session; and some advice abOut running it. Then a number
of possible problems are suggested, from which the tutor can select a
few; or which may suggest to him some similar problems. In general,
the first one or two are easy.

6.1 ESTIMATING ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE

Problems 1 to 5 are simple non-physical ones to introduce the i-
dea. For a single session; one can be chosen, followed by another from
problems 6 to 12. There is work enough for two sessions; so if time
permits more of the first few questions can be asked in the first ses-
sion, followed by others in the second. It is useful to start groups
on different questions, but to tell them to go on to questions set to
other groups:

PROBLEMS

1. What is the rate of growth of-your hair, in metres
per second? How many atomic layers per second?
How many atoms per second per_hair? _

2: How many bricks are there in Birmingham?
3. Now much fare-money does a city bus collect in a

day?
4. What thickness of your sleeve is worn off by one

rub across the table? (Could radioactive tracers
detect the wear?)

5. How many words were uttered by this morning's
lecturer? How many words are written in your notes?

6. If I give a man 10 joules:
to heat his coffee; will it scald him?
in a punch on the nose, will it hurt him?

How much energy in joules is dissipated:
by burning a match?
by stopping a car at the traffic lights?

7: How does the cost of a joule of electrical energy
from a dry cell compare with the cost of a joule from
the mains?
Roughly what error is made by using the volume of a
block of brass at room temperature; in working out the
density of liquid nitrogen from a measurement of the
weight of the block immersed in_the_nitrogen?

9 An anarchist says he has just dissolved one curie of
iodine-131 in the city reservoir. Do you laugh_it off
or raise the alarm? (The half-life of iodine-131 is
8 days, and the maximimAdose in the thyroid gland is
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microcurio.)
10. What is the chance that you are now breathing in_one

of the_molecules that Caesar exhaled with his dying
breath?

11. What is the recoil velocity Of the Earth when a child
bounces a ball on the ground? - _

12. What is the daily consumption of electrical energy
in the United Kingdom?

6;2 SCALING

Why are things the size_they are? Some are deterMihed by intrin-sic fattert, others by the size of man. Questions of size relate toquestions of design-hOW big to make the apparatus-and to the use of:tale models. The_session includes some practical dimensional analysis.
_ Questions 1 and 2 are intended to_show that there may be problemsconnected with scale. One might be done as an introductory example.

PrOblem_5 is probably best given to all groups at the same time; since
different assumptions lead to different approaches:

PROBLEMS

1. How_tall is a flea, anchow_high can a flea jump? HOW
tall is a horse? So-how high can a_hOrse jump?

2. Which_of two- teapots keeps_the tea warm longer; if one
is twice as large in all linear_dimensiOnS as the other?

3. What effects would scaling up_all the linear dimensions
by a factOr of two have on the performance of

: an e-
lectric heater; a bicycle generator; a telescope; a
nuclear reactor; and an apparatus to measure specific
beAt Capacity electrically?

4. Why are these items the size theY_are: cameras; mercury-
ih-glaSS thermometers; and_chemical balanteS?

5. A man has driven in a small nail with a small hammer.
The next nail has twice the linear dimensions Of the
firSts so he picks a hammer_of twice the Size too.
Can he now drive in the nail more, less; or equally
quickly?

6. Of two cars with all linear dimensions including the
engine in the ratio_two to one; which_has the better
power to weight ratio? (Or, could Lilliputians have
cars?)

6.3 TRANSLATION: WORDS AND GRAPHS

_ Problems 1 VI 4 aSkSjor_graphs to be put into words. Prbblems5 to 8 ask for graphs to be sketched from a dettriptiOn. The prob-
lems are relatively easy, eSpetially_l to 4; and several can be given.
They can be extended by asking for further plots, for example of

_

power against time for problems 3 or_5_,_and by asking for information
contained in SlOpes, intercepts and areas,
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PROBLEMS

1. Describe this journey: distance

2. Say what it would feel load
like to pull the wires
whose load-extension
graphs are as shown:

. How does_the resistance
change with 0.d. for
these curves? What sort
of thing might each be?

0 time

a
0

4. If two people hear the frequency
frequency of_the whis-
tle of a train going
past on a straight track
change as shown, what
can be said about how
far they are from the
track?

5-8 Sketch graphs of:
5. Current against time, after the normal working

has_been suddenly applied across a flash-
light bulb.

6. The temperature of a room_against time from the
time the heating is switched on, if the heating
is controlled by a thermostat.

7: The net gravitational force against distance;
for a moon probe travelling directly from the
earth to the Moon.

8. Acceleration against time for a train going from
one station to the next.

6;4 TRANSLATION: SYMBOLS AND GRAPHS

PA;

time

This session is more difficult than the last. Equations_are
given from which graphs are to be sketched. It is advisable to se-
lect_expressions from recent lectures; even so, prepare to be disap-
pointed: The first question is a simple introductory example:

PROBLEMS

1. Draw the graph of E against v if E=hv-W. where h and
W are positive constants. How does the graph change if



h and W are made larger?
2 Sketch graphs of aMplitude against time for:

a travelling wave A(t)= Aotos(kx t wt)
a standing wave A(t)--_Aptes kx cos pt
a modulated Sinusiodal oscillation A(t)= A004) cosmit)cosw2t
a damped harmonic oscillation

A(t)= Abexp(--vt)sinwIt
3 Sketch the graph of the Maxwe]l- Boltzmann diStribution

N(0)7u2exp(-au4) if ) is small and_positive. Whereis the maximum? Which term dominates at large and at
small_values of u?

4. the equationIV
-;

outgive the ratio or the amplitudes of

I /1V_hh=1/71+b2c202

output and input voltages,_ when_ an
alternatihg voltage; angular frequency
w, is applied to the RC filter shown.
Sketch the Variation of the ratio with
W. How does the curve cut the axis
at w=o?

5. Sketch_curves of amplitude agaihSt angular frequency w;
at various values of ipcy, k, and F, for forced Oscilla=
tions given

t -woz + 477
6. Sketch the variation of ihtensity It with phase dif-

ference a for d<6<r ; for r=0.5 and r=0:9, in a
Fabry-Perot interferometer; fog Which:

6
I
T o

= I-/(1 + sin-
9

-2 )

4r2

2
(1=r )

6.5 USING ALGEBRA IN ARGUMENT

_ It is not trivial to produce a quantitative model of a Situation;
decidingoh assumptions; deciding on variables, and getting an equa-tion between the variablet. The_Problems here use only a few simple
ideas, so as_td focus on the process of setting up a_model. It is
possible to put numbers in at the end, but this is not the main aft.
However, students in difficulties can be advised to try the problem
With_numbers to start with to fidd first how things fit together:Because answers depehd_on assumptions; it is probably best if allgroups have the same task.

PROBLEMS

1: What is the carrying capacity of a motorway in pas-
scnyers per unit time in terms of the speed_of ve-
hicles, passengers per_vehicle; and number of Vehi-
cles per unit distance?

2 Suppose that a city centre is a circle of radius r,
with_n__people per unit area working in it. They
all commute in and out in rush hours lasting for
time t, with p people per unit time able to cross
per metre of the perimeter. How are these variables
related? why is there an upper limit to r ?

3. As skyscrapers_ get taller, more ofthe_ground_space_
is used up with eleVators_and stairs; and_with thick-
er supporting columns Make some asSUmptiehS and:
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express free ground floor space as a function of
height.
express free floor space on any floor as a function
of its height above the ground.
express total free floor space in a skyscraper as
a function of its height.

4. The sky is dark at night; If there were a uniform
distribution of stars in space extending to infini-
ty; show that this would not be so;

5. What can be deduced about nuclear binding energies
from simple facts about nuclei_(sizes; numbers of
protons and neutrons) and knowledge of electrical
forces and of simple wave mechanics?

6; Stellar bodies might be formed by accretion. Sup-
pose matter adheres to a rotating sphere. If the
angular velocity stayed constant; why would bits
fly off again when the sphere reached a certain
size? Now argue that the angular velocity will not
stay constant.

7. If neutron irradiation_produces nucleons of a short-
lived-isotope; at a rate proportional to the neu-
tron flux and to the number of nucleons being irrad-
iated; how much_of_the isotope will there be after
a long irradiation?

6.6 THE ART OF NEGLIGENCE

Scientists neglect all sorts of aspects of problems they tackle.
They approximatei_oversimplify; and idealise situations. The dif-
ficulty is to do, it enough to make a problem tractable without making
it trivial. The problems suggested ask for lists of approximations
or simplifications, and for some statements of their consequences.
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PROBLEMS

1. List as many approximations as possible that are made
in using s=ut Ilgt2 to find the time of fall of an
object under gravity; _Explain why they make the prob-
lem easier to solve. Suggest at least one case where
the answer would be badly wrong.

2; List approximations made in calculating the amplitude
Of the alternating current I drawn from a signal
generator, voltage V ; angular frequency ta, by a par-
allel-plate capacitor, using V/I=1/wc and C=
What effect do they have on the answer? -

3. List approximations and simplifications made in
calculating the temperature of- the -Earth from the
temperature of the Sun; using the Stefan radiation
law and the inverse square law.

4. List_as many ways as possible in which one is i-
dealising in making ordinary calculations of the
currents 'and p.d.'s in a network such as:
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6;7 FIRST STEPS IN PLANNING AN INVESTIGATION

_The idea -is to detide_what one,would do first, in starting _an in-vestigation Of_Some phenomenon: noting_the relevant theory; decidingon relevant factors; and suggesting where to make a start experiment-
ally: Ft:Jr problems like those suggested, ttUdents can be asked to i-magine that they will start on it_next week; so that they now need_to
select some first ideas to test; and specify what sort of apparatusthey need for that; _

It may be detirable to specify
topics actually used in teachinglaboratories.

PROBLEMS

1; The Variation of nressure in a rubber balloon as it
is blown up:

2 The size Of craters made by dropping hard tOheres on
dry sand. _

3 Ionisation in flames.
4. Condensation of liquid from a vapour on cold walls of

a chamber;

Variation_of conductivity of a somicoodUttor with
temperature.

6; The strength of glued joints;

6.8 DESIGNING AN EXPERIMENT

The prebleMt below involve choosing one of several approaches
and also making the design quantitative, Students find the latter
difficult; and may not attempt it without prompting. Indeed, a full
discussion of one of the problems heeds more than a hour; so that it
may be best to limit them further.

PROBLEMS

1. Design an experiment for a teaching laboratory;_to
illustrate Fraunhofer diffraction; It shOUld allew
patterns from one slit to be teen,_and_ changes as
further slits are_opened; so that a slit system
large enough to have a moving thUtter is wanted.

_

Give a quantitative specification for the components
and their spacing and dimensions:

2. Design an electric field deflettion system for an
osCillettope tube. Assume that the accelerating
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voltage is about 2 kV. A 20 mm deflection on the screen
is to correspond to a 20_V signal across_the_deflection
plates; Details -are wanted of the length, width and
spacing of the plates, and their position in the tube;

3. Propose a method to detect the deflectiOn of an elec-
tron beam under gravity, and work out whether the de-
flection will be detectable or not:

4; Design an experiment to measure the slowing down of a
rifle bullet by air resistance; considering what pre-
cision might be needed to detect any change in speed.

6;9 SELECTION OF INSTRUMENTS

There are reasons. sometimes conflicting, for preferring one in-
strument to another. Two aspects matter: the physics behind the
choice and the balance of arguments about the choice. The whole class
can discuss an initial example; for instance listing features of a
good ammeter such -as range, sensitivity, resolUtion, accuracy, low re-
sistance, speed of response,_ cost, size, robustness; and so on _

Then sub-groups_can_make similar lists for other instruments. being
asked to identify all important characteristics; not to design or
choose the instrument. The groups are likely -to go through a good
number of instruments, so it is important to leave plenty of time for
reporting back.

PROBLEMS

1. A balance including a set of appropriate weignts for:
weighing coins in a bank;
dispensing dangerous drugs.
finding the density of oil used in the Milliken
experiment;
determining the density of air.
weighing_rocks on the Moon, withOut bringing them
back to Earth.
determinging the mass (about 1g) of balls used in a
precision measurement of the acceleration of free
fall by_timing the fall.
studying corrosion of metal plates left exposed to a
corroding environment for several years.

2. A thermometer for:_

obtaining meteorological records in the U.K.
identifying organic chemicals by measuring their
melting points.
determining molecular_weights by measuring the
change :n freezing point when a substance is ad-
ded +1 solvent.
measuring -the temperature drop when a compressed
gas is released into a larger volume.
measuring the specific heat capacity_of diamond;
measuring the thermal conductivity of silver
wire.

measuring the temperature of the melt in a blast
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furnace so as to be able to control the temperature
automatically.

6.10 THINKING OF ALTERNATIVES

This_session is about divergent thinking; about having many andvaried ideas; not about Analysing each. Such an exercise can Seem_
frivolous if pursued fnr too long; -and it may be worth switching to acloser comparison of some of the alternatives after a time.

PROBLEMS
How many different_ways_can

you think of to
1. measure the thickness of tissue paper?
2. measure the height_of a tower?
3. estimate; or measure; the weight bfa_bus?
4. measure the duratiOn of the light from a flash

bulb?
5. estimate the energy arriving at the Earth from

the Sun?
6. estimate the power of an average car engine?
7: measure the atteleratibn of free fall?
S. Measure the speed of rotation of dentist's drill?
9. estimate, or measure, the rainfall in,a week?

10. measure the frequency of a.c. power lines?

6.11 THINK ABOUT IT FIRST

ThiS session is about looking at a problem as a whole; before
starting detailed work on particular aspects of it, so as not to
waste time working on false assumptions. It can start with a ques-tion from an examples sheet, and proceed in two stages: First,number of particular queries are raised and noted db-Wii. For example;if a qUeStipn involves

an electron beam; what is the beam current orthe number of elettrOnt per second?
Second, sub-groups are given these queries_to answer; -while -thefinal discussion is used to check the answers and see hOW they affectthe whole prOblem.
The point is -that in doing_many_problemsi it is- necessary tocheck first on releVant conditions: such as whether floW can be as-

sumedtb_be streamline; whether an effect is in a linear region;
whether an effect is negligible, and so on:

6:12 WHAT IS THE PRINCIPLE?

It is often hard for students to say what basic principles areinvolVed in something; so that theymay giveevery possible detail ornone at all The phrase itself seems_clear but very possibly is not
So the task in this session_is to analyse phenomena not for the de-tails; but for the b-atit principles which govern -them: Muth of the
Final dittUStion may need to distinguish princiOles which are moreo- are less basic.
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PROBLEMS

What physical principles are involved in:
1: the action of a diffraction grating?
2. the Geiger-Marsden experiment, and Rutherford's

inferences from_it?
3. measuring the Planck constant using the phOto-

electric_electric effect; using electron dif-
fraction?

4. explaining the binding energy of a_nucleus?
5: the working of a mass spectrometer?
6. driving cars fast but safely round corners?
7: going_to the Moon?
8. the efficiency of a nuclear power station?
9. the working of a powerful electromagnet? -

10. a very high vacuum system for an accelerator?

6.3 WHEN IS IT TRUE*

Each group is given a law or laws to discuss, and is asked to
produce three statements for each:

what does the law say is generally true?
what circumstances can alter, and the law still be
true?

what circumstances- invalidate the law, or make it
true only with qualifications?

It is useful to start with an example discussed with the whole class.

PROBLEMS

1: Ohm's law:
2. Hooke's law.
3. The laws of electromagnetic induction:
4. The Lorentz transformations.
5. The mass-energy relation:
6. Newton's laws of motion.
7. The uncertainty principle.
8: The inverse square law for gravitation.
9. The inverse square law for electric charge.

10. The inverse square law for a source of light.
11. The gas laws.
12. Conservation of enerny.
13. Conservation of momentum.
14. The Boltzmann factor.

*See Shockley W. (1966) 'Articulated_science teaching and_balanced
emphasis', in New Trends in Physics Teaching, Vol II, UNESCO 1972.
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6.14 WHAT ARL THE RLLLVANT VARIABLES?

_The_task here is to take a phenomenon and decide; using commonsense and simple physical or dimensional arguments, what physicalquantities- determine the effect, not_forgetting those which plight dobut in fact do not. The aim is to practice simple Verbal physicalreasoning.

PROBLEMS

1; The speed Of big waves out at sea.
2. The frequency of oscillation of_water slopping (in

the tilting mode) -in a shallow -tray:
3. The speed at which a rotating flywheel is torn apart:4. The time of contact Of_a_golf ball with a Oblf Club.5: The power that can be- obtained frOM adynamo.
6. The frequency of oscillation of a steel strip clampedat one end.
7. The radius at which a glass plate bent in a curve snaps.B. The brighttieSS Of a television screen:

6;15 SPOTTING THE FALLACY

ArgumentS (not least in examination answers) go wrong for severalreasons, including:

defining a symbol one way and using it differently;
treating a variable as Constant.
treating a vector as a_ scalar;
applying a principle Whenit_does not apply;
making an assumption and then violating it.
treating coupled quantitiet as independent:
ignoring a releVadt effect.
having a ohysical quantity equal to unity; and losing it

Some of theSe can be introduced; perhaps with_eXaMples from_recentwork. Sub- groups can then be given written arguments containg falla-cies; and be asked to identify them; It is b'e-tt that all groups havethe same material and look at all the examples, even if they cannotdo some:

PROBLEMS

1. If the charge CV on thedome_of an electrostatic gen-
erator is connected to ground through a resistance R,
the currNt is V/R and so the charge will be gone in atime -t= o-R =RC.

The_force on a charged particle moving at right angles
to a magnetic field iS F=Bqv because:
the fOrte on a current element; F=BI-6

current; I=_Sq/ot
force; F=B(50/6t)(q

F=B5q(69./60
F =Bqv
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3. The electric field at point P;
due to equal and_oppuite charge
+q and -o is +q/47c_or2 - g/47core = 0
Similarly; the potential is zero;

10so that E=-grad V=0.
4. Resistance to the notion of a satellite in a circular

orbit reduces the kinetic energy T=tov2, and so the
speed v. The angular momentum J=mvr is conserved; so
as v decreases -the radius gradually increases.

5. Since the resolving power of a grating is equal to
Nn; the resolution of a spectroscope can be made as
large as required by using a grating with the lines
ruled more closely.

. T4 Emperor of China refused to be measured, so
108 Chinese were asked to guess -his height. Their
estimates varied from 1.5 to 1;9m; the mean being
1.71322 with a standard deviation of about 0.1 m.
The standard error of the mean is smaller by the
square root of the number of observations, so this
method gives the height of the - emperor to_a precision
of 10 microns. (What happens if he has his hair cut?)

REFERENCES
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11
LEARNER AND INSTRUCTIONAL

VARIABLES AFFECTING
PROBLEM SOLVING

Jerry K. Stonewater
SoOthern Illinois Uhiversity

Carbondale

INTRODUCTION

Anyone involved in the teaching of the matheffiatital sci-ences teaches problem solving; By its very nature engineeringis_a discipline of probleM solving and problem solvers. Pro-fessors teach_it,_practitioners do it, and students learn ItYet whether we are profes5dr, practitioner; or- student, we
struggle with the "how to's" of the- problem solVing: how toteach it, how to do it; and hOW to learn it.

Our_difficulties with the teaching_and learning_of_problettisolving can be dimihiShed by careful attention to principles ofteaching and learning drawn from the psychology of learning -andthe_theory of instructional deSign. In this article, I will
discuss four problems in the teaching and learning of problem
telving,describe the elementS from learning psychology andinstructional design that would_help in solving tnete problems;
and provide_ examples of "how to's" frOm my_own course; Intro-
duction to Reasoning -and Problem Solving, which was my attemptto address theSe difficulties

in problem-solving instruction;

MAJOR DIFFICULTIES IN PROBLEM-SOLVING INSTRUCTION

There are two sources of difficulty in probl8tii=§-01ving
instruction: _instructional variables, which_affect how weteach; and learner variableSi which affect_how the StUdeht
learns. For example, an instructional

variable_may be theMethod of delivery: lecture, individualized learning; ordiscussion. Learner variables may include attitUde, ability;Or perhaps general motivation.

Ih problem-solving instruction, there are learner and
instructional variables which limit our effectiveheSS in teach-ing problem solving. However; these variables can be con-
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trolled in order to improve teaching effectiveness. First; the
variables and how they are limiting effectiveness.

MAJOR LEARNER AND INSTRUCTIONAL VARIABLES

There is one learner variable and three instructional
variables to consider:

1. A large percentage of college students do not have
the cognitive ability to learn- how to solve logical,
abstract problems. fLearner Variable)

2. We tend to teach problem solving in a way that de-
scribes how we solve the problem, rather than how the
students should solve the problem; (Instructional
Variable)

3. to teach solutions to- problems -by showing the
step an elegant order rather than in the order
used t,o the problem was originally solved. (In-
structional Variable)

4. We tend to teach the content of solutions to problems
rather_than the underlying strategy: (Instructional
Variable)

The fact that a large percentage of students cannot learn
to solve abstract problems is based upon current research
findings exploring Piaget's - theory of cognitive development.
In his theory, Piaget specifies that in order to be an abstract
thinker; one must be able to draw_

... conclusions, not from a fact given in immediate observa-
tion, nor from a judgment one holds to be true without any
qualifications, but in a judgment which one simply assumes,
i.e., which one admits without believing it; just to see what
it will lead to: (Piaget; 1952, p. 69)

Essentially, Piaget was describing the kind of problem-
solving ability an engineering student mus'. ossess in order to
reason from "A" to "B";_even though Pk" may be entirely -hypo-
thetical (Stonewater, 1977, p. 3). The current research,
however, points out that anywhere from 42% to 78% of_the col-
lege students studied cannot reason at this level (Elkind,
1962; Karplus & Karplus, 1970; Lawson & Renner, 1974; McKinnon;
1970; 1971): Based upon my own research; as many as 85% of
minority engineering freshmen could not reason at high enough
levels to solve engineering-type problems (Stonewater, 1977).
Thus, without the ability to reason abstractly, students a-nnot

solve the kinds of problems we expect them to. Hence, we need
to develop instructional procedures that facilitate the devel-
opment of abstract reasoning.

The second problem - that we tend to teath in a way we,
rather than the student; solve a particular problem - is diffi-
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cult: it is not easy_for the
sophisticated instructor todescribe a_thinking procesS that the student must use to attacka particular class of problems. This is not to say that in -__structOrS cannot specify the processes they use we all do thitevery day in our lectUres

and_conversations with students. Itis however, an entirely different
matter to_specify a processthe students should use The point is that instructors with _avast amount of eXperience to draw upon and With_years of prac-tice and hindsight to guide them -have internalized a protetS.The process may be internalized to_such an eXteht_that we maynot even be aware that when we go from _step one to step NO insolving a problem; the student may go through many more steps;decisio05, and false starts to get from step_one to two Whatto_us_may be an easy and obvious procedure may be a complex se-quence of events for_the student
Thus, as teachers of problem

sOlVihg,_we need to explain problem solving from the viewpointof the novice rather than the expert;

The third issue instructors
face occurs Wheh we snowstudents hOW to_solve a particular problem _The procedures wewrite on,the blackboard in step7bY-step fashion may not_all_bepresented in the_order we actually used When_solving the prob-lem the first time

S--ch reorganization of a solution td_putit_into an elegant form is instinctual for theseasoned problemsolver. _Once the problem is sOlV0d, one invariably reorganiieSthe solution into a More_elegant form; This is good problemsolving but not necessarily
good instruction; for the studentsees an elegant finished product

rather than a thought process.Thus we need to focus our instruction on the process one actU-ally_goes through when solving the problem; not the elegantsolution that lOOk5 nice.

The last instructional issue is that we Often stop_short
of_poihtihg Out_elements of the underlying strategy used insolving a particular Classofproblems. Insuring that studentsare trained in applying such strategies may not enable them tosolve_all problems; but it does provide them with a set ofskills that they can call

upon in- attempting to solve variousClasses of problems; _ Our efforts should be to instructstudents in the Uhderlying
strategies involved in problemsolving.

_Hence there are four major issues involved_in the instruction ofprciblem solving which we must face if we are to improve ourefforts: mahy students. cannot reason at the leVel_of_abstrac-
tion_required of them for successful mastery of engineeringsubjects; we tend to teach problem solving as we dO it, ratherthan hOW students should learn it, we tend to teach elegantsolutions rather than thought processes; and we tend to teach
content rather than process;
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LEARNING PSYCHOLOGY AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

My attempt to control the four learner-and instructional
variables to facilitate improved problem-solving ability was to
Utilize learning psychology and the principles of instructional
design:

First; I. drew upon Piaget's theory of learning psychology
to determine how problem-solving instruction should be designed
to improve students' abstract reasoning ability so that they
could develop abstract reasoning skills. Instruction was
designed around the following "rules" in circler to affect this
learner variable:

1. Desi n instruction so that students have the opportunity
to or_ganiz,-e_ ai t-O their perceived environment: _

accomplish this I had to find_a way of presenting the material
so students would organize their approach to solving a problem.
Two methods were used to accomplish this First, each problem-
solving strategy to be learned was presented as an algorithm
which outlined a step-by-step procedure to follow_when attempt-
ing a solution to a problem. In short, the organization was pro-
vided for them. The second method used was to include material
that instructed_students_in how -to set up a problem before
attempting a solution. This will be discussed later when the
"preparation" phase or the course is described.

2. Design instruction so that increased social interaction
results Piaget maintains that increased interaction with
others over a topic that is to be learned will facilitate the
development of- abstract reasoning. To accomplish this, a self-
paced system of instruction was used with a student-tutor ratio
of approximately 10 to 1;

Design- instruction so that students_hattlfoppprtunity
to act rather than be passive receiver_s_cao-rocati-66. Once
again, this "rUle' lead to the use of a self -paced system of
instruction: In order for students to act, they must solve the
problem, rather than the instructor. It was feared that in a
lecture situation the instructor rather than the student was
most likely to be solving the problems.

Thus; learning psychology - especially Piaget's theory -

lead me to a self-paced, algorithmic approach to attacking the
learner variable of lack of abstract reasoning skill.

To address the three instructional variables; the instruc-
tional design procedure of a task analysis was utilized.
Simply, a task analysis is a careful analysis and sequencing of
the steps; procedures, thoughts and decisions one must move
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through in_using a particular strategy. Ohte ah original
analysis is conducted; One must iterate through it again and
again to insure it -is complete; A complete task analysis is
very similar to a computer program, in that every step used
must be clearly and specifically delineated:

Using a task analysis to develop a strategy for solving A
particblar_class of problems controls the instructional varia-
bles_previously meal-Oiled. First; the difficulty of teaching
problem solving as we do it rather than as hOW the student
should do it-is- eliminated betaUSe a complete task analysis
specifies all Ofthe_steps involved -in solving the Problem,
including the ones we have internali2ed and fail to point out
to students: The problem of the elegant solution is also
eliminated_because by definition the algOi-ithib that results
from the task analysis is the procedure_used in solving the
problem, rather than the reworked "nice" solution.

Lastly, forgetting_to point out the elements or Underlying
strategy involved in the solutiOh OrtrceSS is also avoided when
a complete and careful task analysis is conducted pritit to
Instruction. Once again the task analysis, by definition; is a
strategy to use when sOlVing the problem it was derived frOM.

Thus; utilizing task AhAlySis procedures and deriving
means to_improve abstract reasoning skills should control the
four learner and instructional Variables. I will now describe
my attempt to accomplish this.

"HOW TO'S" - A COURSEIg PROBLEM SOLVING

"Problem Solving" was detigned to be a part of a curricu-
lum develOpment project in the College of Engineering at Mithi-
adn State University: Funded by the Alfred_P. Sloan Founda-
'on, the intent Of_the grant was to provide instructional and
support programs for minority StUdetitt so that an increased
number would complete an engineering degree; The probleM-
sOlving_course was designed as a separate course so that stu-
dents could concentrate On building skills that should help
them in otber_engineering; math; and science work. Copies of
the text; which includes all of the MOdules described later;
are available at cost by contacting the author:

A word of caution at this point. Keep in mind that the
comments presented here are based upon a minority- student
population which is primarily enrolled in remedial Mathematics;
which scores in the lOwett third on ACT/SAT tests (MSU norms);
and Which at best has a very weak background in high school math
and science:
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At was Pointed out;_the instructional_format used in the
course was the self-paced mastery model. The course was divid-
ed into eight modules each including objectives; instructional

readings; intermittent practice frames with feedback; and
homework_problems to be handed in _After successful completion
of the homework; students took module exams which required 80%
Mastery for_ passing. Retesting without_ penalty was allowed
until the mastery level was attained. Including a midterm and
final exam, all tests were computer-generated. This permitted_ _

individualization of the testing process and collection of data
for item-analysis purposes, to improve test content and instruc-
tion.

The content of the course falls into two areas: (1) the
'preparation_phase" of- problem solving (modules 1=3), and (2)_
four strategies for solving problems (modules 478). The prep-
aration phase taught students how to set up problems before
attempting a solution. As was_discussedi_the_strategies in the
remaining modules were each taught as an algorithmic process.
Each of the modules are described below:

Module_l_- Preparing for Pr Students learn-
ed to diStriMinate between relev=i2crretvant information
in a problem statement; to specify the given information and
the solution desired, and to visualize the problem. Although
these skills seem very elementary_and basic; it waS surprising
how many students were not proficient with them. On the pre-
tett_given_at the beginning of the course; one-half of the
students could_not list all of the given intonation in a
problem and Only two out of 18 could specify the solution
desired.

In addition to the fact that students needed instruction
in preparing for problem solving, properly=writtengiven infor-
mation and solution statements eliminate irrelevant stimuli_
which often lead problem solvers astray. Specifically listing
diVeh_infOrmation andsolution statements helps the student
organize the problem into a manageable form, fOCUSes attention,
and provides a goal toward_which to direct the solution;
Failure to write solution statements often results in the Wrong
problem being solved.

_ _Module 2 - Drawing Diagrams- The criteria for draWing and
labeling diagrams to_assist_students in visualizing a_problem
were outlined in_this_module. Further emphasis was placed upOii
specifying the given information_and_solution statement and
including only thisjnformation in the diagram; Hopefully, the
process of working from the given and_solution_statement to the
creation of a diagram insures that irrelevant information is
omitted from the diagram. Thus, when the diagram is finished;
St6dents have a picture clearly depicting the problem situation
and the solution needed.
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Module_3_- Data Tables The purpose of this module was to
teach students to organize data into an efficient and easily-
read table from_which the_desired calculatiOnS could be comput-
ed. In more complex problems requiring multiple solutions; it
was necessary_fo.._students to_think about what computations
were necessary for all the sOlUtiOnt. This encouraged students
to analyze the_problem_befpre trying to solve it and to trans-
late this analysis into a workable data table.

M044-le 4 - Subroblem Strategy The SUbpreblem strategy_
utilized an algorithm that helped students identify parts -of a
given problem which must -be solved before the major variable
could be found. The following is a SiMple example of this
type of problem:

What_is_the total income for the day if 3 hats were sold in
the morning grossing $18; and twice as many -hats were sold
in the afternoon for $1 less than the morning price?

In order to -solve this problem, the student must add morning
income to afternoon_income to obtain the answer: El-Never, the_
value for "afternoon- income" is not directly available from the
problem statement. One must first figure out the cost per hat
in the morning (X) and from this determine the cost per hat in
the afternoon (Y). X and Y are each examples of subproblems.
The major aim of this strategy was to provide students with a
procedure for analyzing problems _in order to identify unknowns
and seguencethe_order in which they must be solved. The
procedure results in an orgaiii2ed Plan for solving the problem.

Module 5 - Subproblem strategy-,Pa*tII The subproblem
strategy was used in thit module to solve problems like "How
many_rectangles are there in a 5 x 7 rectangle?"_ (i.e., count
all i x_j rectangles fOr all combinations of i and -j; i = 1 to5, j = l_tb 7). Although such problems are meaningless_in_
themselves; they were used beCaUte they require the problem
solver to develop an_organized method to solve the problem.
Whichrectangles have been counted and hOW many of them there
were must be kept track of. Thus; students who traditionally
approach_problems in a disorganized manner must develop_a_
system to organize the SOlution before they can solve this type
of problem.

In order to help students identify which rectangles should
be counted in a given n x,m rectangle, the dbUble-summation
formula summing over n and m was taught. Not only did this
help them identify what the rectangles were, bUt it also pro-
vided the experience of Utililigg a fairly sophisticated mathe-
matical fOrmula in solving a problem:

After students were_ab'e to solve the simpler problems,
more complex ones which introduced a tbddition on the type of
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rectangle to count were used. For example; problems such as
the_following were included: In a 3 x 4 rectangle, how many
rectangles are there such that_the number of rows is three or
more greater than the number of columns?" Here, the StUdent
must first be able to translate the English expression_"number
of rows isthree_or more greater than the number of tolumnS"_
into the mathematical relationship i j + 3. Unfortunately;
a fair number of students -had difficulty translating such
expressions into mathematical relationships and the ModuleS did
not specifically address this issue. _Subsequent revisions of
the course will include:a new unit_ on translating English
into mathematics and will most likely be included in Module 1:

Module 6 , Contradiction St_rate-gy ThiS Strategy was
conceptually the most difficult for students to_understand:
The algorithm told students to state an assumption that was the
logical negation of what was to be_Proved and then use this
assumption_in_their solution in attempting to contradict some
given information. In order to insure that students could
Write correct_ assumptions that were negations of what was to be
proved; part of the module discussed the rUles of logic for
negating "and" and or statements.

Module 7 Inference Strategy _ In module 7; students
learned how to infer additional information from the givens.
Problems were like the following:

bUtiness office has a manager; assistant; cashier; etc.
Their names are given and facts abetit each are specified.
(e.g.: The assistant manager:is the manager's grandson.)
The problem is to match positions with people.

Inferences needto_be made-such as!'the assistant manager is
malenhe manager is married and old enough to haVe a grandson;'
etc, Many students recognized on_their own that once the
inferences were drawn; the problem often required the SUbpreb,
lem or contradiction strategy to solve it.

Module 8_- Working Backwards The working batkWards
strategy taught students how to_solve problems starting at the
solution and working backwards to the givens as 0000sed to the
traditional approach of starting_with the_givens, For example;
the f011owing problem is much easier to solve working backwards:

Describe a sequence of emptyings and fillings of a 3-qt. jar
and a 77qt._jar to obtain 5 qt. of water:

As opposed to starting with three and seven quartS Of water and
describing how tive quarts are obtained; thi:; algorithm direct-
ed students to begin with five quarts and work batkWardS Until
three and seven quarts are left.
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RESULTS

To what extent did the course control the four in-
structional and learner variables?

Concerning _the OffettS of the course on increasing ab-
stract reasoning ability; the results are mixed. Students
taking the course did increase their level_of abstract reason-
ing as measured by the Equilibrium in the Balante test, but not
by the Pendulum Problem.1 BefOre taking the course; only from
6-19% (depending Uptiii the test used)_of the students were
abstract thinkers; after the course 31% Were classified as __
abstract. The change in level of reasoning ability is signif
icantfor_p indicating that for the group taking the
course; there was a statistically significant increase in
abstract reasoning ability.

For the control_group - students not enrolled in the
problem- solving - course - about the same percentage of students
as in the experimental grOup were abstract thinkers at the
beginning of the term (9-18%). However, by the end of the
term, there was no increase in the percentage range of abstract
thinkerS.The figures remained at 9,18%; Obviously, there was
io statistically significant Change in level of abstract rea-
soning for the control group.

Even though the ekperimental group did evidence a signif,
icant_increase in level_of abstract reasoning with respect to
:he Equilibrium in the BalanCe test, this increase was not
ognifitantly different from that of the control group. Put in
;impler_terms, the experimental group did improve with respect
o itself, bbt not with respect to the change observed in the
:ontrol group;

These two tests are outlined by Inhelder and Piagetj1958,
pp. 67,69; 164-181) and summarized_ by Stonewater 11977; p. 60).
:ssentially, they are both clinical experiments Which the_stu-
lent performs; Inferences are drain from the student's be-
iavior that classify the student in Piaget's hierarchy of
lbstract reasoning;
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These results indicate that the course did have some
effect -on level of ab5tract reasoning, but that the effect was
not sufficiently greater than the effect of no treatment at
all

Turning to the effects of the algorithmic approach in
addressing the three instructional variables; it appears that
the approach did facilitate learning; As measured by grades,
students did learn the material. The average grade earned each
term was over 3.0. Most students finished all eight modules
with at least 8Cr. mastery. Students also did reasonably well
on the homework and evidenced an understanding of the appli-
cation of_the various strategies. Additionally, although no
specific follow-up was conducted on the students who took the
course; a number of them reported that the course did help in
subsequent math and science courses. These students found that
setting up the given information and solution statement prior
to_solving a problem was most beneficial. It seems that these
Skills were helpful in discriminating relevant and irrelevant
problem information.

DIFFICULTIES WITH THE COURSE

_ in assessing the effectiveness of the problem-solving
course; three difficulties should be mentioned. First; even
though the course had some effect on facilitating abstract
thinking; additional instructional procedures need to be devel-
oped. Second, even though the course emphasized organizational
skills; students still had difficulty in this area Lastly,
more emphasis should be placed on discrimination learning as a
means of clarifying concepts.

Concerning the development of abstract reasoning; McKinnon
(1970) pointed out that "inquiry/discovery" sessions facili=
tated the development of formal reasoning. He defined this
approach to include practice at "questioning, hypothesizing,
verifying, restructuring, interpreting, synthesizing, and
predicting..." (1970, p. 37); _Students met in small groups to
discuss and research a particular topic and were asked to
examine a particular aspect of a problem; to find -out what was
known; and to suggest ways to interpret data to either arrive
at a solution or better understand the problem. Thus; the
inquiry emphasis of McKinnon's course was not oriented to facts
about science, but rather oriented to the process of problem
solving in science.

Even in a self-paced course; one class session per week
could be used as an instructor-led inquiry session. A problem
could be presented for the class and the instructor could
utilize inquiry/discovery techniques to assist Students in
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ditcovering solutions and processes of solving different classes
of problems:_ An additional factor_that may help some students
is that with this approach; not onlywoUld they be discovering
solutions but -they wouldalso_be able to see how others attempt
to sOlVe problems. In the event of a correct solution; stu-
dents would have a model to follow; for incorrect procedUret
student5 could sce_why they do not work and possibly receive
feedback on their own methods of attack.

A second change to increase
abstract reasoning_would be to

introduce laboratbry-type_"hands-on" experiences. Many of theprobleMS in the course -are the kind that can actually be workedas an experiment; providing_the_student with the opportunity to
handle and manipulate concrete rather than hYPOthetical orVerbal problems.

A third change would be to include more intermittent prac-
tice frames,with immediate feedback into the content of each
module. This would increase the amount of time StUdentS spend
practicing the_skills that are descriptive of the formal stage
(e.g. hypothesis building -and testing; "If...; then..., there7,_
fore" reasoning; etc ;); As was, pointed out earlier; this would
provide greater opportunity -for the student to be active rather
than passive, an important factor in develbpihg abstract
reasoning skills.

The second area of the course IhiJi needs improvement is
that additional techniques -need to -be -found to assist Students
in deVeloping better organizational SkillS. A large number of
students had difficulty writing_down solutions to problems that
were organized, t',at included enough information to enable me -to
interpret their tiinking processes, and that included the reasonsfor the statements made. This is not to say that they necessarily
could not solve problems; they simply_could not write down_
solutions; Often Students_would verbally "walk me through" a
tblUtion, but had. no idea how to write dbiTih a solution. Thus
when facing a problem they could_not solve; their attempts at a
solUtibh were not_written down; hence neither I nor the student
could analyze what they had done_in_order to find an alterna-
tive approach or an_error. Instruction in problem solving must
somehow teach students that an organized_attempt at a solution
can often give ihfOrmation that will help in finding the
correct solution.

Tied in with the problem of organizing a OrbbleM solution was
a general tendency to avoid_} ritinp down- the givens and tblUtion
statement, and to avoid- following the naetitulae algorithm for a strat-egy. Even though I tried to stress the-- importance of_these
steps in setting up _a structure within which they could Solve
the problem; students were reluctant to do so. One can speculate
on the reasons for this reluctance: The algorithMic; structured
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approach did not match their cognitive style, the algorithms
did not really describe the way the problems_are solved; or
students did not understand the algorithm. Although any of
these could be reasons; it is my hunch that students avoided
the structured approach because -it -took too much time; It is
much easier not to write the solution in a detailed fashion.
Whatever the_reason; however; techniques need to be found to
overcome students' reluctance to follow a strategy.

I also noticed that some topics in the course were learned
"better" than other topics. Although there are usually a
multitude of reasons_for this; the instructional approach of
discrimination learning seeme' to increase the quality and
efficiency_of learning; Disc, imination learning is the process
of being able to select the appropriate example of a particular
concept from a list of positive and negative examples -of the
concept, i.e., the student must discriminate correct from
incorrect examples of the concept. This process implies that
the instructor must first develop precise definitions of the
concept under study and then devise positive and negative
examples_of the concept for the students -to discriminate. I

found this approach very useful in teaching some of the basic
concepts in this course; such as given_information; solution
statements, tables, and diagrams. Students seemed to benefit
from this instructional technique, Although not tried; it
could also be used in helping students identify appropriate and
inappropriate examples of a problem solved by a particular
strategy:

INSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

This leads me to the last area I wish to discuss: ways
others can utilize modules from the Problem-solving tPxt. First, I

think the best way to teach problem solving is to address it_
within a particular course,- not -teach it as a separate course.
Thus, my suggestion below will be related to ways you can
utilize the_problem-solving modules within courses you current-
ly teach. It goes without saying that you would develop
examples of the application of a particular strategy from_your
course and write such applications into the existing modules.

Before instruction; the class should be diagnosed -to-
determine which students require instruction in a particular
strategy. Although I_ have_a diagnostic tes: for my course; it
is based upon non-mathematical problems. For courses requiring
more mathematical sophistication as a prerequisite, one or two
problems could be developed which are based upon the level of
mathematics required in your course:
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Once you have diagnosed
students' abilities to apply the

strategy,_you know who can apply Whith strategies. If a largesegment of your class cannot utilize the necessary Strategies__it is advisable that instruction on the Strategy be- included inthe course._ if -only a fewstUdents cannot apply the strategy,it is most likelythat_they
need to spend out -of- class -timelearning it, rather than waste the time of the entire clasS.

If in-class instruction is necessary, two instructional
alternatives_are available: the mini-self-paced frame or thelearning-tell approach.

With the mini- self -paced approach; since the modules are
&Signed to be used as independent,

self-paced materials; itwould be feasible_to_set_aside
a number of days fbr the stu,

dents to study the material5 on their own. No lectures wouldbe given during thisperiod of time Student5 could either_
study the materials outside of class or a modified self-paced
class could be run using thn students who passed the diagnosticas tutors. For example; suppose your tlass meets_three days a_Week for one hour, One weekcould be set aside to teach two ofthe strategies, _Students would come to ClaSt and study. the
Mod-tile, work problems; and consult with the_tutorsor the
instructor when they_needed_help, (Since individualized,
COMOUter,generated exams were available for my particular course;
students could test at any time dUring the week when they were

LicaMs and tutoring can take place only during the -hour
the course is scheduled to meet, or can be expanded to additional
ho,Irs depohdiho upon_the availability of time space and__

i %sc.rcl. Of course; an alternative to the individualized-
(caw -k that an in,class exam covering the material can

jien to all students at the same time at the end of the week,

If the Ani,self-PaCed session sounds like too much con,=is on and effort on your_part, variations of the traditional7!*cture coulc be considered: One such wriatibii calledthe
leng cell Jas_been reported tbbebffective by Alexander (1973).
U,-ertially, the learning_cell is a method to use Withi_a_

_Audents are paired so that thLy can study a particu-
. instrJ tional oackage_with each other: For nmole, if

lnt'i,.liction strategy is to be_caught a lecture;e modue can be given totheodents with iirections to
'ct. one partner to_ study Piid work orObleMt> with _If_you

prefer to_lect.:;'e iAstead of asking the students to spend
i'me rcadiij the module; thc :!;aterialS can be handed out
of time so that studehi,; can prepare. Once in class; the

intructor could present , ,Pcture over -the strategy and_then
bre.A up -the class into lerninc

',.11S for Practice on applying
the strategy to -actual problem s litions.
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Alexander reports that when using a learning-cell approach
to instruction; students learn more than_when studying indi-
vidually. They learn to analyze, synthesize and apply their
knowledgei_and_their feelings of isolation/alienation and test
anxiety_are decreased. He attributes these positive outcomes
of the learning cell to the active practice involved; to the
immediate feedback between peers in the cell, and to the re-
sponsibility participants develop not only for their own learn-
ing, but also for_the learning of a valued partner. Thus the
learning cell could be used within a traditional lecture struc-
ture.

The learning cell and the mini- self -paced course within_a
traditional lecture are two ways to utilize the problem-solving
modules within traditional instruction.

SUMMARY-

The four learner and instructional difficulties discussed
here are major sources of concern in problem- solving instruc-
tim Ways to improve abstract reasoning ability and an algo-
rithmic approach to the design of problem-solving instruction_
were found helpful; but additional approaches need to be deVel=
oped to further reduce the effects of the learner and instruc-
tional variables;
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THE REPRESENTATION AND
SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS

IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
AN ARTIFICIAL APPROACH*
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A. Introduction
During the past ten years several groups of researchers in_thefield ofArtificial Intelligence have addressed the issues arising insolving applied mathematics problems by computer, In Section B ofthis paper the work of four of the major projects in this-area willbe outlined: In SeCtiOn C, the authors! work on the MECHO* projectwill be considered. Finally; some of the__Hults of these projectsand possible implicationt

fdr educating engineers will be discussed.

B. Four Projects

B-1. Computer-Aided CitcWitAnalysis
Stallman and Sussman at MIT (1976 -have designed and implementeda system for_computer-aided_circuit

analysis._ The system consists ofA set of rules for
electrohit circuit analysis: Thi5 set of rulesencodes physical laws such as Kirchoff's Law and Ohm's Law; as well asModels of complex devices such as transistors: _Facts; which ina 1J2given to or deducedOy_the

system; represent inforMation such ascircuit topology; device paramete, voltages and currents.

The system works by forward reasoning. _That is; the facts ofthe_problem situation; combined with the rules encoding the physicallaws that apply to this situation;_ drive the reasoning system. NewdedUted facts are tagged with justifications for deducing them, whichinclude the problemfacts and the inference rules used in their de,duCtioh. The justifications may then be examined by the user Of the

*A Stience Research Council Project, funded_througt
the DepartMeht OfArtificial Intelligence Of the University_of Edinburgh- -Dr. A. Bundy;grant hOlder, Dr. G. Luger and Mrs. M. Palmer assisting:



system to gain insight into the operation of the rule system as it
applies to the problem. This is helpful for correction (debugging) of
the rule system when it arrives at erroneous conclusions.

Furthermore; the justifications -for new deductions are employed
by the- system in the analysis of fruitless search or blind alleys.
This allows the system to avoid these situations in future reasoning;

The application of each rule in vie system implements a one-step
deduction; Four_examples of these deductions, resulting from appli-
cation of rules in the domain of resistive network analysis; are

1. If the voltage on -one terminal of a voltage source is given,
then one can assign the voltage on the other terminal.

2. If the voltage on both terminals of a resistor is given and
the resistance is known, then the current through the resistor can be
assigned.

_3;_ If the current through a resistor, the voltage on one of its
terminals, the resistance of th,- resistor are given; then the
voltage on iii:!_other terminal can be assigned.

4. If all but one of the currents into a node are given; then
the remaining current can be assigned;

Thus circuit-specific knowledge is represented_by assertions in
the data base and general knowledge about circuits is represented by
laws or rules. Some laws represent knowledge as equalities; such as
the laws for resistors stating that the current going into one termi-
nal of the resistor must come out the other; or theflaws for nodes
stating that the currents_must sum_to zero; Other laws handle
knowledge in the form of inequalities, such as the law that a diode
can have a forward current if and only if it is ON; and can never have
a backward current:

When a circuit-specific assertion (e.g., the voltage on a
collector has values 3.4 volts) is added to the data base, several
rules representing general circuit knowledge may match_it_and thus be
activated (in the example; all the other elements terminals connected
to the collector will be known to have 3.4 volts). The names of the
activated riles will be put on a queue; together with information such
as the place in the circuit that the rule is applied. Eventually
this information will be taken from the queue and processed; perhaps
making new deductions and starting the cycle over again.

When each general rule is processed it can do two useful things:
make new assertions, or detect a contradiction._ The new assertion;
together with its antecedents; is entered into the data base. These
antecedents, the asserting rule together with all the other rules
asserted or used by the asserting rule,_become useful when a contra-
diction is to be handled. This contradiction can arise when some
previously-made arbitrary choice (for example; assuming some linear
operating region for some non-linear component) was incorrect. The
system then scans backward along the chains of deductions from the
scene of the contradiction to find those choices that contributed to
it These choices are labelled NOGOOD and recorded in the system so
that the same combination is not tried again: An example of a NOGOOO
deduction could be one that says it cannot be simultaneously true



that a transistor is cut off and a diode is conducting if the two areconnected in series:

The forWard reasoning together with the intelligent reductionof the possible search
space__ effected by. the NOGOOD assertions givesthe system a flavor suggestive

of the behaviour of the circuit expert.The_justifications for dedUtedfacts allow the user to examine the__bases for their deduction. This -is useful bdth for understanding theoperation of the. circuit, as well as for overcoming_any_prObleMs
arising within the set of general rules. For example, a device para-meter not mentioned -in the derivation of_the valueibr a voltage hasno part in determining_ that value. If some part of the_circuit
specification is changed (a device paraMeter or an imposed voltageor_current) only those fatts_depending on the changed fatt need beremoved and rededuced,

so small changes in the circuit may requireonly a small amount of new analysis.

For -more details of the work see Sussman et al; 1975, andStallman et al., 1976.

8.2. Quantitative and Qualitative Reasoning-

Also at MIT, de Kleer haswritten a computer program to solveproblems inVOlVing the motion_of a particle under gravity on avariety -of paths (de Kleer, 1975). He calls these "roller coaster"problems E.g.,:

17

What is the minimum height
h for which_the particle
will still Ibbp the loop?

At What angle Gwill_the
particle leave the circle?

2
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These problems call for a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
reasoning.__The qualitative reasoning is responsible for deciding what
kind of motion_can take place, for instance in the loop=the=1O-00 Prob-
lem the particle might:_ oscillate about point a; fall off at_some point
b; or loop the_loop; The quantitative reasoning is responsible for de=
tiding precisely under what conditions each of these possibilities
will occur. In de Kleer's program these two kinds of reasoning are
clearly separated, with the qualitative reasoner proposing possi-
bilities which are later checked out by the_quantitative reasoner;
This_rigid separation eventually proves a liability Since it hamPerS
the flexible interaction of the two components.

The contribution of de Kleer's work lies in the design of the
qualitative reasoner; which works by a process he calls "-eriVitibri-
ment". For each shape of curve the Program has a list of possible
behaviours, e.g. a particle_travelling uphill can reach the top and
pass to the next curve, or it can slide back down again. Each of these

possible behaviours puts it in a new situation from_whichfurther_
possibilities. arise Thus ti-n program. builds up a tree of possible
behaviours, for instance in pie loop-the-loop example:

sli is (16.-n first curve

reach firli't corner

s_ec;u1 curl,c otdi1int6 at out first corner

reach

:tIck un i = frOi off third
.hird curyc CUrVf_'

etc.
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This tree is then_passed to the quantitative reasoner which calculates
what conditions_have to hold for the particle to tale the branches which
lead to the desired state of looping the loop:

8; Roasorfta441Semantically-Rich Domains

Two groups of researchers at Carnegie-Mellon University are
studying reasoning patterns in areas of applied MatheMatitS. Hinsley,
Hayes; and Simon are studying the reasoning and solutions to algebra
word prOblems,_and_Bhaskar and Simon the solutions to problems in
chemical engineering thermodynamitS.

These researches describe probleM-SblVing &Mains such as the
above_as semanticaliy:ricn._This_seems a good characterization in
that large_yet_fairly well-defined amounts of prior semantic knowledge
and task-related information are necessary for solving such problems.
For example, ittakes much more than an intelligent person and a
"textbook" of relevant informatibn to solve problems in thermodynamics:
It is not information as ayailable to the problem solver that is
important, it is rather how -the information is organized and stored;
that is; information as useful.

As an example of a system withbUt complete semantic information
available, consider_Bobrow's STUDENT._ This system; designed to solve
algebra word problems; attempts to SblVe theSe problems by a "direct
translatiod" process which_attempts to translate sentences of the
problem_directly into equations; and thOn to Solve these equations.
The distance between Boston and New York is 250 miles"_becomes "(the-

diStance7between-Boston-and-New,York) = 250 X miles ". STUDENT also
recognizes key words such as "DiStahce" and can respond by adding_
"Distance=_Rate x Time to the equation list. This dirett transla-
tion process and recognition of key words offers a good first _

approximation to human problem solving in these_domain5; bUt it is
unable_to deal effectively with the semantic infOrMation which is
necessary to expose as nonsensical "The value of N nickels and D
dimes is 93 cents".

Thestudy_of_the semantics of a problem domain is Very important
for designing a computer program to sblVe Ordblems; as well as for
the human engineer- solving problems. Several studies have SKOWn
(Marples, 1976; Marples and Simpson; 1975; and the authors' own work
with problem-solving subjects, Luger, 1977) that it. isn't what information
is available_to the problem-solving subject; but rather hdW this_
information is used; thatbringSSUtteSs in problem solving. For _

example, knowing that_a resolution -of- forces equation is releVant in
determining accelerations of weights hanging over pulleys is only a
small part of solving_the problem. Much more important i5 the
knowledge- of how friction in a pulley may affett the tension in the
string over the pulley, _andhow fixed contacts between the weights
and string and_the extensibility of the string may affett the
acceleration of the particleS and strings. This is the semantic con-
tent of the prOblem_domain it must be carefully specified for any
computer program that would be of any interest, and it certainly
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marks the expertise of the successful problem solver.

__Hinsley; Hayes; and Simon discuss the notion of problem schemata.
These are sets of facts, relations and_heuristics present in the
problem- understanding process that_allow the semantics of the problem
domain to be properly processed. In the money example cited earlier;
thes-efatcS ant heuristics would determine that nickels and dimes
were nondivisibll,_units of money worth five and ten cents repsectively;
and that no sum of them could equal 93 cents.

The HinslOy, Hayes, _and Simon _study ran five experiments to
determil)e_when and how human subjects employed problem-type StheMata
in problem solving; that is how thehumans_organized and structured
Se-Mantic information in the process of understanding and solving
algebra worn problems: In particular, they_demonstrated (1) how
subjects recOgnize_problem categories; (2) that this categorization
often r'ccurs very early in reading the problem; (3)_that subjects
possess a body Of information_ about each problem type which is
potentially useful for formulating problems of that type For__
solution; and (4) how thiS category information is actually used to
fOrMUlate problems in the process of their solution.

The Bhaskar and Simon and Hinsley;_Hayes and Simon research
has not; as yet; led -to their successful creation of a computer
system to SOIVe problems indifferent areas of applied mathematics:
It_is_best to understand this work as a "prolegomena" tb_fUtbre
problem-solving systems. This,__indeed,_is the main reason_
including_their work in this survey - not because it itself provides
a useful model for machine or human problem solving, but because it
provides a framework_for future work in mechanical problem solving
as well as an important key to the expertise and failings of human
problem solvers.

- The next important step in- designing a mechanical problem-
solvirig system is to specify the contents of the problem-type schema.
That is; to select a problem domain and to attempt to fully specify
th0 semantic information necessary to- solve an interesting class of
problems within this domain: The ISSAC system has done this for
equilibrium probleMs (8.4) and the MECHO project has done it in the
domain of pulley problems (C):

8-.4. Solving Equilibrium Problems

NOVak at the University of Texas; Austin; has developed a pro-
gram called_ISSAC for solving physics problems. ISSAC takes several
simple statics prOblems stated in English, translates the- English
into several internal representations and solves the problem. NOvak
claims that is is necessary to use commonsense knowledge and 'hidden'
laws of physics to infer the relationships needed for solving the
problem:

_ To investigate the -Novak system; it is best to examine a problem
in detail: "The fObt Of a 1-,,'der rests against a vertical wall and
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on a horizontal floor. The -top of the ladder is supported from the
wall by_a_horizohtal rope 30 ft_long. The_ladder_is 50 ft long and
weighs 100 lb, -with its centre of gravity 20 ft. from the foot, and
0 15071b run is 10 ft from the top. Determine the tension in the
rope:"

_ _ ISSAC uses syntactic and semantic information to parse the
Ehglish sentences into a representation more amenable to_auflmatic
problem solving. NOV8k defin'A several categories -ii
possible type of object that could be mentioned. A_laddrr is a
PHYSICAL ENTITY; the top and the fbot_of_a ladder are LOOTION
(moaning that the use of the word 'top' allows one to desiv.: tt a 'jar.-
ticular area of the ladder); the weight and length of a ladder are
ATFIBUTE, a rUhg of a ladder is a_PART, and 'by the wall' ihditateS
a LOCATION for a physical entity. Ih the program -the general
categories are defihed as SFRAMES. Each SFRAME contains specific
instructions about sa.:isfactorily completing itself. For instance
'top' will trigger a LOCATION PART SFRAME; which will know that 'top'
must be connected to a PHYSICAL ENTITY such as a 'laddr'. This
information is_very necessary to correctly associate all the 'tops'
and 'feet' of ladders mentioned in the above problem. It may Seem
painfully obvious that the 'top' in the Second sentence_and the 'top'
in the third sentence refer to -the same place and that the man is
therefore 10 ft. from the point at which the rope is- connected; but
this is the type of ihferehte that a program could easily fail to
make, resdlting_in a misunderstood problem situation. Wheh the
parsing has been completed, all of these:simple' inferences have
been made, thahks to the SFRAMES; and the program translates its
abstract model of the ladder into more concise geometric form and
presents it on a graphics screen. The picture produced is similar to
the one below:

Producing a pitture tests reference ambiguities such as the one
mentioned above about the 'top'. ObViOUSly,_if_the spatial
relations cannot be worked out sensibly, some hing must have gone
Wrong in the parsing.

TheprOgram is still not ready to generate equations. At this
point the problem has only bOeh UhderStekid in-commonsense_ terms of
physical entities and their locations with respect to each other.
Now_the effects these physical entities haVe Oh each other need to
be accounted for in terms Of forces, This requires more specific
physical information, such as the knowledge that because of gravity
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dny object witha_mass exerts a force downwards; and that any forte
exerted on an object causes a reaction Of equal and opposite force
to be exerted, assuming that the objects remain stationary. Using
this information; ISSAC assumes forces exist everywhere two_objects
are in contact with each Other. Again; these !laws' may seem
painfully obvious but realizing how carefully they need to be spelled_
out for the computer can give insights into possible. problems students
could have. ISSAC_is_also given another -type of problem- solving
inforriation, this time relating to idealiiations of real -world objects
as they are commonly_USed in statics problems. ISSAC must recognize
that the ladder can be idealized as a LEVER While the wall and floor
are frictionless plane SURFACES and the man is a WEIGHT. ISSAC has
been told that ladders are idealized as LEVERS.

n2Because_bfthe
limited domain; there is no reason for a ladder

to be a,thing elsa; although it could easily be a WEIGHT in another
type of problem. the man presents more of a problem; because even
rn mthis domain, men can be given more than one idealization; i.e.
WEIGHT or PIVOT. To resOlVe this ambiguity; ISSAC makes use of the
comonsense knowledge that a WEIGHT is usually supported and a PIVOT
usually supports something. In this Problem the ladder supports the
Tan, _so the manmust_be a WEIGHT. It is clear that choosing an
appropriate idealization is not always trivial, and that in compli-
cated problem-solving areas it could present a serious deductive
problem.

Since all of the problems ISSAC deals with are simple lever
problems; -once the fdtteS haVe been identified generating equations
iS_triVial.The sum of moments about a point must simply b8 set to
zero. In mechanically writing equations for all moments; ISSAC
generates several_equations that a human problem solver would leave
out. For instance; ir the ladder problem ISSAC creates_ variables to
represent certain horizontal forces exerted by the ladder; only to
set_those_variables equal to zero in the next step. A competent
problem solver should not need to go through such a step explicitly.
However, Novak suggests that this is exactly the kind of unconscious
leap that might confuse a poor student. Ih more complicated problem-
solving sitiations,especially where motion is involved; taking note
Of 111 existing forces ;s_cnly the first step. It is at this point
that serious problem solVing begins. Novak recommends that ISSAC; or
aprograM a similar approach; be extended to deal with dynamics
problems. The authors have &One this And discuss it in section C.

In summary; ISSAC solves twenty equilibrium prbbleMt_competently.
The program illustrates a sufficient semantic understanding of the
problem situation to resolve referential ambiguities as in the 'top'
example; and to interpret_ all objects and their relationships to
each Othercorrectly. In achieving such a level of understaddihg,
certain necessary- inferences are brought to light that_can easily be
overlooked in a classroom, and that might fill the gaps in a
student's understanding:
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C: TheME-C-1-10 System

The MECHO projectconsists of writing a computer program -to
telve problems in_applied matheMatitt. The scope of the project is
broad: to take the English statement of a mechanics problem give_it to , computer; and receive in return answers to the questions -askedin the problem; Three problem_domains within the general area of
mechanics have-so far been considered: (1) acceleration; velocity;
distance problems such asight_Arise with trains traveling between_
two stations r Stone; and Welham; 1976); (2)_the motion
Of particles over complex paths; such as the "roller coaster"
problems tackled by de Kleer (Bundy; 1977); and (3) the domainof-
pulley systems (Luger; 1977):_ A simple preblem in the third domain;
in fact one of the first problems considered by the MECHO group, is:

A man -of 12 stone and a weight of 10 stone are connected
by a light rope passing over a pulley. Fihd the acceler-
ation of the man;

The thrust of the MECHO project research is pragmatic in that
its primary goal is _to design__ a. program that C.n solve a
Wide class of problems._ A further; but very important; goal of theproject is -the study Oftherunning computer program as a model of
human problem -solving activity; The -trace of the program can be cc:n-
eared with the data of human pretticols. The MECHO group has found
this comparison fruitful, both as a source of new id-eat which may
be incorporated into -the computer program itself; as well as to
Jarify important differences between the human and the mechanical
problem-solving systems.

One Of the important insights gained from ttUdVihg human
problem- solving- protocols (M:ole§, 1975i Luger; 1E77) has been to
design the MECHO system_as a forward or problem-driven A-ri-d- a backward
or goal-driven problem-solving system. The remainder of this section
will_be spent clarifying_this approach to problem solving and describ-
ing its implementation in the MECHO system.

Like the computer-aided circuit analysis dOSCribed in- section
B1,_the MECHO system employs problem-driven forward reasoning; This
As atcomplithed by the creation and assertion of probleM-type schemata.
The word schema_is used; folloWihg_Bartlett and Piaget; to refer to -astructuring of informati) loose confederatieh of relations_ whichrepresent the capacity tc

, formsome task or function: In theterminology of Hinsley,_H_, and Simon the prebleM-type schemacontains the semantic information present in a problem_situation, to-gether with the ability to use this information for solving aparticular problem.

The problem_type_Schema
itself is composed of three parts: thedeclaration of entities, the set of facts and inference rules de-scribing the problem situation; and a set of defaUlt facts and
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expli-itly stated in the protocols we took of expert problem solvers:
"We'll treat ne man and weight both as particles; point masses ....

it put these two dots on the paper and join theM by this rope
lopued_over_a pulley". The entities declared in this situation are
two particic .; a pulley; and a rope over the pulley joining the two
pal L,cles.

Th0 set of facts and inferences relating these entities are
similar to he following:

(a)_ 1:i angle is assigned to the string between the pulley point
and '..h2 left end

(b) an angle is assigned to the string between the pulley point
aftd the right end

(c) fixed confect of particle 1 to the left end of the string

(d) fixed contact of particle 2 to the right end of the string

(e) the tension in the left section of the string is the same
as the tension in the right end if the pulley is smooth
(frictionless)

(f) _the acceleration of the system is constant if the particles
are in fixed contact with the string.

(a); (b). (c), and (d) above are examples of facts; and (e) and (f)
are inferences that represent part of the semantic content of the
pulley-system do,rain.

Finally, the pulley-system schema contains a set of default
values. These values are facts and iaferences such as:

(a) if the pulley is underspecified assume 4t to be smooth

(b) a rope is assumed to have constant length unless specified
dS elastic

(c) a rope has fixed contact with ehjects at its end points
unless the problem states otherwise

(d) the pulley itself is fixed unless specified as movable.

The MECHO system's data base is ordered so that a problem-type
schema,whenitis invoked, is able to create new entities and
assert new facts and inferences at the "top" of the data baSe. It
can also assert the default values at the "bottom". Thus when a
call is made to the data_base the facts and inferences about entities
are che-Lked first. Fih-611y, after every other check is made, the
default values are assumed. In the pulley problem above; when a
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resolution-of-forces formula is attempting to assign a tension to the
string; it will need to knOW Whether the pulley is smooth: (If it is,
a uniform tension will_be assigned to the entire string_.) When no
information about the friction of the pulley can be found; as inthis problem, thedefaelt_value of a pulley without friction will be
asserted._ Similarly; when the angle of the string is sought; the
default value of the string with the weight hanging vertically
downwards will be asserted:

(._zo it is that the problem-type schema; representing the semantic
information of the probic-m situation, is asserted. This represents
tne forward or problem-driyen aspect of the MtCHO problem solver.
the goal driven- aspect is represented by thif! "Marples" algorithm forecuation oxtraCjon.

The Marples algorithM Wat tUggested_by D. Marples from his workwith enginiring_students at Cambridge (Marples, 1976). It is a pro-
eqiire which starts from the detired unknown of the problem and works
backward", attempting to instantiate equations until a set of

tiMUltaneous equotions sufficient to ttilVe the problem_is determined:
The MECHO system hasa cbCdsing technique that "forces" the Marples
algorithm to_consid: equations appropriate to the problem type;
rather than to thr-A about through lists of all_possible equations._The focUting techniqua in the pulley system deMain forces_the Marples
algorithm to consider first th0 general resolution-of-forces equations
at the contact points of the string and weights.

Furthermore, the Marples algorithm is able to create "inter-__
Mediate unknowns" in the - process of _SOIVing the desired unknowns of
the problems. In the pulley problem; for example; the desired un-
known is theacceleration of the man: BUt it it impossible to
determine the man's acceleration (using the resolution of forces)_
from the givens of the problem: Thus the Marplet algorithm_creates
an intetmediate unknown; the tension in the string at each end point
of the string. When_the_inferences in the problem-type schema,
(0) above, assign the same tension to each end of the string; the
Marples algorithm produces the following equations:

T - lOg = 10a & = (T- 12g) = 12a

ih-@se simultaneous equations are tUffitient for solving the pulley
problem:

The equations that may_be_applied to a problem situation are
each encoded- in a_special format: The MECHO system, in asserting a
particular equation, for example the resolution -of- forces equations
above; specifiesexaCtlY the situations in which the equation is to

iasserted. This includes the speCifitatiOn of each variable; the
possible bound-0:v valUes,_and all semantic information necessary for
the equation to be asserted:
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Ihe general resolution -of- forces equation, for example; sums
all forces acting at a point: This would be trivially satisfied in
the problem above but would have to include the friction on a plane,
the angle of the plane and other forces that could be acting in
difterent pulley problems -- such as a pulley at the top or an
inclined plane. Marples has stated (Marples; 1977) that the lack of
this exact specification in using equations and misunderstanding
the situation of their application is a major cause of mistakes for
engineering students: it is not that the relevant equations are
forgotten or ignored in problem solving, it is rather that the con-
ditions of their use are misunderstood; The MECHO system specifies
each equation exactly, and the conditions under wh'ch it may be used.

Finally; the MECHO system includes automated procedUres for
solving sets of simultar,,,ms equations. These are c-ibed it
Bunciy, 1975: As noted above, a more complete descri,tkn of the MECHO
system mdj he --ound in Bundy, 1977; Luger, 1977; and Bundy; Luger;
Mone; and Wel!,aiii; 1976; Stone; 1976.

D. Supulary and Conclusions

;his r has attempted to summarize several Artificial Intel-
ligence , h projects in the areas of applied mathematics. These
projects . ntended to demonstrate the design and use of computer
systems both as interactive engineering aids and as models for solving
problems in certain well-defined domains of applied mathematics.
These _systems may serve as models of how engineering problems may
be understood and represented in the process of their solution --
both by man and machine.

Many of the same problems that arise for humans solving problems
in applied mathematics are exactly those encountered by researchers
attempting to design a computer system to solve problems:
specifically; to design_a system not to small sets of prob-
lems, but at the same t,me able to 'Jea. A'ch the idiosyncracies of
individual problem,.

To deal with this ;:onflict, each system creator has had to
design an inferencing system: These include, for the computer-aided
circuit analys , the forwlrd ,--,coning from the problem situation
and the taggi of each - new -fay' th the conditions and rules used
in its assert- 1. The de Kleer tem attempts to control search
by the quantitative vs.,_ qualitative_reasoning_distinction and the
use of envisionment. The Hinsley, Hayes and Simon and Baskar and
Simon studies, while not explicitly constructing a problem-solving
systm; have outlined conditions that c(2.,,:i1d apply to the creation
of a successful problem solver. The Novak program solves twenty
equilibrium problems from their English-language statement. It has
sufficient semantic ,Indc .standing t.; resolve all referential and
relational ambiguities;
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The Mlf110 system creates d tor0:ivd nr problem- driven -and a
backward or qoal7driveninference system: Th7_? probleM-driVeh aspect__
is represented by full specificaliOn of the prOblem-type shcema: This
incloiHs the assertion offacts and inferences; both rolatihg to the

wiihin the problem domain and sets of default values. The
goal-driven aspect is representid by the Marplec. algorithm; whiCh works
tia..kwau from the esired onknowr tu 'hp giver faCtS of the problem.
This often necessitates the creation ,litermediate_unknowns to link
the desired unknown with the problem faci.:: ie MUM systeiii also
at:tempts to represent the semantics bi each Possible equation that_
Hwy ;)(.., asserted, lois is intended to guarantee that the equatiOn isurily asserted in ate manor and at the tine appropriate.

The overall dill! of this paper has been to provide a summary of
some current wort:: artificial intelligence research in th0 areas of
appiied_mathem This summary is Meaht not merely to make
on.iineers acv« ,cane interactive aios available (the computer -aided

analysi :Jut more importantly t give Sbilie idea of the
reProsentation of_ineonnation and control of inferencing necessary
tor the ,,uLcesSfillproblem solver in thise domains. The reaoer i
recommended to consult the references fbi more complete descriptions
of each system surveyed.
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13
PROBLEM SOLVING IN PHYSICS OR

ENGINEERING: HUMAN INFORMATION
PROCESSING AND SOME TEACHING

SUGGESTIONS
_Fred Reif

PhysiCS Department
UniVersity of California

Are 1,o'n nra(_ticd1 dill
intrinsic intellectual re-OS-Ohs whyor! bf central interest to evgineco i and the physicalci p,tical reasons are fairly c,f,d,oas: (1) ProbleM solvingdill.: important in most engineering_og.! scientific tasks, (2)students have sobstantialdifficulties

learning how to
the teaching of effective prObl'aM-solving skillsan e.senfi dnd often troublesome,

part of education in engineering

In additio, , there Are substantive
intellettual reasons why problem

prosents significant Challenges worthy of study: (1) Modern!noineering ii become increasingly conceriiOd with developing and exploit-ing veWtocnnigues of information processing. This trend i5 111U5tratedby the !rov.ing engineering fields of computer science and "arti-t

-Y (the utilization of machines to perform tasks thatwoald he deomva 'intelligent"),
A basic understanding bf problem - salvingproco,,sos utH jdor is theSe ne fielos. (II) The modes ofnil gsed in is fields have stimulaied

substantial progress it thefuman ihfiMlltinn processing, Inceed. the recently emerging
bi "ogvitive ,Lience", Which _spansboth computer science and cog-:nit,o gsvci10100

em;.liaizes_the similarities of infOMation processingtO ,;dChiros ovd ;Iersons. Thus human probleni solving deserves atlelSi mgcr cdroful attention as : o..blem solving by cuiiput. Further-, trim Stlidy of problem solving
in and Mathines con he mutually

alating and (3; ' :, lly, new theoretical ins.Ahts
prohlid. solving arelikely i, to praCtiClil applicAtlons usefulTor orgimp 1:Uricin problem solviho, .dd for improving the teaching ofIO-ohlom-solving_0111S.
In the faillowir pages I shall discuss work dove by me at Berkeley,w:in the col 'ioratiofi of Dr, Jill Larkin, to study systematically

problem solving relevant tb Physics or engineering,UG, Ii.. CHI has been to ohtoin a hotter
basic understanding Of prdblem-_

solving i'.0(.PSSCS, and ultimately to use -the resulting insights to designinSt(gction for enhdncing students'
problem7solving skills, The prObleosh Li100; feo t:,:y have been_sufficiently SiMple_so that ,0could Fill tcamale ,om ,:ss, yet Siiff-lziently complex to be ofpra(fical signifi ,os . oingly, we .1. ye focused our attention oothe livd5 Of ii.'ciblery col , v encourl_ered in basic undergradud,e pnysicsor ennineerind oncses.
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HOW WL YU[)Y 1'1:)KLLM WLVINI;

Since we ore interested in understanding how effective problem solving
isMcnieved,we have striven to obtain insights about underlying iffechan-
mr:-, ,;'ansible for problem-solving performance. ThUs we have tried to
toiyulAte someexplicit_theoreticalmodels which; even if hypothetical or
primitive, orierthe.potential of unifying and predicting various observ-
:itions. As usual, it is important to choose the level of description of
such models judiciously in accordance_with_one's aims: Thus a study of
prohl solving need no more concern itself with microscopic neural or

-dical_processes than computer science need deal.with the intrica-
cies c4 transistors; or than circuit theory need deal with the quantiiffi
ine-ch-dnic,; of electronic conduction in materials. But usefulmodels_of,
problem solving con aopropriotely describe observations at the level of
the underlying information 0ocessing used by persons solving problems,
(Fc,mexample, they may specify.how_information can be .organized usefully
and described symbolically to facilitate optimum retrieval in complex
contextm;whatstrategies can be used to_effect_such retrieval success-
fully; and similar issues: The systematic analysis of information pro-
CeSSIng has, oi course,_been successfully pursued in artifical intelli-,
gence (Winstoh..1977)_andmn.studying human problem solving in relatiVely
SiMO10 domains (Newell and Simon, 1972),__Attempts to extend models of
human information. processirvj tc_more complex problems, at least at some
level which is not unduly detailed, seem thus potentially vomising
(liimskar and Simon.; 1977).

.

_ In trying to observe prOblom-solving performance, we usually avoid
c.illecting extensive statistical data on many. persons; since -the infer-
motion thus- obtained is ordinarily too gross to provide specific insights
about underlying mechanisms of problem solving, (As Aarrri Levenstein
once said; with_consideable justification; "Statistics 1. i like a
bathing suit. What they reveal is suggestive, but what they conceal is
vital".) Instead; we strive to make very detailed - observations of rela-
tively few persons in controlled experimental settings. in particular,
we often observe such persons solving problems after they have been_in-
structel to -talk out loud about their thought processes. Cbeiderable
detailed information can then be_obtained_frbm the resulting "protocol"
consistinj of a_transcript of. a .person's tanP-recorded torments; together
with the person's written work during the pi .;cm-solving process. The
persons thus rbserved in detail have include _both."exports"_(persons
who dre experienced and successfUl problem solvers) and "novices" (e.g.,
students with_only limited voolem-solvino experience),

Need...-)s to say; the e is an intimate interplay between the firffala-__
bf hypothetical models and detailed experimental observations. ruts

the validity or utility of any model mu:t be as' :essed by its ability to
o, predict various observations. Lonversely, judicious observa-

tions may often suggest useful models.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

_ To br vide a r omework fqr the folloOng discussion; let me briefly_

outline a particular point of view for model) about the T.-,coblem-solving
process:

There exist some problems which are so simple -or familiar that they
are readily "solvable" (i.e., that they can be solved by available metbuic
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wnenever desired) .

i;,ore .lomplex problem c-ci then be decomposed into_one Or wore "sub-proble" ,.,:her-e a "subproblem" is any problem whose solution facilitatesthe or the oriyinal problem).
Any such problem which is SOlVOble,dr!

, Ived; any ,,aLn 5ubprob1em wnicn not readilysblVable can, inturn; bi2 deLomposed_into
further subprOblems7-__In_this way one can proceedSILLe,sivelv until the original problem is completely detOMObsed into solv-able sAprobleHs. Ine original problem Lail t:'en ejearly be solved,-ediat ore the prerequisi',05

necessary to implement the preceding pro-Less or problem solVing trV
sdcLessive decomposition into subproblems? OneorereqL:isite is obviously the existence of some repertoire ofbask se'vable problemswhose

solut7ions arc widely usefUl to cope with morecovtale prObleMS. Accordirgly; I shall deVOte the next section of thiSarticle to discuss briefly StiMe work concerned with acquirihy such a reper-toire of basic solvable problems useful for physics and engineering prOl leMSt such a basic repertoire
Of Solvable problems is not Stifficient toiiripler',ht the probl6:7SOlvins

process efficiently, if_at_all. The diffi-cult,; 7 that moderately complex pithiem can be decomposed 'ntb possible_S,:hprebl,,ms in 1.aily possible Ways, but only very few of thesc decompositionslead to ,olvabIeproblems
aria thus to a solution of the original probleM.hence it 1, bmierative to proceed systematically so as to select subproblemsjudiciously: A pactical_implementation of the problem-5olving pirooireS thus the following essential ingredients: (l) A strategy 1rdfricientl: decomposing a prOblem into judiciously selected sub: .cms:A "knowledge bas! 'i consisting Of basic solvable problemsinfbrMatix'i carefully organized and symbolically deStribed so as Cuilitote the impleme.qation of the strategy. Accordin;ly I shall di_c,oL0;05.t. Of this article to discU5Sing these

centrally-important aspects ofprbblem ing:

In tne course or the discussion,
I shall seveir.1 times point but somepract'cal 1.]plicatienS fbr teaching students improved prOblem-solvingskills, 11-0ever, I should warn the re-atier that some of the work I Shallde5cribe, particularly in the latter part of -the article, is still inproy QS-S. Hen e someof lily conclusions
and implicotions must be regardedas tehtetie, (Indeed; at the en, 7 the article_I shall spell out ex-plicitly some of the

major_gaPs aro.. iimitatiOns of this_wok.) NevertheleSs,I hope that the_reader;
:properly fOreWOrned, may find the disce5Sibii ofuric current ideas more Stimulating to his or her owntl,inkinc than a -report dealing exclusively with work Si buttressed by e-xpertMentO1?ViJence.

i-ASIC L/FORMATIM UNITS 'aSED F019itRaBLEM SaVING

physic' ,,r engirr r-orLOin key relations (i.e,, statements orquatiohs summarizing laws Gr definitiOns) constitute theasic infortiratienal b s Used to construct the solutions ofahy different prohi
5_Lh r"lati-n i5 alass of prii;itiVe robems: For aim's law J = RIrelOting the pat ntis j, the torrent and the elctrit resistance) is equivalent to the ( ,,,ss on basic solvable OrdYems_ollowihy cne tofind any of the three quantities V, I, an(2 R_from the other two An kie-Jate knowledge of_such basicrelatilns i5 thus a n;,ce-ssary corditon for'oblem solving, althouyii it is deflnilei j hot a sucficielt condition.
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:Aoets de, indeed. nse relations effectively as basic building
constuctinu solutions to more complex_problemsi. In particular;

oto ars suaeest that experts have the fellowing abilities: (1) Experts
inv relation with.which they_are. familiar; in the sense that

thi c thrS r(latiOn eliahly Ahd flexibly to solve corresponding
in various contexts. ;2) Experts have_a general "learn-

,yrwrebv. itter being presented with a description of a new_
to thee' they subsequently "understand" the relation

ah it approiately,
ol,sevati:ns (discussed more fully later) show that

.oitncL of these_abilities. Instead; for many_
rriGc.n werely d memorized fOrmula, which can be quoted

Italy

-6; o; to tomulato ixplitit model specifying_
reeuiredto "understand" any relation well

-ass of solv..51e subproblems that_can_be uses.
co texts. (Tur analysis identified

r ,r

Prop!! row;iind the vropurties of the quantities in the
i-u tn.1 _those quantities can be properly recognized and identi-

lUr er.a. .1e, knowing whether each quantity is a ,calar or vector;
it', or, .. its typical magnitude, ....
',Irsc_r_-inations: Making appropriate_discrimir_rajons between

;Htner i.iih.rties or entire relations) and their referents
. the thircis te -inich they .refer). _Thus a particular symbol_ should

bec,;rectiv IS igned to a particular referent, without being either
wi,,assi.nle,A to ±niiporopiate referents or confused with other symbols.
,SeO Fl ;. 1,) shore are tWo types of such discriminations: (a) Discrim-

ination-, Of so that each quantity in a relation i-, correctly
a5Siqned t its referent (i.e., correctly interpreted) and_not confused
with other .:nantities. For example, in the case of Newton's gravitational

I G ; the quantity G should _be. properly interpreted
d niveisal constant of nature; nor should it be confused with g; the

dr,p.itational acceleration at a_particular position. (b) Discrimination

of relatiens, so tha ,, assignedr. a paticeln. relation is correctly assign to its

referent 0:o, correctly appli,d to an appropriate situation) end not
confused with tither- qumtitio_ For example; Newton's. gravitational_
force. law should be applied on.y to particles rather than to 17.rrie objects
of arbitrary shape, nor should it he confused with the relation F = mg
for the gravitational force near the earth.

0 0 0 0 SYMBOLS

REFERENTS

Diagram indi:ating :thematically the connection be., .

particular symbol (blac', circle) andia particular referent
(hlact square).



Li) Alternative -symbolic. represehtations:
Being ablL to use inter-(hangeabl:. different symbolic representationsof a relation (e.g., expressedin al,:ebraic symbols, ih words, in pictures: in graphs, ...), since someof those eepresentations

may be more ustifUl than others in various contexts.(:;) _Appliaation to salve- batic problems: Being able to apply !hp_relation to find any quantity from the others, or _tb infer functional re-latiOhhips (such as proportionality or scaling relationships),
Experts seem to "Understand"

any relation familiar to them, in thesenso 'isit they possess for it all the preceding abilities. On the otherhand,_so,w of our carefully designed experiments showed that Many studentsdo not possesttheseabilities_about
relatiOns which they have studied,furthermore, even after a couple Of months spent in a physics course wherestudents,learn manyrelations, most students do not acquire the learningskill which wcs,l0 permit them to gain independently such abilities for anyhew relation explained to them.

On the other hand: or. the NOS of our analysis of the abilitiet re-quisite for understamdihg a relation; we,have been able to design an in-s trin t ional p 1'0,1 r,JIII lghe ry by students could be taught,how to learn relationsMore oitootively. This instructional program made students explicitlyaware of the abilities necessary for understanding a_relation; then itprVidedthese students with prattice and feedback on a limited et ofphysics relations. After such instruction; it was fciUnd that students had
subStantially improved their general learning skill. Thus they could nowbetter (1) gain independently

an understanding of new physics relations_presented to them in a realistic course context; (2) gain an underttnadingof new relations outside of '.i/iYSics; and (3) gain such ah Understandingeven without elaborate teaching materials.
These investigations; whith are described much more fully eltewhere_(t-,eif et al. 1,176, Larkin and Rdif:_1976); show that an explicit_ analysisof peereguitite abilities can identify some- essential requirements forProblem solving and can be used to teach a generally7Utefiil learning_skill: Furthermore, these investigations have the following implicationsfbr practical instruction: _(1) They show that some- seemingly siiiiple butimportant learning skills are often -not automatically acquired (at least;Het Offitiently) as a result of Ordinary instruction in s, lento courses._(2) They- indicate that sonic

general ..:arning skills ta-ii be taught success-fully, if they are viewed as explicit instructional goals and taughtJeliberately._ (3) They _tiig;jett that such designed to teach_
ienerally-usefill learning skills; can have wide utility to students in

contoxts:_and_overi ih More remote contexts: (4) Furthermore,;uch efforts may facilitate future instructfon: once students have ac-lUired better independe,t-learniag
tkills, they can_subsebuently bb /mightlore economically with .-?ss extensive reliance on elaborate teaching

ENERAL F-EATURES Ol TIFECTIVE fROBLEM SQL-VI-NG

_ The orcteding_sectirm dealt with some of ti.ebasic information units'relations) which must necessarily be available to permit ahry problemolving, Amever, .SOMPhasized previously, the mere existence of suchriftirmation units is not r.ufficiont to insure effective problemDiving; even when Lhe'-e Orbvido a useful repertoire of batic solvable
Ihdeed, extent in the case of quite simple problems; success1 _:o!:ing p,Arems requires much more than a knowledge of factt and
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principles.. Success depends crucially on the organization of this.know-
ledge and the strategies for using it The rest of this article will be
devoted to discussing .someof these central issues.

By observing in detail how novices and experts solve problems, we
have come to identify the following salient differences between their.
problem-solving behavior (even when the novices, as well as the experts,
have d very good command of Ill the basic knowledge relevant to a problem):

A novice; such as a relatively inexperienced physics student; usually
strives to retrieve various individual.formulas and then tries to combine
them boe7by-oneuntil he or she attains a solution. If.the problem is
moderately complex, the novice frequently fails to attair , solution, not
so mush because he makes mistakes but because he "gets stuck" and does
not f..new what to do next.

cL.ntrast, an expert seems to approach a problem in a sorefooted
way that almost always leads to a solution. He or she ter: ,sftially
to engage in seemingly imprerfffe verbal or pictori. .f.guments, without
getting involved in detail

. to any equations; He then pro-
ceeds by d [WM esti of socc._,' iborations, wherein equations are
used only spa' in.11y in

' _tages of the solution process.__FurtLer-
more; hi argl: -nts see

, .aced smoothly and continuously with only
hesitat' iii betwe, rterrupted chains cfreasonini.
To give d trivial example; consider the problem illustrated in

fig. 2 where the information to be found is the electric potential V at
the junction of the wires. _Many_novice_students .find this seemingly
simple problem difficult 3rW fail to solve it. Typically, they attempt
to write down various_eguatfons involving several unknowns; and then get
'ost in the morass. On the other hand, an expert typically starts the
problem by making verbal statements such as: The currentproduce:_a
potential drop in each wire. These potentii-1 drops are related to the
resistances of these wires, and these resistances are related to the
geometry." made these statements; the expert then quickly solves
the pnehlei^ Wit_fl a minmum of equations.

50 volt

L

V =? 35 volt

rig. Z. Current flowing thrrugh two - joined - wires -of the same material
and length. The diameter of the first wiry- is twi'e as large
as that of the second.

Let me then make a few general theore_ical comments to Indic ff

thaL the experts' problem-solving behavior makes sense. As.pcinf_ rut
previiusly, problem solving can be conceived as a process of suc:c
decompositions into simpler subproblems. It is then_crucially imo, ':ant

c. select judiciously; among -the many possible subproblems; those re,a-
tively few subprOblems most likely to be useful. A good strategy
achieving this aim consists of subdividing the proble:f-solving_process
into successive stages such that each stage involves only a selection
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among very tew alternat. s. _A_person's "knowledge bate" (i.e., the storeof knowledge which he or she brings to the problem) should_ttlen also be
appropriately organized and symbolically described; so tnat the precedingstrltopv beimplemeoted effectively:

q_1 a good strategy be realized in practice? One obviousway
i ze one's knowledge base in such a way that individual_.
,:thods are appropriately:Orb-60d together (or "thanked ")into a JnIy smallnumberof coherent me'Jiods which can be used to

solve tpical_major subproblems: The resulting advantage is that theprobler ,,,.Aver then merely neadsto select among a few major methods, in=stead ,. Having to_choose among many separate principles or methods for
solviri min 6r subproblems. For example, in the domain of mechanics; itis use if the knowledge base contains o nnerent method for applying
the equat;on if motion ma 7: Oct !Hrriy separate principles subsumedunder thi method s such as the equation of_
motion md = F. the superpositi,, staLIng that F is the_vector
sum of individual forces, force laws specifying the properties of variouscommon torce. 7..)

Even mo , rIotant, the desirable characteristics of a good strategy
Lan be achy v, xecuting the problem - solving process through a seriesof soccessi4 --Hiu-ments: The early stages of the process then merely
involve Choi ,imong_alternatives described at a global leVel, unencum-
bered by exc, ;Y,u detLil; while the later Stages involve choices at a
more detailed 1,2v01. The advantage of such a strategy (which is Similar
to the "top-dowr' app.'oach useful for complex computer- programming tasks)
is that only a row decisions need be_made at any one time Major decisions
are made first_,each of them implying a selection among a whole class
of more detailed alternatives: ,-rid more detailed decisions are made later
(with full awarens3 of the_major features of the entire problem)._

This prnblem-solving strategy Of successive refinements is very
powerful and Lieserves fUrther_comment, First; different symbolic descrip-
tiOnS may be most usef,a1 at various stages Of refinement. Thus verbal
and pictorial d_Lriptions are often useful for the early solution stages
to adhieVe glObal descriptions; imprecise -but unobttUred by distracting

_detail. On the ;..her hand. descriptiont in terms of mathematical symbols
and equations car: he mostuseful at-.later stages; to achieve more refined
deSCriptions of specific details: Note that thete comments agree with
our observations of experts'__problem7solving behavior:

Second, it is worth pointing out that the implementation of a prob-
lem-solving strategy of successive refinements is helped by an appropriate -ly- structured knowledge base. In particular; thit keinWledge base_should
be hierarchically- organized into multiple levels which describe the same
situation with different_degrees of detail and with coert!SObeidingly
fereot syrbolic representations: For only then can the. strategy retrieve
information which is appropriately described with the degree of refine-
ment tuitable for a particular stage of the prObleM=solving_process.

As an elementary example, consider again the simple problem of
Fig. 2. AS mentioned earlier; when starting work on the problem, an
expert may make a statement such as "the resistances of the wires depend
On their gedMetry" __The_word "geometry" is quite vague and refers__
loosely to various geometric fatt^rt suns aS length, diameter; shape;

Fe ly in the sbjution, such a vagJe statement about dependence on
gedMe-ry is mut, --,re useful for planhihg 8 SO-tibh than would be a
distractingly precise statement (specifying pronortiGnality to length



and inverse proportiOnality to area), _Only later in the solution; when
details need to be_worked out will the problem solver want to ihVoke
the specific equation R = -0L/A which relatesthe_resistance R precisely
to resistivity length -L, and cross-sectional area -)1k However, note
that thtJ qlobol statenent "resistance depends on geometry can only be
made if this statement is part of the person's knowledge base. On the
other hand, the_vocabulary of many novice students doOS not even include
the word "geometry", used in the experts' vague sense of "miscellaneous
geometric factors."

What experimental evidence can we adduce to confirm that the pre-
t(dino characteristicsof _a problem-solving strategy are indeed important?
One kind of evidence is provided by noting that these characteristics
are exhibited in the problem- solving protocols of experts: In addition;
solve specially- designed experiments carried Out by Jill Larkin (Larkin,
1977) provide more specific evidence. For example; in one such experi-
ment Larkin measured_the times elapsed between successive statements
mode by experts or student5 solving a particular mechanics problem. In
th0 coc, of on expert, unlike that of a novice; tarkin_fourl that most
elapsed times are short and that there are only a few longer times
corresponding to heSitations_betweerLmajor trends of thought: These
results are quantitatively consistent with a model that novices retrieve
many small inforMatiOn units independently, while experts retrieve their
infOnnation_in larger coherent units;

In another of Larkin's experiments, students_first received instruct-
i00 to gain a_good_uoderstanding of all the principles of DC cirCit
analysis and to apply these principles individually. When these students
were aft, ds giVen_some_circuit problems to solve; they were largely
unsuccesr Then one group of these students was shbwn hbw the_prin-
ciples ca. it visuali2ed pictorially_and_how they can be applied jointly
in some_c !erent methods. The second group of students was given equiv-
alent tr fling on how these principles_canbecombined algebraically.
NoithOr .)11p was givcn_any_practice in problem solving: Yet afterwards
the group (but -not the second group) was much more success* in
so i :rcoit pi-OHO-MS. This experiment_ shows that mere organization
o7 a, sting knowledge base; even without any practice, can effect
major , .rovements io prbblem-scilving performance._

vArious_kinds of evidence lend support to the comments made
in th.- section about some important general characteristics of effective
probi scliiiiq, In_the next section I shall use these general charact-
eri..s to propose a specific problem-solving strategy. But the general
comientS of thiS Settien already suffice to suggest some practical im-
plic,f,,,ns for_ ter,chiny students improved problem-solving skills:

of th. implications are negative, warning us wnat not to do;
andirdicatil tnat some teaching practices corron in science and ehg-
ineer Alq courses may be deleterious to students'problem7solving skills.
The reicon is th,-!'_ many instructors (myself included) often emphasiZe
mathemctical fo, Alism unduly and shun seemingly vagur verbal or pictor-
ial descriptibeiS. Thus many students,_even though they may initially
find words more congenial than mathematical symbplisr, come to believe
that verbal arguments .7hbuld be disparaged_as_imnrecise and inappropri-
atefor scientific work. As our studies inaicat:, nothing could be
further from the truth: SeeMir)ly vague verbal and pictoial descrip-
tions are invaluably: for the crucial early design decisions in a
problem-,,01ving process; and are commonly used by expert problem solvers.



Thus Stadelit shouldip,t be led to suppress their natural verbal ihtlih-
ati._qis. Instead; trey- should be taught how to use qualitative_verbal or
Oc_torial arqui-Mts: effectively, and how to translate them into more
Ore; ise mathematical form when appropriate:

Ou_tho more 1101:.i-e side, the general remarks_ of this section lv
th hill walla) SUggesfions_for teaching improved problem- solving sj11S:
(1) .Poviding students with hierarLnically-organized knowledge desc-,bed
at multi!ile leyelS of detail:__(2) Teaching students to approach pi0b_ie:,

Lsolving by 6 proess of successive refinements, from more global to moic
detailed aspects of a problem (instead of proceeding linearly by combin-
ing individual euations). indeed;- students might prtifit by_being_taught
explicitly how to design problem solutions, without necessarily imple-
iienting them in detail.

A DETAILED PRUbLEM-SdIVING STRATEGY

The preceding section_ discussed some general features of
problem solving. Let me now attempt to translate these general 16r!as
into d more specific strategy useful_ for solving physics or engineering
pr6blems This strategy reflects my current thihkihg, 46t- to be blaMed
on Jill Larkin; and is thus subject to further revisions; elaborations;
and e.perimental testing.

stratgy seeks to decompose any problem 'nto a sequence of sim-
pi,- ,..LprObleMS__described at successively more detailed levels of re-

In particular; the strategy first seeks to decompose_any
me r,omplex problem into asequence of five major "standard sub-
problems" uf_general utility. The_first two major subprObleMS seek to
bring the original problem into a form facilitating the third and usually
most difficult subproblem, the actual "design" of the solution: The :aSt
two major subproblems then seek to exploit thiS deSign to produce a f -
al solution. Let we now briefly outline these five major subproblems
In the next section I shall then exemplify the strategy by applying it
to solve an illustrative problem in physicst

The original form cf 6 problem is usually determined by various
extrinsic factors (such as brevity of statement in a textbook); rather
than by intrinsic utility to a problem solver; Thus the first helpfUl
task is to start From the original problem statement to generate a prob-
lem description most convenient 7 the Problem solver: We may call this
task "translation". _This problem description still incorporates very
little of the general or theor. ..:cal_knowledge which the problem_solver
can frmitfully bring to bear or the problem: Thus the nekt_helpf-61_task
is to start from thr previous convenient__ problem description expressed
optimally in terms of theoretical background knowledge: (We may call thiS
task "analysis":)_ The problem is now in )rm facilitating the search
for a solution. Accordingly, the next task starts from this useful prob-
lem formulation to generate_a "schematic socition", i.e., a decomposition

zhe problem into subproblems which_are seemed solvable, although not
explicitly solved. (We may call this task "design".) cle6rly the next

task then involves actually solving these various_subproblems in order to
generate a tentative solution of the problem. (Wc may call thiS task_
"implementation".) Finally; the last task consists of assessing and revis-
ing tniS tentative solution in orc?r to generate a good solution which is
aoth correct and optimal:
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The preceding five tasks constitute the five major subproblems of the
proposed problem-solving strategy, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that
each such subproblem is completely specified by its input and desired out-
put (e.g., by "convenient description" and "useful formulation"), and that
the name given to a subproblem (e._g.; "analysis") is merely a convenient
label without any intrinsic significance.

ORIGINAL PROBLEM

translation

-o

A

on

fCONVENIENT DESCRIPTION

analysis

ii USEFUL FORMULATION

design

SCHEMATIC SOLUTION

implementation

TENTATIVE SOLUTION

assessment

EVALUATION

GOOD SOLUTION

Fig. 3. Major subproblems of the problem-solving strategy.

Let me now -:ndicate briefly how each of these major subproblems
is to be solved;
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Translation

To find a convenient problem description:
(1) Introduce a convenient symbolic representation (draw a design and

choose labeling symbols)
(2) List specified and desired information

Analysis

To_find a useful_problem formulation:
(1) Retrieve relevant basic knowledge
(2) Generate a theoretical problem description by - _

(a) expressing problem statements in theoretical form
(b) considering significant problem features_(systems; stages of

a process) and applying theoretical knowledge tothem
(3) Find global information about problem by

(a) identifying general properties (e.g., invariants)
(b) identifying possible types of solutions (including limiting

and critical cases)
Note that all these things are to be done at a high level of des-

cription; unencumbered by distracting details.

Design

To find a schematic problem solution:
(1) Search for solution by using the "generate-and-modify" strategy

described below
(2) Do this at successively more detailed levels ofrefinement; if

necessary
The search strategy mentioned (a form of "means-ends analysis")

tests the problem at any stage to identify the difficulties involved in
finding the desired solution. These difficulties are of two kinds:
lacks; i.e:;- desirable features (such as needed information) which are
absent; and flaws, i.e., undesirable features (such as extraneous infor-
mation)_which are present; The general strategy is then to -carry out_
appropriate actions to generate (fairly uncritically) useful information
likely to supply the lacks; and then to_modify this information judicious-
ly by removing the flaws in it. Typically, useful infOrmation can be
generated by applying some relevant principle or methodto the problem;
information containing flaws then can be modified suitably by combining
it with other information which relates such flaws to more desirable in-
formation elements. This cycle of generation and subsequent modification
can be applied repeatedly until one attains the solution (i.e., all the
desired information without any remaining flaws).

Implementation

To find a tentative solution, solve in detail the various (presumably
solvable) subproblems identified in the schematic solution.

This solution process is not really different from the one used in
design; except that the problems to_be_addressed are now more straight
forward and are solved at a more detailed level.
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Assessment and revision

To .ind a good solution; assess the tentative_solution by examining__

the following questions and making appropriate revisions until the answers

to these questions are affirmative:
(1) Is the >>lutior enambigUodS?
(2) Is it ternally and externally consistent (i.e., self-consistent

and i agreement with other known information)?
(3) Is it c,;m0ett?
(4) Is it optima' (e.g., might it be simpler)?

The pretedio e:ript;on of the strategy is general and fairly

abstract. To o' 64i the strategy has quite specific implications; it

is instructive to pply it in detail to a particular simp1e_example,__After
that we shall be in a better position to point out the general implications

and limitations of Such a strategy

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPL:.

Table I state; a physics problem typical of the kind encountered in

a basic college physics course. To illustrate_our_proposed problem-solv-
ing strategy.in greater detail, let J5 apply it systematically to this

problem:

After descending a mountain slope; a sled moves up another

hill whose top; which 1-as a radi;s of curvature R; is at a height

h above a valley Assuming that the sled moves over the snow-

covered ground with negligible friction; at what height above

the valley must this sled start from rest on Jie mountain slope

so that the sled just leaves the ground at the top of the hill?

Table I. Original statement of a physics problm

Translation

According to_the preceding section, the_strategy_leads one first to

generate a convenient problem description which consists of the diagram

of Fig 4; of some convenient symbols (suchas the initial height y of the

sled); And of Table 2 which_lists_the_relevant information about_the___ _

problem. Note that this"information is now available in much more usable

fOrM than in the original Table 1; This is beacause_it is represented_

pictorially_, corresponding tilbi closely to the observable physical situ-
atiOn; and because it is listed succinctly in the order of the specified

motion proces:.
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Specified information

Start of sled motion:

speed v = 0

unknowr, height y

Sled move wthout friction (1)

Top of hill:

height h

radius of curvature R

sled just leaves the ground (2)

Desired information

?

Table 2. Convenient description of the problem of Table 1. (To be
supplemented by Fig; 4);

Fig. 4. Diagram representing the information provided in the problem
of Table 1.
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Analysis

The "analysis" part of the strategy,as outlined in the preceding

section, leads to the following information:
(1) The relevant -basic khoWledge concerns mechanics; i:e., principles

in.o;Ving motion; forces; and energy. A_theoretical description of the

problem should thus ihVOlVe these concepts;
(2a) Statement _1 in Table 2 specifiet_thatthe moves without

friction. ThUS the frictional force is zero; i.e., the_surface force F-

.
exerted on the sled by the ground is always perpendicular to the ground

surface.
(2a_, continued' _Statement 2 in Table 2 specifies that the sled just

leaVOS the ground at the top of the hill;_The_word"jUSt" indicates a

critical case between two types of solutions; one type where the_sled still

touches the ground at the top of the hill-(so that the surface force

t_0 at the top of the hill), and the other type where the_sled haS left

the ground before it reaches the topAso that = 0): The critical caSe_

betWeeh th050 two types of solution is then that where the sled at the top

of the hill still barely touches the ground and Fs. 0; _

(2b) The only relevant system is -the sled, The motion process-can

be subdivided into two stages, -the entire initial motion until the sled

reaches the top of -the_ hill; and the stage_wherethe sled is at the -very

top of the hill. C6h5iderfirst the initial motion. Application of -gbrce

arguments (and the equation of motion' leadS to the conclusion that the

sled moves as a result of the downward_gravitational_force_F-= mg and

the surface_force F- on the sled. Application of energy arguments leads

to .06 conclusion that; since there As no frictional_force, energy is con-

served. Thus the kinetic energy and the speed of the sled vary simply with

its corresponding gravitational potential_energyjor height). _

(2b, continued) At the top of the hill; the surface force 0

so that only the gravitational force_acts_on the sled:

(3) As already mentioned; the energy of the sled -is a simplifying

invariant; We have also mentioned types of solutions and shall not do

more along thOSO lines (although we could),
The results of this analysis lead to the useful_problem formuation

partially summarized in Table_3._ Note that the previous statements

describing the problem in Table 2 have-been reformulated into theetical
statements about the surface force. _Altd the crucial importance of the

gravitational force (never even mentioned in the original problem state=

ment) is now fully apparent The problem formulation of Table -3_ is clearly

much easier to -solve than the earlier problem_descriptions of Tablet 2 or 1;

Indeed; if Table 3 were tiaiittib-ed into prose form_and_were given as a

textbook problem to students; it would be much simpler for them than the

original problem of Table

Detign

A schematic problemsolution, obtained by the "generate-and=Mbdify"

strategy of the last section, is succinctly summarized in_Table 4. This

table indicates explicitly how the problem is decomposed into successive

subproblems and what ihfOrMatiOh results from the solution of each solvable

subproblem, Such information is_described_by global statements which dis-

regard distracting detail -in order to specify merely an existing relatibh

between key quantities. (In Table 4, the quantities in these statements
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Spec4fied information

start of sled motion:

speed v = 0

unknown height y

Sled motion

Surface force f-isurface
-s

Mass of sled m

:Downward gravity forte

Energy is constant

Top of hill

height h

radius of curvature R

T- = 0
-s

Desired information

Y = ?

.., mg

Table 3. Useful formulation of the problem of Table 1. (To be
supplemented by Fig. 4.)

are conveniently indicated by single-letter abbreviations arranged
in_separate columns. However; without much sacrifice in transpar-
ency one could also express such statements it words: For example;
in designing the_solution of the problem of Fig: 2 Onebight_use
the statement "'resistance, geometry" to indicate that a particular
subproblem yields information relating a resistance to geometrical
factors.)

TO explain the schematic_solution of Table 4, let me express__
it in words I_might use_as a_problem-solver. I start With the. Well=
formulated original problem P and not that it lacks adequate infor-
mation_to attempt a solution. Hence _I undertake subproblem P1 to
find relevant information relating the sled't Motion to its inter-
action With other objects. To solve this problem4 my_previous_prob-
lem analysis suggests that I try to solve subproblem P1.1, applying
the conservation of energy to the_initial sled motion; and thus ob-
tain a relation between the sled's initial height y and its speed V
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PrOb# Problems Results # -

P Well-formulated problem

P1

.I

2

P2

.1

.2

P3

FIND mechanics information

APPLY E=const: initial motion

APPLY ma=F: top of hill

ELIM a

APPLY centrip accel

ELIM a: 2,3

ELIM v: 1,4

y, v

0 F_,

v; a

QD Fg

Y; F9

1

2 o

4 ;

5

0

Table 4. Schematic solution of the problem of Table 1: (The circles

and lines in the last column indicate pictorially which
statements are combined to yield new statements.)

at the top of the hill. The previous problem analysis also suggests
an attack on subproblem P1.2, applying the equation of motion ma =
to the sled at the top of the hill. This yields a relation between
the acceleration a of the sled and the gravitational force F acting
on it: Hence I have now schematically solved (and may thus-2heck
off) the original s.ubproblem P1 of finding relevant mechanics infor-
mation._ Now I note' that the acceleration_a (circled in Table 4) is
a flaw in my available information since it is not wanted for the
solution of the_original problem- Hence I undertake subproblem P2
to eliminate this acceleration. To do this, I first solve subproblem

P2.1; applying the relation for centripetal acceleration. Thus I

find a relation between the acceleration a- and speed v- of the sled
at the top of the hill: I_then tackle subproblem -P2.2 to eliminate
the acceleration a by combining statements 2 and 3, thereby finding
a relation_between v and Ei. I have now solved the original sub-
problem P2-of eliminating 'he acceleration: Finally I note that the
speed v (circled in Table 4) is a last remaining flaw. Hence I
undertake subproblem P3 of eliminating v by combining the previous
information contained in statements 1 and 4. In this way I obtain
a relation between the initial height x and the known gravitational
force

-9
F-. Hence my entire original problem P has now been solved:

Implementation

The task of obtaining the actual- solution of the_problem is
now quite straightforward since it only remains to solve in detail
the simple subproblems specified in the schematic solution of Table
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4. ThOs subproblem P1.1 (applying energy conservatidp)
mgy = mgh mv12; or y = h V12g, _Subproblem P1.2 (applying the
equatibh of motion)-yields simply ma_F F = mg; or a = g. SUbOrtibleM
P2.1 yields a = v- /-R and subprobleM P2.29then produces v2 = gR.
From Subpi'ObleM PI we get simply y = h + R/2; which is the answer
to the entire original problem P:

The last step of the strategy; involving assessment and revis-
ion, is so straightforward that it needs no illustration in this
particular case:

DISCUSSION

The preceding illustrative example_ has hopefully clarified_and
made more concrete some of the basic ideas discussed earlier. Hence
It Is now possible to point out some of the general implications
and limitations of thit work.

The problem-solving strategy proposed in the latt couple -of
sections can be regarded as a tpetific_model for effectiVely solving
problems in physics. This strategy strives to achieve the ftilltiWing
advantages: (1) -It systematically detOMObses_any_problem into a_
sequence of simpler tiibproblems._ (2) It directs one to proceed by
a_series of successive refinements Thus only a few decisions -need
to be made at any one stage._ Furthermore; major global decisions
are made_first; unobscured by distracting detail. These can then
guide subsequent decisions at a more tpecific level. (3) The fact
that a prbblem solution is described at a global level without
burdensome detail (e:g;; as illustrated by the schematic solution
in Table 4) helps to reveal the essential features of a solution;
and_to modify a solution easily when a problem is changed._ (4)
Finally; thesyMbblit representation illustrated in Table 4 can
itself be a useful aid in designing a solution, in helping students
design solutions; or in summarizing someone else's solution (e.g_._;
in summarizing_ the solution process inferred from a person's problem,-
solving protocol)

The prOblem-solving model described by the strategy is intended
to simulate -some of the central features of the problem-solving __
processes of eXperts. However; it should be noted that the actually
Observed problem-solving behavior of an expert MaY_conceal much im-
plicit information Pretesting which is not explicitly apparent. The
reason is that an expert can often use very feW Wbrds to invoke
fairly complex solva010.tdbproblems which he has accumulated in his
repertoire as_a result of his extensive past problem-solving experi-
ence. The familiarity with such major solvable subproblems makes
problem solving easier for an expert than for a novice, who must
solve the same problem by piecing ttigether a larger number of more
primitive subprObleMS.

As emphasized earlier; the work I haVe dettribed is still very
much in progress and much more needs to be done along the following
lines:

(1) The problem-solving model heeds to be_refined and made
more explicit. In particular; it is important to specify more pre-
cisely_the hierarchical structure of a knowledge -base; described
at multiple levels of detail, which permits efficient retrieval of
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relevant information by.-he proposed problem-solving strategy;
Models of_sttch a structure could then be tested -by- examining _Or
constructing khowledge bases for some specific subfields of physics
or engineering._

(2) Detailed experiments are necessary to ascertain to -what
extent someone; proceeding -in- accordance with the problem-solving
strategy, does attain significantly- improved problem- solving -per-

formance. Some aspects of the problem-solving model might also
be checked by computer simulation.

(3) If such experiments substantiate the merits of the prob-
lem-solving strategy; one should then_be_able_to_use this strategy
as the basis Of a systematic and practical instructional procedure

for teaching students.improved_problem-solving skills.
(4) The present domain_of applicability of the problem-solving

model is limited_to relatively simple problems of the kind encounter-
ed in basic physics or:_enryineecourses. In the case_of_mord
complex problems, -the design phase of the strategy must be amplified
by incorporating in it more elaborate heuristic procedures ftir re-
describing problems or searching for their solution;____Examples of
such heuristic procedures are discussed in Polya (1957) or

Witkelgren (1974). Furthermore; one should explore to what. extent
the Rroblem-solving model can be extended to areas beyond physics;

coNnATING REMARKS

I have tried to show that serious concerns with problem solving

can benefit significantly from detailed studies of the information
processing underlying successful problem solving. _Such_studies,
pursued in depth and_with the formulation'of detailed theoretical

models; can lead to substantial intellectual challengesuand toUth
on fundamental questions of substantive interest both_to_modern

engineering fields (such as computer science_and_artifitial intell-

igence) and to cognitive psychology'. Furthermore,, on a_less funda-

mental and more practical level, the analysis of human information

processing can have far-reaching implications for teaching students
improved_problem-solving_skills and for furthering the development
Of an effective applied science of education.
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CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Diagram indicating schematically the c ection betWeeh

particular symbol (black circle) and a particular referent (black square

Fig. 2: CUrreht floWihg through two joined wires_of the same material

and length. The diameter of the first wire is twice as large as that

of the second..

Fig. Major subproblems of the problem-solving strategy.

Fig. 4: Diagram representing the information prOVided in the problem

of Table 1.

o

Table-1: Original statement of a physics problem.

:Table 2: Convenient description of the problem of Table 1. (To be

supplemented by Fig. 4.)

Table,3: USefUl information of the problem of Table 1. (To be supple=

mented by Fig. 4.)

Table 4: Schematic solution Of the problem of Table 1. (The circles

and lines in the last column indicate pictorially which statements are

combined to yield new statements.)
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